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letter to Dull falsely stated, "Concerns regarding Dr. Noak's attitude and behavior expressed on
numerous occasions by the Department managers to you and Mr. Harrington appear to have been
ignored, as the problem has grown seemingly more pronounced." SOF il 28 (Haas Depa., Ex. 11

thereto). However, Harrington, Dull and Haas all testified to PHS' prior awareness of concerns
expressed about Noak's arrogance towards inmates and staff. Id. at

il 12.

The uncontested facts

do not show express malice-i.e., "the publication of defamatory matter in bad faith, without
belief in the truth of the matter published, or with reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the
matter." Barlow, 95 Idaho at 892, 522 P.2d at 1113. Thus, the common interest privilege
applies and summary should be granted to Haas on Count III of the Complaint.
C.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count V of the Complaint for
Conversion Because Noak Has No Cognizable Damages and There Is No Triable
Issue That Haas Withheld Noak's Property

Haas refers to and incorporates herein by this reference Sections VI(A) and VI(B) of
Defendant PHS' Memorandum in Support of Defendant Prison Health Services, Inc.'s Motion
for Summary Judgment, which addresses those damages that are recognized for the tort of
conversion.

For the reasons stated therein, Count V of the Complaint should be dismissed

against Haas as Noak has no cognizable damages for conversion. See SOF ~il 53, 54 and 56.
Also, there is no triable issue that Haas converted Noak' DEA certificates, form 222s or
prescription pads. For conversion, ·'there must be a tortious act, -some act of ownership or
exercise of dominion over the property of another in defiance of [the plaintiffs] rights." Carver
v. Ketchum, 53 Idaho 595, 26 P.2d 139, 141 (1933). A plaintiff must show that the defendant
appropriated property for his own use and beneficial enjoyment, or destroyed it, or exercised
dominion over it in exclusion or defiance of the plaintiffs right, or withheld possession from the
plaintiff under a claim of title inconsistent with his own. Id.

The act must be intentional;

"negligence is no part of an action for conversion." Taylor v. Forte Hotels Int'l, 1 Cal. Rptr. 2d
189, 192 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991). Where the possessor does not acquire the property by a tortious
taking nor appropriate or use the property in a fashion adverse to the owner, a conversion claim
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does not exist absent proof that the plaintiff made a proper demand for possession to the
possessor and the possessor wrongfully refused to return the item. Peaslev Transfer & Storage
Co. v. Smith, 132 Idaho 732, 743-44, 979 P.2d 605, 616-17 (1999).
There is no evidence that Haas took or used Noak's DEA certificates, or form 222s or
prescription pads. There is also no evidence that Noak made a proper demand to Haas for these
items, much less that Haas refused any such demand. SOF

i;~

44-54. Noak never spoke with

Haas after February 13, 2004, at the latest. SOF ~ 32. Noak's only written demand for his DEA
certificates was his letter to Dull, dated April 28, 2004, which was never sent to Haas. SOF il 49.
Summary judgment should be granted to Haas on Count V of the Complaint for conversion.

D.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Noak's Emotional Distress Claims in
Count 11 of the Complaint, as a Matter of Law
1.

The Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress Claim Should Be Dismissed
Because There Is No Triable Issue of Outrageous Conduct by Haas
Noak's claim in Count II for intentional infliction of emotional distress should be

dismissed, as a matter of law. Haas refers to and incorporates herein by this reference Section
lV(A) of Defendant PHS' Memorandum in Support of Defendant Prison Health Sen-ices, Inc.'s
Motion for Summary Judgment, which addresses this claim.
Under the law cited therein by PHS, there is no triable issue that Haas engaged in
outrageous conduct toward Noak.

Instead, the evidence is that Haas merely acted as the

Department's liaison with PHS as he was hired to do, cooperated with the investigations and
complied with his superiors' directions in preparing correspondence. Additionally, as to Haas·
letter to the Board of Medicine of March 15, 2004, Noak's failure to prove clearly and
convincingly that Haas sent this letter with actual malice as defined by the New York Times
standard defeats not only Noak's defamation claim but also his intentional infliction of emotional
distress claim. See Steele v. The Spokesman-Review, 138 Idaho 249, 253, 61 P.3d 606, 610
(2002). Haas should be dismissed from this claim in Count II of the Complaint.

I I I
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2.

The Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress Claim Should Be Dismissed
Because Haas Owed No Independent Legal Duty to Noak
At issue in this lawsuit are Noak's claims that the defendants allegedly defamed

him, that PHS allegedly wrongfully terminated his empio1ment after the Sheriff and OPS
investigations and that the defendants allegedly withheld his DEA certificates and related items.
The emotional distress claims in Count II based upon these allegations fail, as a matter of law,
because Haas owed no legal duty to Noak that is independent of his other tort claims.
"An emotional distress claim based on the same facts as an unsuccessful libel
claim cannot survive as an independent cause of action." Leidholdt v. L.F.P .. Inc., 860 F.2d 890,
893 fo.4 (9th Cir. 1988).

The rationale for this rule is that emotional distress damages are

available in defamation and allowing a plaintiff to cloak a defamation claim as a emotional
distress claim risks "swallowing up and engulfing the whole law of public defamation." Barker
v. Huang. 610 A.2d 1341. 1351 (Del. 1992) (quoting Prosser and citing cases from jurisdictions
that reject these duplicative claims). See also ldaho Code § 6-702 ("No person shall have more
than one (1) cause of action for damages for libel or slander or invasion of privacy or any other
tort founded upon one single publication or exhibition or utterance ... ."). The rationale is on all
fours to the case here. As discussed above, Noak must prove defamation per se in Count Ill by
establishing clear and convincing evidence that Haas sent the March 15, 2004 Board of Medicine
letter \Vith actual malice (i.e., knowing or reckless disregard of falsity). Noak cannot state the
same defamation claim in Count 11 upon a showing of negligence. As Noak's claims against
Haas sound, if at all, in defamation, he cannot maintain his emotional distress claims in Count JI
based upon Haas' alleged statements about him.
Noak also cannot maintain a cause of action for emotional distress based upon
alleged emotional distress damages arising out of PHS' termination of his employment. See
Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians. P.A., 138 Idaho 200, 211, 61 P.3d 557, 568 (2002)
(holding that the conduct complained of must be independent of the contract claim); Sorensen v.
Saint Alphonsus Reg. Med. Center. Inc., 141 Idaho 754, 761-62, 118 P.3d 86, 93-94 (2005)
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(refusing to allow at-will employee to convert termination claim into emotional distress claim).
Indeed, Haas cannot be held liable for alleged emotional distress arising out of PHS' termination
of Noak's employment because Llaas did not terminate Noak's employment (or make the
decision to ask PHS for a new medical director). SOF

~~

36-40. As Noak cannot convert his

wTongful termination claim against PHS into a cause of action for emotional distress, Noak
cannot maintain Cow1t 11 against Haas based upon Noak's loss of employment.
Additionally, the Court's Order of April IO, 2008 holds that the Department's
initiation of an investigation and referral of Hernandez' complaint against Noak to the Ada
County Sheriff's Office were not torts. Order, dated April 10, 2008, p. 2. See also Wimer v.
State of Idaho, 122 Idaho 923, 925, 841 P.2d 453, 455 (Ct. App. 1993) (upholding grant of
summary judgment, holding there is no tmt for negligent investigation which "would impair
vigorous prosecution and have a chilling effect on law enforcement."); Hagv v. State of Idaho,
137 Idaho 618, 621-22, 51 P.3d 432, 435-36 (2002) (same). Therefore, Noak cannot maintain
his to1t claims against Haas based upon the investigations.
Finally, Noak claims that the alleged conversion of his DEA certificates, form
222s and prescription pads caused him emotional distress. However, conversion is an intentional
to1t, so Noak cannot maintain this claim on a negligence theory. See Tavlor, 1 Cal. Rptr. 2d at
192 (holding that "negligence is no part of an action for conversion"). Additionally, Haas owes
no legal duty to Noak, a PHS employee, for alleged conduct by PHS occurring at the prisons.
As discussed above, Noak's claims against Haas for alleged defamation per se
and conversion fail as a matter of law, and neither PHS' termination of Noak's employment nor
the investigations of his conduct constitute to1ts by Haas. Noak cannot salvage these failed
claims by cloaking them in a "catch-all" claim for negligent infliction of emotional distress.

3.

The Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress Claim Is Barred by the
Exclusive Remedy Provisions of the Worker's Compensation Statutes
"Idaho workmen's compensation statutes provide the exclusive remedy for

injuries arising out of and in the course of employment." Wilder v. Redd, 111 Idaho 141, 142,
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721 P.2d 1240, 1241 (1986); Idaho Codes §§ 72-209, 72-210, 72-211.

Noak contends that

alleged high stress conditions relating to the events in this case exacerbated his alleged chronic
fatigue syndrome. SOF

,r 55-56.

On these allegations, Noak's sole remedy against PHS for his

negligent infliction of emotional distress claim is limited to the worker's compensation statutes
because this negligence claim for alleged physical injury arises out of his employment.
Although PHS was Noak's actual employer, the Department was a statutory
·'employer" as defined in Idaho Code§ 72-102(13)(a) for purposes of the worker's compensation
laws only because PHS was its contractor. See Fuhriman v. State ofldaho Dept. of Transp., 143
Idaho 800, 804---05, 153 P.3d 480, 484-85 (2007) (holding that state agency is a statutory
employer protected from tort suit by the exclusive remedy rule). The exclusive remedy rule bars
not only Noak's negligence claim against the Department, but also his claim against Haas. Idaho
Code § 72-209(3), which addresses the exclusive remedy rule, states: "The exemption from
liability given an employer by this section shall also extend to ... all officers, agents, servants
and employees of the employer ...."

Thus, the exemption from liability provided in Idaho

Code § 72-209(3) extends to Haas as an employee of the Department.

Noak's remedy for

alleged injuries due to negligence in the workplace must be sought in the worker's compensation
forum. not in this lawsuit.

VI.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above, Defendant Haas respectfully requests that the Court
grant this motion for summary judgment and dismiss the Complaint as to him, with prejudice.
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Defendant Prison Health Services, Inc. ("PHS") and Defendant Richard D. Haas
("Haas"), by and through their respective counsel of record, Kirtlan G. Naylor of Naylor and
Hales, P.C., and Emily A. Mac Master, Deputy Attorney General, hereby submit this Joint
Statement of Undisputed Material Facts.

This joint statement is submitted for the Court's

convenience, to facilitate the Court's review of the record on PHS' and Haas' concurrent
motions for summary judgment. Some of the undisputed facts below may be material to only
one of the defendants' motions while other facts below may be material to both motions. Thus, a
fact is material to a defendant's motion for summary judgment only if the fact is cited in that
defendant's brief.

Addendums A and B hereto provide cross-reference tables to assist the

Court's review of the deposition testimony and exhibits cited below in this Statement.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

From 2001 through 2005, PHS held the statewide contract to provide health care

services at nearly all prisons and correctional facilities operated by the Idaho Department of
Correction (the "Department"). Complaint, 7[ 10. Plaintiff John Noak began working for PHS in
a part-time capacity in April 2002 and then became the PHS Medical Director for Idaho in
October 2002. Complaint, 7[7[ 13-14.
2.

In connection with PHS' full-time job offer, Noak signed a PHS employee

handbook acknowledgement form, dated August 21, 2002, agreeing that his employment would
be at-will and could be terminated with or without cause at any time. Deposition of John F.

Noak, M.D., 152:4-153:6, Ex. 14 thereto.

Noak also signed an application for employment,

dated August 28, 2002, agreeing to at-will employment.

Noak Depa. 151 :4-152:3, Ex. 13

thereto; Deposition of Rick Dull 286: 20-287: 2.
3.

Noak reported to Lee Harrington, PHS' then Regional Vice President for Idaho,

for administrative purposes until September 2003, when Richard Dull became PHS' Regional
Vice President for Idaho. Noak Depa. 197:1-9; Dull Depa. 14:9-17, 71:24-72:6; Deposition of

Lee Harrington, 57: 1-58:7.
4.

As PHS' Medical Director, Noak was in charge of monitoring the quality of
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medical care provided by approximately 150 PHS employees under the PHS Contract, leading
PHS' team of medical professionals by setting expectations and engendering an environment to
encourage retention of PHS medical staff. Noak Depa. 127:14-128:4, 185:14-187:18, Ex. 7
thereto; Harrington Depa. 97:15-100:4; Dull Depa. 287:17-291:5. Noak was also the hands-

on physician at three of the prisons, including South Boise Women's Correctional Center
("SBWCC") and the supervising physician for several PHS physician assistants. Noak Depa.
191: 17-192:4, 158:4-159:3; Harrington Depa. 84:19-86:9, 110:17-112: 11; Dull Depo. 15: 1216:1, 42:7-19.
5.

Noak obtained DEA certificates for the four prisons near Boise. Noak Depa.

114:10-25; Dull Depa. 282:25-286:2. Noak was responsible for retiring a certificate if he was

no longer at the registered site and for reporting any stolen DEA certificate, prescription pad or
fom1 222 ordering fom1. Deposition of Jan Atkinson 138:10-20, 139:20-141:1.
6.

Noak was never an employee of the Department. Noak Depa. 498:25-499:10;

Harrington Depa. 100:12-14; Dull Depa. 286:3-19.

7.

Tom Beauclair was the Director of the Department. Beauclair's direct reports

included two Administrators, Don Drum and Pam Sonnen. Chief Investigator Steve Wolf of the
Office of Professional Standards ("OPS"), which runs the Department's internal investigations,
also reported directly to Beauclair. Affidavit of Richard D. Haas 'jf 2.
8.

In January 2003, the Department hired Haas as the Medical Services Manager

reporting to Paul Martin, a Deputy Administrator reporting to Drum. Haas' primary duties were
to monitor the PHS Contract and serve as the liaison to PHS. Haas Aff. 7/'lf 2-3.
9.

Noak has no evidence that Haas was out to get him personally or that Haas bore

him any bad feelings or ill will.

Noak Depa. 561:2-7, 562:9-15.

Their relationship was

professional and friendly. Deposition of Richard D. Haas 47:21-48:8.
10.

After Haas was hired, he was asked to study the feasibility of converting to a

Department-administered health services program. Due to a lack of political support, the idea
was dropped in early 2003. Affidavit of Thomas J. Beauclair 1/ 2; Haas Aff. 1/4.
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11.

As contract monitor, Haas sought to maintain a formal contractor-client

relationship, based upon contract requirements. Haas A.ff '][3; Haas Depo. 21:6-23:21, 25:1226:18. Haas had to correct Noak for referring to himself as the State's Medical Director because

the misstatement might suggest to prison staff that Noak had operational authority over the
wardens that he did not have. Noak Depo. 561:8-562:8; Haas Depo. 48:9-51:5, 241:4-242:1,
243:13-245:14. Haas also allegedly rejected Noak's offer to re-write the Department's hepatitis

C policy and communicated directly with PHS staff about the transfer of an inmate with a
medical condition. Noak Depo. 501:9-502:24, 548:3-549:7. According to Haas, his job was
easier when PHS had a Medical Director. Haas Depo. 242:2-243:4.
12.

Harrington counseled Noak about showing up late for prison clinics and meetings

with PHS' client, the Department. Harrington, 44:24-49:1, 50:23-52:13, 86:15-90:21, 94:2195:22. Harrington also counseled Noak about his attitude that the majority of inmates were

manipulative, whiners and complainers, specifically the females, and that they didn't deserve the
care. Harrington, 52:14-55:9, 91:4- 93:21. PHS staff at the prisons expressed concerns to Dull
about Noak. Dull Depo. 14:18-25, 317:13-318:20, 320:10-12. On multiple occasions, Dull
spoke to Noak about his bedside manner, advising Noak to soften his approach. Dull Depo.
98: 9-99:8, 294: 10-295: 15, Ex. 7 thereto.

Concerns also were raised to Haas which were

forwarded to PHS. Haas Depo. 48:9-51:5, 52:5-21, 53:19-59:21, 245:22-246:24.
13.

On Tuesday, January 27, 2004, PHS physician assistant Karen Barrett phoned

Noak to consult about a female inmate at SBWCC, Norma Hernandez, who had a suspected
kidney stone. Noak Depo. 251:20--253:21, Ex. 17, 19 thereto; Deposition of Janna Nicholson
155:6-156:12, 299:3-300:23, Ex. 4 thereto (IDOC4949-50). On Thursday, January 29, 2004,

Hernandez had a fainting episode. Deposition of Norma Hemandez 133:23-135:19; Nicholson
Depo.

220:4-221:24; Noak Depo., Ex. 17 thereto (IDOC5023-24).

PHS Certified Medical

Specialist Janna Nicholson placed a series of phone calls to Noak requesting his assistance.
Noak Depo. 255:19-256:9; 265:20--267:23, Ex. 17 thereto (IDOC5022-23). Hernandez had to

be treated late that night at a local hospital emergency room. Id.; Deposition of Christy Presley
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23:12-24, Ex. 4 thereto; Deposition of Karen Barrett 70:12-72:10.

14.

It was not until late afternoon on Friday, January 30, 2004, that Noak fmally made

it to SBWCC to examine Hernandez. Noak Depa. 267:24-268:12, 431:22-433:18. After the
exam. Nicholson started to help Hernandez back to her room when the patient started to feel
dizzy. Hernandez Depa. 148:12-150:24. While Noak finishing his chart notes, Noak allegedly
heard someone outside the exam room say, "Are you going to faint?" Noak Depa. 273:3274:12. In Noak's words, "as the captain of the boat" he "moved expeditiously to the scene."
Id. Noak denies slamming Hernandez' medical chart on the desk. Noak Depa. 285:15-286:3.

Noak removed Nicholson's grip on Hernandez' right arm and took hold of Hernandez' right arm.
Noak Depa. 276: 17-279: 25.

15.

If a patient is fainting or there is a possibility that they might faint, protocol is to

lay the patient down in a supine position. Noak Depa. 280:14-282:6. Although a prior fainting
episode would be important, Noak disregarded the chart notes of the fainting episode the day
before. Noak Depa. 300:18-311:23, Ex. 17 thereto (!DOC5023-24).
16.

Instead of lowering Hernandez to the floor, Noak allegedly assessed Hernandez as

he took her ann, instantaneously concluded she was not fainting and then started escorting her
down an 80-foot hall to her room. Noak Depa. 280:1-284:9, 286:4-287:1, 298:18-299:12,
311:24-316:15, 443:2-445:14; Barrett Depa. 30:20-31:17; Hernandez Depa., 151:7-152:2,
153:17-21. Noak alleges that he continued to assess her as they walked, but there is no mention

of a medical assessment in his chart notes. Noak Depa. 286:13-288:9, 293:11-294:9, Ex. 17
thereto. Noak claims he told Hernandez that he was glad she was doing better because they

wouldn't have to transfer her to "Pokey," Pocatello Women's Correctional Center. Noak Depa.
288:23-293:10.

17.

When Noak physically inserted himself between Hernandez and Nicholson, it

appeared to Barrett and Hernandez that Nicholson was thrown off balance.
60:13-61:21; Nicholson Depa. 126:6-22; Hemandez Depa. 67:2-68:20.

Barrett Depa.

Upset, Nicholson

threw up her hands and said, "I quit." Nicholson Depa. 99:19-102:6; Barrett Depa. 52:15-
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53:23; Deposition of Todd Jackson 34:16-41:6.
18.

After Noak left the facility, Nicholson reported the incident to Correctional

Officer Todd Jackson, one of the officers who had witnessed Noak's escort of Hernandez.

Jackson Depa. 18:21-19:19, 89:3-90:2, Exs. 1-2 thereto; Nicholson Depa. 111:18-113:17.
19.

Later that evening, Hernandez submitted an Inmate Concern Form to Officer

Jackson. Jackson Depa. 28:1-30:12, 45:3-46:19, Ex. 3 thereto. In the Inmate Concern Form,
Hernandez complained that Noak was "abrupt & rude, forced her down the hall gripping her arm
with "no concern of [her] health or wellbeing," nearly dragging her on her "tipi-toes," and
threatened to send her to the Pocatello Women's Correctional Center if she did not "heal
quickly." Jackson Depa., Ex. 3 thereto.
20.

Officer Jackson reported the incident by calling Lt. Christie Presley, who

supervised the facility's operations and completing a Form 105 Incident Report. Jackson Depa.

11:10-13:8, 91:6-8, Ex. 1 thereto. Due to the allegations, Presley ordered correctional staff not
to allow Noak back into SBWCC. Jackson Depa. 30:13-34:13; Presley Depa. 8:2-9:16, 13:6-

14:1, 49:12-54:14, 61:25-71:9, 74:25-76:1, Ex. 8 thereto.
21.

Upon returning to work, Presley sent an e-mail to Haas, dated February 1, 2004,

regarding the incident. Presley Depa. 10:15-11:25, Ex. 1 thereto.
22.

Presley also spoke with witnesses and then forwarded to Haas a packet of

statements regarding the incident, including the following: (1) Hernandez' Inmate Concern form
regarding the incident; (2) Jackson's Form 105 Incident Report, dated January 29, 2004; (3)
Jackson's Form 105 Incident Report, dated January 30, 2004; (3) Jackson's Information Report,
dated January 30, 2004; (4) Nicholson's Information Report, dated February 1, 2004; and (5)
Barrett's Information Report, dated February 2, 2004. Presley Depa. 18:21-24:1, 30:21-49:9,

Ex. 4 thereto; Jackson Depa. 52:15-54:21, 91:6-92:2, Exs. 1-3 thereto; Nicholson Depa.
52:25-60:11, 285: 12-286:3, Ex. 1 thereto; Barrett Depa. 10:23-11:22, 87:16-89:24, Ex. 1
thereto. In her Information Report, Nicholson reported that Noak had pushed her aside, grabbed
Hernandez and forced Hernandez to walk down the hall in an "aggressive, irritated escort."
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Nicholson Depo.,Ex. 1 thereto. Presley also phoned Haas and allegedly told him that she had
barred Noak from SBWCC; Haas had no control over her security decision. Presley Depo.
14:24-17:4, 57:8-58:21, 61:25-67:2; Haas Depo. 217:1-7.
23.

On February 2, 2004, Andy Machin, PHS' Health Services Administrator at

SBWCC, informed Dull of the incident. Dull told Machin to instruct Noak to speak with the
patient, the employee and security. Dull then called Noak and repeated these instructions. Dull
Depa. 29:20-37:23, 38:24--41 :1.
24.

When Haas learned of the incident, he discussed it with Martin and Wolf and then

prepared a memo as requested to refer the matter up the chain of command for requesting an
OPS investigation.

Haas Depo. 68:15-87:22, 104:8-109:11, 232:23-234:22, Ex. 5 thereto.

Haas was alarmed by Hernandez' report that she was afraid, as "NCCHC" (National
Commission on Correctional Health Care) standards prohibit umeasonable barriers to care
sought by inmates. Haas Depo. 138:7-139:6, 227:14-232:15; Jackson Depo., Ex. 3 thereto.
25.

On February 3, 2004, Hernandez submitted an Inmate Concern Form asking to

file a police report on Noak for alleged battery. Hernandez, 86:2-89:22, Ex. 1 thereto.
26.

On February 4, 2004, Dull asked Noak a second time to follow-up with the

institution. Dull Depo. 48:9-19.
27.

On February 5, 2004, Hernandez filed a criminal battery complaint against Noak

with the Ada County Sheriffs Department (the "Sheriff'), which was referred for investigation.
Hernandez Depo. 93:13-95:15; Affidavit of Emily A. Mac Master, Ex. 12 thereto (ACSD000204).
28.

In a letter from Haas to Dull, dated February 5, 2004, the Department notified

PHS of the allegations against Noak and informed PHS that an inquiry would be conducted. At
the Department's direction, Haas signed the letter because he was the point of contact with PHS.
Haas Depo. 113:8-122:10, 268:21-272:19, Ex. 11 thereto; Noak Depo. 471:24-472:15; Dull
Depo 50:14-59:21, 72:16-73:19, 84:11-86:8, 292:10-294:9, Ex. 7 thereto.

In his deposition,

Noak alleged that the letter falsely stated: "Concerns regarding Dr. Noak's attitude and behavior
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expressed on numerous occasions by the Department managers to you and Mr. Harrington
appear to have been ignored, as the problem has grown seemingly more pronounced." Noak
Depa. 466: 10-468:6.

29.

On February 6, 2004, Dull met with Noak and discussed Noak's failure to follow

up with the patient, as Dull had instructed him to do. According to Dull, Noak's response was
that he was too busy saving lives. Dull Depa. 86: 13-89: 24. Noak admits that Dull directed him
to go "make nice" with Presley, but Noak never got around to it due to other alleged pressing
matters. Noak Depa. 333:25-337:2, 447:18-450:22.
30.

On February 9, 2004, Nicholson and Barrett met with Dull to discuss the incident.

Nicholson testified that in this meeting Dull minimized the incident and was doing "damage
control" on the situation and that she felt her complaints about Noak to Dull were falling on
"deaf ears." Nicholson Depa. 138:19-143:4.
31.

Detective Don Lukasik conducted the Sheriffs investigation while Wolf

conducted the OPS investigation. Haas Depa. 152:1-17. On February 11 and 12, 2004, they
conducted recorded interviews of Barrett, Hernandez and Nicholson, who filed a battery charge
against Noak. Each witness testified in deposition that the respective recording of her interview
is true and correct. Hernandez Depa. 158:13-159:23; Barrett Depa. 95:21-96:12; Nicholson
Depa. 128:19-138:9, 286:11-290:2. Certified transcripts of these recorded interviews are filed

herewith. MacMaster Aff.17! 7-9, Exs. 11-13. During the OPS investigation, Wolf shared with
Haas information from the interviews. Haas Depa. 208:15-210:18, 251:7-255:5.
32.

On February 12, 2004, Beauclair barred Noak from entering all Department sites

pending the investigation, and Dull placed Noak on administrative leave with pay pending the
investigation.

Beauclair Aff <J[ 3; Noak Depa. 338:10-339:7, 529:8-530:21; Dull Depa.

105:13-21; Haas Depa. 148:22-149:6. Noak did not ask for his DEA certificates, prescriptions

pads of form 222s. Noak Depa. 530:22-532:3. Haas and Noak never spoke after this event, at
the latest. Noak Depa. 562:16-563:9.
33.

On February 13, 2004, Lukasik conducted a recorded interview of Noak, but
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Noak refused Wolf's request for an OPS interview. Noak Depa. 342:13-344:13, 582:5-583:14.
34.

Lukasik completed a written report of the Sheriffs investigation, dated February

23, 2004, and forwarded the case to the prosecutor with a recommendation that a warrant be
issued for the arrest of Noak. Mac Master Aff. J[l0, Ex. 12 thereto (ACSD0005-39).

On March

9, 2004, Dull reported to Haas that the Sheriffs investigation had been closed as the prosecutor
declined to prosecute the criminal charges. Dull Depa. 207:11-16, 211:7-212:20.
35.

With the criminal case closed, the Department decided not to wait any longer to

proceed under the PHS Contract. In a letter from Beauclair to Dull, dated March 9, 2004, the
Department directed PHS to replace Noak as the Medical Director under the PHS Contract.
Beauclair Aff. 'J[4, Ex. A thereto; Dull Depa. 213:4-216:8. In his deposition, Noak alleged that
Beauclair's letter falsely stated that the Department had completed its investigation and that
Noak posed a risk and unacceptable threat to the security of the institution, whose actions were
disruptive. Noak Depa. 490:21-491:10, 506:14-509:7, 533:19-534:17.
36.

Haas did not make the decision to request a new Medical Director. Haas Depa.

163:12-164:3; Beauclair Aff. 7[ 4. Haas initiated a first draft of Beauclair's letter by compiling
infom1ation provided by others and offering language from the PHS Contract. After the letter
was reviewed and signed, Haas allegedly faxed Beauclair' s letter to Dull. Haas Depa. 162:6170: 23, 257:6-259:22; Haas Aff. 7[5; Dull Depa. 212:21-216:8, Ex. 20 thereto.
37.

Upon receipt of Beauclair's letter, Dull consulted with several managers at the

PHS corporate office, including his supervisor Rod Holliman, Ray Langham, Sheila Morris, Jean
Byasee and Dom1a Sue Franklin and it was decided that PHS would provide a new Medical
Director and that PHS would terminate Noak's employment. Dull Depa. 216:9-223:3, Ex. 20
thereto.
38.

On March 10, 2004, Dull terminated Noak's employment with PHS. Noak Depa.

344:14-350:12; Dull Depa. 302:22-303:25. Dull offered that Noak could apply for a position
with PHS in another state, but Noak declined to do so. Noak Depa. 348:3-349:19; Dull Depa.
227:12-228:16; 307:9-21. Noak never requested his DEA certificates in this meeting with Dull
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or later when he returned to drop off keys. Noak Depo. 116:9-19, 350:5-351:15.
39.

Dull did not speak with Haas, Beauclair or anyone else at the Department between

the time that he received Beauclair's letter on March 9, 2004, and the time that he terminated
Noak's employment on March 10, 2004. Dull Depo. 305:10-307:8.
40.

On March 10, 2004, Dull sent a letter to Beauclair agreeing to replace Noak in

accordance with the PHS Contract. Dull Depo. 304:21-305:3, Ex. 23 thereto. PHS then hired a
new medical director for the PHS Contract. Dull Depo. 235:19-25, 282:9-18.
41.

On March 15, 2004, as directed by the Department, Haas sent a letter to the Idaho

State Board of Medicine to notify the Board of the incident. Haas Depo. 171: 1-172: JO, 178:20181:10, 259:23-260:25, Ex. 20 thereto. In his deposition, Noak alleged that the letter falsely
stated: ''Information obtained during the investigation prompted the Department to direct PHS to
obtain an immediate replacement for Dr. Noak." Noak Depo. 468:7-471:23.
42.

The Board of Medicine closed the matter without disciplinary action against Noak

in a confidential letter. Noak Depo. 481: 17-482: 3, 488:4-490: 20, Ex. 33 thereto.
43.

The OPS investigation was documented in a report, dated March 25, 2004, along

with written Interview Summaries. Affidavit of William Fruehling 7[ 2, Exs. A and B thereto.
44.

In late March or early April 2004, Jan Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer for

the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy, contacted Dull to inform him that PHS could not use
controlled substances in PHS stock that were ordered by Noak. At this time, Atkinson alleges
that she said Dull should return Noak's DEA certificates.

Dull made notes of this phone

conversation, but did not note Atkinson's request that he return Noak's DEA certificates.
Atkinson Depo. 20:6-17; Dull Depo. 256:1-257:19, Ex. 25 thereto (PHS73). His notes reflect
that PHS should not use medication from Noak's stock and describe a plan to modify practices
accordingly. Id.
45.

Following this phone call, Dull directed PHS staff to lock up any stock controlled

substances ordered by Noak. Dull Depo. 242:18-243:1, 258:13-18, Ex. 25 thereto.
46.

On April 18, 2004, Atkinson wrote a letter to Dull acknowledging an attempt on
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April 6, 2004 to transfer controlled substances from Noak's DEA registration to another DEA
registrant employed by PHS, although Atkinson cited that this process had been done
improperly. Dull Depo. 265:15-266:3; Ex. 26 thereto; Atkinson Depo. 141:2-23.
47.

On April 21, 2004, Dull sent a letter to Atkinson, notifying her that PHS had

inventoried, removed and locked up the stock controlled substances, proposing destruction of the
stock and informing her of PHS' plans for handling medications. The letter does not mention
any demand from Noak for his DEA certificates, form 222s or prescription pads. This letter was
the first letter allegedly copied to Haas about concerns regarding the stock controlled substances.
Dull Depo. 309:16-310:6, Exs. 28-29 thereto. During April 2004 PHS took multiple steps to

work with the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy and the DEA and ensure that PHS was abiding by
all applicable regulations and rules governing medications. Dull Depo. 267:5-268:15, 272:4-273:4, Exs. 27, 30 thereto.

48.

Noak canceled his DEA certificates by calling the DEA and sending a letter, dated

April 23, 2004. Noak Depo. 78:9-80:1, 128:7-129:7, Ex. 8 thereto. Correspondence from the
DEA to Atkinson, faxed April 26, 2004, confirmed their cancellation.

Atkinson 9:9-10:13,

41:15-42:1, Ex. 1 thereto (Bd Phann 6). All it took was a phone call to the DEA-with a "click,

click, click, click" all four certificates were canceled. Noak Depo. 78:5-80: 1.
49.

It was not until April 28, 2004, that Noak finally made a request directly to Dull

for the return of his DEA certificates, prescription pads, and Form 222's. Noak Depo. 82:985:10, 116:9-124:13, 393:22-396:5, Ex. 2 thereto. There is no evidence that anyone sent a copy

of this letter to Haas. Id.; Dull Depo. 310:21-311:20. In response, PHS administrator Barbara
Shaw responded the next day in a note that "We'll be happy to return these items to you." Noak
Depo. 125:2-11, Ex. 6 thereto. Shaw then instructed the PHS health services administrators to

collect these items for their return to Noak. Dull Depo. 274:2-13, Ex. 31 thereto.
50.

On May 6, 2004, PHS delivered Noak's DEA certificates and unused Form 222's

to Atkinson and she returned them to Noak.

Noak Depo. 141:16-143:15.

Noak was also

informed that his prescription pads had been shredded by PHS. Noak Depo. 142:14--22.
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51.

Noak acknowledged at deposition he has no evidence that anyone at PHS ever

used his DEA certificates, Form 222s, or prescription pads to order or dispense medication using
these forms after his termination. Noak Depo. 85:8-10, 89:22-90: l; 147:24-148:3.
52.

Neither Noak nor Atkinson contacted Haas or any other Department employee to

request his DEA certificates and related items. Noak Depo. 610:5-19; Atkinson Depo. 141:14-142:9, 143:4-24.

There is also no evidence that Haas or other Department employees ordered

any controlled substances. Noak Depo. 610:16- 612:3; Atkinson Depo. 143:25-144:23.
53.

Noak testified at deposition that he has never had his DEA certification or his

license with the Idaho State Board of Pharmacy revoked, suspended, or restricted as a result of
any actions involving PHS. Noak Depo. 127:5-11, 81:20-82:2.
54.

Noak's DEA certificates and prescription pads were effective for his use only at

the specific facility where they were to be used. Noak Depo. 101:19-102:3, 62:10-20, 70:2071:2, 84:5-21. Noak's Form 222s were merely blank forms on which he would need to fill in
information in order to make them effective. Noak Depo. 99:7-101:11, 143:24-144:14.
55.

Noak contends that the events of this case caused high stress conditions that

exacerbated his alleged chronic fatigue syndrome in 2004. Noak Depo. 26:25-28:23.
56.

Noak contends that as a result of PHS' alleged failure to timely return his DEA

certificates and related documents he suffered "overwhelming terror and fright" at the thought
that someone could potentially use those documents unlawfully and cause injury, or that he could
lose his DEA privileges. Noak Depo. 86:6-16, 147:8-16.

However, he admits such nefarious

conduct never actually occurred. See SOF 717! 51-52, infra.
57.

In his deposition testimony Noak alleged that the following PHS employees made

the following alleged defamatory statements about him:
a.

Noak alleges that PHS employee Jana Nicholson told investigators that

Noak had thrown her across the hallway when he grabbed Norma Hernandez. Noak Depo.
359:25-360:20.
b.

Noak alleges that PHS employee Rodney Roe made a statement to Roe's
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wife, Edith, that Noak had "thrown a PHS employee into the wall and almost choked out a
patient" during a phone call with her. Noak Depa. 355:9-12.
c.

At deposition Noak identified a March 19, 2004 email from Dull to his

immediate supervisor, PHS Regional Vice President Rod Holliman, in which Dull stated, ''Dr.
Noak has been unofficially diagnosed by our PHD Psychologist as having Personality Disorder.''

Noak, 362:20-363: 17: Dull Depo., Ex. 24 thereto. Noak testified that either Dull made a false
statement by writing this statement in his notes or the psychologist or psychiatrist who made the
statement to Dull made it falsely. Noak Depa. 363:14-17. Dull testified that a psychologist
working in the prison system-Chad Zompkey-had communicated to Dull that Noak had a
personality disorder in Zompkey' s opinion. Dull Depa. 249: 13-250:9. Dull testified that this
comment by Zompkey was "unofficial, candid, and unsolicited." Id.
58.

At his deposition when asked to identify statements that Noak contended were

defamatory against him, Noak said that he would produce a document listing all such statements.

Noak Depo. 452:9-16. Later in his deposition Noak then testified this list only existed in his
mind. and accordingly he did not produce it. Noak Depa. 527:11-528:8.

,r

DATED thisL day of September, 2009.
NAYLOR AND HALES, P.C.
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DATED this

9r~ay of September, 2009.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

Deputy Attorney General
Attorneys for Defendant
Richard D. Haas
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ADDENDUM A
For the Court's convenience, the depositions and deposition exhibits cited above in the
Statement come from the following sources:
Deposition Transcript and Exhibits

Source

Rick Dull

Ex. 1 to the Affidavit of
Bruce J. Castleton in
Support of Defendant PHS'
Motion for Summary Judgment
("Castleton Aff.")

Lee Harrington

Castleton Aff., Ex. 2

Karen Barrett

Castleton Aff., Ex. 3

Janna Nicholson

Castleton Aff., Ex. 4

Norma Hernandez

Castleton Aff., Ex. 5

John Noak

Ex. 6 to the Affidavit of
Emily MacMaster in Support of
Defendant Richard Haas'
Motion for Summary Judgment
("MacMaster Aff.")

Richard D. Haas

MacMaster Aff., Ex. 7

Todd Jackson

MacMaster Aff., Ex. 8

Jan Atkinson

MacMaster Aff., Ex. 9

Christy Presley

Mac Master Aff., Ex. 10
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ADDENDUMB
For the Court's convenience, the following table identifies, for each document cited in
the Statement, the deposition or affidavit cited in the Statement to which the document is
attached. Additionally, for those documents that are cited in the deposition testimony of other
witnesses, the table cross-references deposition exhibit numbers.
Exhibit Number Referenced in
Other Deposition Transcripts

Document

Cited Deposition or
Affidavit

Employee Handbook
Acknowledgement 8/21/02

Noak Depa., Ex. 14

Application for Employment
8/28/02

Noak Depa., Ex. 13

Statewide Medical Director
Job Description 10/3/02

Noak Depa., Ex. 7

Dull Depa., Ex. 1

Health Services Request CoPay Form 1/27/04

Nicholson Depa., Ex. 4
(IDOC4949-50)

Noak Depa., Ex. 18

Interdisciplinary Progress
Notes

Noak Depa., Ex. 17

Nicholson Depa., Ex. 4
(IDOC 5021-23)

Physician's Orders

Noak Depa., Ex. 19

Nicholson Depa., Ex. 4
(IDOC 5006-08)

Todd Jackson Form 105
Incident Report 1/29/04

Presley Depa., Ex. 4

Haas Depa., Ex. 4

Inmate Concern Form 1/30/04

Jackson Depa., Ex. 3

Presley Depa., Ex. 7;
Haas Depa., Ex. 27

Todd Jackson Form 105
Incident Report 1/30/04

Jackson Depa., Ex. 1

Presley Depa., Ex. 2;
Haas Depa., Ex. 2

Todd Jackson Information
Report 1/30/04

Jackson Depa., Ex. 2

Presley Depa., Ex. 3;
Haas Depa., Ex. 3

Shift Report/Briefing 1/30/04

Presley Depa., Ex. 8

Jackson Depa., Ex. 4;
Haas Depa., Ex. 25

Janna Nicholson Information
Report 1/31/04

Nicholson Depa., Ex. 1

Presley Depa., Ex. 5

E-mail to Richard Haas from
Christy Presley 2/1/04

Presley Depa., Ex. 1

Haas Depa., Ex. 1

Karen Barrett statement 2/2/04

Barrett Depa., Ex. 1

Presley Depa., Ex. 6
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Exhibit Number Referenced in
Other Deposition Transcripts

Document

Cited Deposition or
Affidavit

Memo to Paul Martin from
R.D. Haas 2/2/04

Haas Depo., Ex. 5

Inmate Concern Form 2/3/04

Hernandez Depo., Ex. 1

Letter to Richard Dull from
R.D. Haas 2/5/04

Haas Depo., Ex. 11

E-mail to Rodney Holliman
from Rick Dull 2/6/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 7

Letter to Richard Dull from
Thomas B eauclair 3/9/04

Beauclair Aff., Ex. A

Fax transmission 3/9/04,
attaching letter to Richard Dull
from Thomas J. Beauclair
3/9/04 and R. Dull notes

Dull Depo., Ex. 20

Letter to David Haas from
Richard L. Dull 3/10/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 23

Letter to Beverly Kendrick
from R.D. Haas 3/15/04

Haas Depo., Ex. 20

Email to Rodney Holliman
from Rick Dull 3/19/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 24

R. Dull notes 4/2/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 25

Letter to Rick Dull from Jan
Atkinson 4/18/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 26

R. Dull notes 4/21/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 27

Letter to Jan Atkinson from
Richard L. Dull 4/21/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 28

Facsimile cover sheet to David
Haas from Rick Dull 4/21/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 29

Facsimile cover sheet to Jan
Atkinson from Rick Dull
4/21/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 30

Atkinson Depo., Ex. 1 (Bd
Pharm 9)

Letter to DEA Registration
from John Noak, M.D. 4/23/04

Noak Depo., Ex. 8

Atkinson Depo., Ex. 1 (Bd
Pharm 12, with notes)

Fax Sheet to Jan Atkinson
from Dale Tom, DEA 4/26/04

Atkinson Depo., Ex. 1 (Bd
Pharrn 6)

Noak Depo., Ex. 30 (with
attachment); Dull Depo., Ex. 6
(with attachments)

Noak Depo., Ex. 22;
Dull Depo., Ex. 20, infra,
(with attachments)

Noak Depo., Ex. 31

Atkinson Depo., Ex. 1 (Bd
Pharm 7-8)

Atkinson Depo., Ex. 1 (Bd
Pharm 10-11, with notes)
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Document

Cited Deposition or
Affidavit

Letter to Rick Dull from John
Noak, M.D. 4/28/04

Noak Depo., Ex. 2

Letter to Rick Dull from John
Noak, M.D. 4/28/04, with
handwritten notes

Noak Depo., Ex. 6

E-mail to Rick Dull from
Barbara Shah 4/29/04

Dull Depo., Ex. 31

Letter to John F. Noak, M.D.
from Wendell Wells, Board of
Medicine 6/9/04

Noak Depo., Ex. 33

Investigation Report 3/25/04

Fruehling Aff., Ex. A

Interview Summaries

Fruehling Aff., Ex. B

Certified Transcripts of
Nicholson, Barrett and
Hernandez Interviews

Mac Master Aff., Exs. 1113

Ada County Sheriff
Department Reports

Mac Master Aff., Ex. 14

Exhibit Number Referenced in
Other Deposition Transcripts
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
r>('(./

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ::f ctay of September, 2009, I caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to:
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR
NAYLOR HALES
950 W BANNOCK STE 610
BOISE ID 83702

D U.S. Mail

0' Hand Deli very

D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail

JOHN A BUSH
COMSTOCK & BUSH
P. 0. BOX 2774
BOISE ID 83701-2774

iz1. U.S. Mail

DAVIS F. V ANDERVELDE
WHITE PETERSON
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200
NAMPA ID 83687

[3f U.S. Mail

D Hand Deli very
D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail

D Hand Deli very
D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail
n ~
VJ?~

~

(J ,).

. ..
·,-x '.
dcf
J f;:J.~ c,J r) 1

~

y;,

c....,

Emily A. Mac Master
Deputy Attorney General
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ND------;:,;;-:::::--:.r----

r...,.1Le~±?;z.__

A.M _ _ _ _

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STEVE~

L.

.~. PAYIR hlAVArlRi:( GIP•I\
"' ~~nl-./i:r-i
,:;li~IJH ..

OLSEN

Chief~ Civil Litigation Division
EMILY A. MAC MASTER, ISB No. 6449
Deputy Attorneys General
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-2400
Facsimile: (208) 334-2830
emilv.macmaster@ag.idaho.gov
Attorneys for the State Defendants Idaho Department of Correction and Richard D. Haas

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF ADA
)
) Case No. CV OC 0623517
)

JOHN F. NOAK,

V.

) DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT
) OF CORRECTION'S MOTION FOR
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES 1-10.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

----------------

Defendant Idaho Department of Correction ("the Department"), by and through its
undersigned counsel, hereby moves the Court for summary judgment against Plaintiff John F.
Noak on all claims asserted in this action against the Department on the grounds that there is no
genuine issue of material fact and that the Department is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
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This motion is brought pursuant to Rules 56(b) and (c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and
is supported by:
1.

Ddendant Idaho Department of Correction's Memorandum in Sup port of Motion

for Summary Judgment ("'the Department's Brief'), filed herewith;
2.

The Affidavit of Emily A. Mac Master dated October 15, 2009, and exhibits

thereto, filed herewith;
3.

Defendant Richard D. Haas' Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on September

3, 2009, and Defendant Richard D. Haas' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, Defendants' Joint Statement of Undisputed Material Facts ("SOF") 1 and the affidavits
of Emily A. Mac Master, Richard D. Haas, Thomas J. Beauclair and Will Fruehling, and exhibits
thereto, all filed therewith;
4.

Those portions of the Memorandum in Support of Defendant Prison Health

Services, Inc. 's Motion for Summary Judgment on file with the Court in this action that are cited
in the Department's Brief;
5.

Those portions of the Afiidavit of Bruce J. Castleton in Support of Defendant

Prison Health Services, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, and exhibits thereto, on file with
the Court in this action that are cited in the Department's Brief by reference to the SOF; and

I.
The SOF has been provided for the Court's convenience to facilitate the Court's review
of the record for this motion and Defendant Haas' and Prison Health Services, Inc.'s previously filed
motions for summary judgment. There are six volumes of Noak's deposition, and Noak has also taken
numerous depositions. Should leave be required to file the SOF, the Department hereby moves the Court
for leave to file the SOF in accordance with Rule 8 of the Local Rules of the District Court, for the Fourth
Judicial District.
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6.

The Affidavit of Miren E. Artiach,

ii

4 and Exhibit A thereto, filed January 9,

2007, in this action and all other pleadings and records on file with the Court in this action.
DA TED this 15 th day of October 2009.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

By:
y Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15 th day October 2009, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the following method to:

KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR
NAYLOR HALES
950 W BANNOCK STE 610
BOISE 10 83702

JOHN A BUSH
COMSTOCK & BUSH
P. 0. BOX 2774
BOISE ID 83701-2774

DAVIS F. VANDERVELDE
WHITE PETERSON
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200
NAMPA ID 83687

D U.S. Mail

~ Hand Delivery

D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail
D U.S. Mail
~ Hand Delivery

D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail
~ U.S. Mail

D Hand Delivery
D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail

Emily A. ac Master
Deputy ttorney General
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NO. _ _ _ _,,___ _ _
FILED~

·-

A.M _ _ _ __p,M-~r--=---

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL

OCT 1 5

STEVEN L. OLSEN
Chief, Civil Litigation Division
EMILY A. MAC MASTER, ISB No. 6449
Deputy Attorneys General
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-2400
Facsimile: (208) 334-2830
emiiy .macmaster@ag.Idaho.gov

J. DAVID NAVARRO, C11:;rk
Sy A, GAFUJEN
OEF'LITY

RISK/NOAK/Afiidavit Of Emily Macmaster -- Haas MSJ.Doc

Attorneys for the State Defendants Idaho Department of Correction and Richard D. Haas
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF ADA
)

JOHN F. NOAK,

) Case No. CV OC 0623517
)

Plaintiff,
V.

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES 1-10.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _D_e_fi_en_d_a_n_ts_._ _ _ _

STATE OF

IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF EMILY A. MAC
MASTER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

) ss.
)

County of Ada

I, Emily A. Mac Master, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state upon personal
knowledge as follows:
1.

I am a Deputy Attorney General and counsel of record for Defendants the Idaho

Department of Correction (the "Department") and Richard D. Haas in the above-referenced
action. The exhibits attached hereto are numbered sequentially beginning with "Exhibit 15" to
follow Exhibits 1-5 to the Affidavit Bruce J. Castleton in Support of Defendant Prison Health

AFFIDAVIT OI- EMILY A. MAC MASTER IN SUPPORT 01° DEFl:NDANT [DAHO DEPARTMENT CW
CORRECTJO:'i'S MOTION FOR SUfv!MARY JUDGMENT- 1
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Services, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment and Exhibits 6-14 to the Affidavit of Emily A.
Mac Master in Support of Defendant Richard D. Haas' Motion for Summary Judgment, both on
file with the Court in this action.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 are true and correct copies of excerpts from

Volumes IV and VI of the certified transcript of the Deposition of John F. Noak, M.D., taken
on September 8, 2008 through November 3, 2008.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 are true and correct copies of excerpts from the

certified transcript of the Deposition of Steven Wolf taken on September 12, 2009.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 are true and correct copies of excerpts from

Volume I of the certified transcript of the Deposition of Richard D. Haas taken on June 17,
2009 through June 18, 2009, and Exhibits 6 and 13 to the deposition.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of an excerpt from the

certified transcript of the Deposition of Rick Dull taken on February 27, 2009.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of an excerpt from the

certified transcript of the Deposition of Norma Hernandez taken on May 7, 2009, and Exhibit 7
to the deposition.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the certified transcript

of the Interview of Victoria Margaret Weremicki conducted by Steve Wolf on March 11,
2004, which was transcribed from an audio recording by the Department and then filtered for
clarity, copies of which have been produced in discovery (bates stamped IDOC5389).
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the certified transcript

of the Interview of Lisa Marie Mays conducted by Steve Wolf on March 16, 2004, which was
transcribed from an audio recording provided by the Department, copies of which have been
produced in discovery (bates stamped IDOC5694).
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this l 5th day October 2009, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the following method to:

KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR
NAYLOR HALES
950 W BANNOCK STE 610
BOISE ID 83702

JOHN A BUSH
COMSTOCK & BUSH
P. 0. BOX 2774
BOISE ID 83701-2774

DAVIS F. VANDERVELDE
WHITE PETERSON
5700 E FRANKLIN RD STE 200
NAMPA ID 83687

D U.S. Mail
[2J Hand Delivery

D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail
D U.S. Mail
[2J Hand Delivery

D Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
D Overnight Mail
D Facsimile:
D Statehouse Mail
U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
Overnight Mail
Facsimile:
Statehouse Mail

C MASTER
Deputy Attorney General
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.,
Plaintiff,
case No. CV oc 0623517

VS.

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,)
)
a subsidiary of AMERIC.Zlli
SERVICES GROUP, INC.; IDAHO )
)
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION;
)
RICHARD D. HAAS; and DOES
)
1-10,
Defendants.

)
)
)
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1
had called him. And he gave me the detective's number.
2
And then Mr. Dull told me that he had told Detective
3
Lukasik that he was sure that Dr. Noak had no malicious
4
intent.
5
Q. Did you say anything in response to that?
6
A. I was dumbfounded.
7
Q. Did you say anything in response to that?
8
A. Nope.
9
Q. That was the end of the conversation, as best
1O
you recall?
11
A. Yes.
. 12
Q. So, then, what did you do next? l mean, did
Iu
you go back to work?
I 14
A. l finished up my paperwork, then l left. He
15
left first. I finished up my paperwork and then l
16
left, and placed a call to Mr. Lukasik and made an
17
appointment for the next day at 2:00 p.m., I believe.
18
Q. Did you ever go back to the IDOC facilities
19
after that meeting with Rick Dull?
2o
A. No.
21
Q. Why not?
A. I went to the meeting with Mr. Lukasik -22
23
Wei\, for one thing, once you're walked out, you don't
24
come back.
25
Q. What do ou base that on?

Detective Lukasik again?
A. No.
Q. Were you ever interviewed by anyone else
concerning the Norma Hernandez incident?
A. No.
Q. Were you ever interviewed by Scott Wolf?
MS. MAC MASTER: Steve Wolf.
Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) Steve Wolf.
A. Mr. Wolf called me for -- Yeah, that stuck
out in my mind. It was very irregular. Mr. Wolf, one,
knew that I had counsel, yet he contacted me directly
during clinic hours. And he said that he wanted to
interview me. And I said, why are you waiting 30 days
to interview me? He wouldn't answer that. And then he
said, well, we want to get your side of the story. And
he said, do you want to come down to the \DOC
headquarters or shall we do it at your clinic?
Something in the military we used to call a faulty
dilemma. Because if there had been an interview, it
would have happened at my attorney's office. However,
Mr. Wolf also knew that at that point, to the best of
my knowledge, I was still the object of a criminal
investigation. So it was just extremely irregular and
incorrect behavior on his part. That interview did not
occur.
Page 344

Page 342
A. They've walked a lot of -- They've walked a
lot of people out over the years.
3
Q. Well, what were you told when you were walked
4
out?
5
A. Nothing. Because the person who walked me
6
out was the warden for IMS!.
7
Q. And who was that?
B
A. Greg Fisher. And he didn't know what it was
9
about either. No one had told him.
1 O
Q. So what did he tell you he was doing as you
l l
were being walked out?
l 2
A. He said, I've been told to walk you out.
l3
Q. You met with Detective Lukasik?
l4
A. Yes.
15
Q. Who else was present when you met with
l 6 Lieutenant Lukasik?
l 7
A. Lois W. Hart.
l B
Q. And who is Lois Hart?
19
MR. BUSH: It's been asked and answered.
2 O
Q. (BY .r-.1R. NAYLOR) Well, what was her role in
2 l
her capacity there at that meeting?
22
A. She was there as the attorney and witness.
23
Q. Anyone else present at that meeting?
24
A. Just the microphone.
25
Q. Were you ever interviewed by Lieutenant --

Inc.,
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Q. Were you ever interviewed by Mr. Wolf?
A. Never.
Q. Did you ever speak to Mr. Wolf concerning
Norma Hernandez?
A. No.
Q. You're certain of that?
A. Yes.
Q. Was Mr. Wolf ever present at a time when you
were interviewed concerning the Norma Hernandez
incident?
A. Well, I was interviewed only once. And that
was at Ada County. So he might have been in the next
room, but he was not in the same room.
Q. And then at some point in time, you were
informed that your services with PHS were terminated;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you remember the date?
A. Yes. March I 0th.
Q. And on March I 0th, who informed you of that
and how did that take place?
A. Permit me to expand a little bit on that
date, please.
The first thing that happened that morning
was that l received a telephone call a little bit
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICI~.L DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JOHN F. NOAK, M . D . ,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV OC 0623517

V.

PRISON HE~.LTH SERVICES, INC., a)
subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES)
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT )
OF CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS;)
and DOES 1-10,
)
)

Defendants.

)

_________________ )
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1 that should narrow it dmtn. Between the Governor's Ball
what 1 believe.
2
in 2004 and whenever I left.
Q. How did you and Dave Haas get along while you
3
Q. So did you ever speak to Dave Haas after
were the medical director?
4 February 12, 2004?
A. I had very little contact with him. The
5
A. No.
meetings were intenninable, so oftentimes I had to leave
6
Q. When you were escorted from IMS!?
to take care of patients. I don't know what he felt
7
A. I never spoke with him after February 12.
about that, but that didn't matter.
8 Let's just say I've never spoken with him since February
Q. Did he ever demonstrate a lack of respect for
9
13th.
you?
1O
Q. Before we go further, I wanted to make your
A. Once, in one of those intenninable meetings.
11 diagram an exhibit to the deposition. Let's go ahead and
It's a little bit confusing -- don't worry. I'm not
12 mark this Exhibit 39.
writing on anything -- to be a medical director, because
13
(Deposition Exhibit No. 39 was marked.)
there are seven major facilities, institutions that are
14
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) And is Exhibit 39 the
run -- and some smaller ones, all of which are run by the
15 diagram you drew when we were discussing Dave Haas and
state. And the medical contract covers seven of the
16 orders to PHS staff?
eight major institutions. And the one that is run by ICC
is separate.
17
A. Yes. And performing medical tasks without a
Within all of my dealings at PHS, I'm referred
18 license.
to as the Idaho Regional Medical Director. And I was in
19
Q. How often did you speak with Tom Beauclair?
the meeting here now with everybody, and I didn't change 2 O
A. I saw him at a meeting, but after I got there,
gears quickly enough, and I referred to myself the way I
21 first time I spoke with him -- and if need be, I can get
was referred to nonnally, as the Idaho Regional Medical
2 2 the exact date off that conference from dovm in San
23 Antonio.
Director. And Mr. Haas ranted about that a bit.
24
There was a hepatitis C conference put on by
Q. What did he say?
2 5 the CDC in San Antonio, and it was over Super Bowl
A. I don't remember the details.
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l

Q. How did you respond?

1

A. I didn't.

2

3

s
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7
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2

4

o

2l

22
23

24
25

et al.

Q. Other than -- when was this meeting?
A. To the best ofmy knowledge, it would have been
early fall of 2003. That's my guess, a pure guess.
Q. Other than that meeting, did Dave Haas ever
demonstrate a lack of respect towards you?
A. Not that I can recall.
Q. Do you have any evidence that Dave Haas was out
to get you personally?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any evidence that Dave Haas bore
bad feelings towards you or ill will?
MR. BUSH: Objection to form.
THE Vv1TNESS: 1 have no idea.
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) When is the last time you
spoke with Dave Haas?
A. I'm not sure. It would have been -- oh, excuse
me, a MAC meeting. Medical Action Committee. There is
one for each facility held monthly. I did my best to
make it to all four of the ones in Boise. Every other
month I made it to either the eastern ones or the
northern ones.
But it was at IMS!, so it was between the
Governor's Ball and the time that I got locked out, so

3

4

5
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7
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17
18
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21
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weekend of 2003. And it was designed for providers. I
was going to take my number two provider with me, but I
was informed that that person was bumped in favor of
either Mr. Haas or Mr. Beauc]air.
So the first time I talked to Mr. Beauclair was
at the first afternoon of the conference. And it started
in the afternoon on a Friday.
Q. And other than the San Antonio conference on
Super Bowl weekend 2003, did you talk to Tom Beauclair in
any other conversation at any time?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. How did you get along with Tom Beauclair at
this San Antonio conference?
A. There was a dichotomy. On the first afternoon,
I got along with them fine. On Monday morning, there was
time to head back to Idaho, actually Sunday, but everyone
stayed in town to watch the Super Bowl. And to avoid
clogged airplanes.
Well, it happened that when we went to get on
the airplane, Mr. Haas was there, so I talked to him for
a few minutes. And then Mr. Beauclair came in with a
woman. And I attempted to introduce myself to
Mr. Beauclair just to say hi. And he wouldn't even
acknowledge me, just kept on moving.
Q. What did you say to Mr. Beauclair at the
12
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airport?
A. 1 said, "Hello, Director," held out my hand,
3
and that was it.
4
Q. And how did he respond?
5
A. He didn't. Just walked right past me.
6
Q. Did you do anything in response?
7
A. No. Just sat down, read a newspaper, and
8
waited for my flight.
9
Q. And other than those two contacts with
l O Mr. Beauclair at the San Antonio conference, did you have
11 any other communications with him?
12
A. Not that I can recall, no.
1 3
Q. Are you aware of any facts that Tom Beauclair
14 bore you dislike or ill will or bad feelings towards you?
1 5
A. None that I know of.
1 6
Q. How about Steve Wolf?
1 7
A. Didn't know Steve Wolf. In fact, even after l
1 B was -- I've never met Steve, so I don't really have any
1 9 basis to form an opinion.
2 O
Q. And you spoke with Steve Wolf on the phone on
2 1 one occasion, right?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Is that to be able to tell him your side of the
2 4 story?
25
A. Um-hmm.
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providing those inmate concern forms to inmates?
A. So that the inmate can let them be aware of a
concern they might have.
Q. Now, Norma Hernandez turned in an inmate
concern form about your handling of her on January 30th,
2004, right?
A. T'm not sure what day it was. If you have it,
I'm happy to look at it.
Q. l do. \\!'hat I'm trying to do is avoid making
too many documents as exhibits. But let's go ahead and
make this Exhibit 40.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 40 was marked.)
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) Exhibit 40 is a collection
ofrecords that came to the attention ofIDOC. And if
you take a look at the bottom comer of these, there is a
number. If you can go to !DOC 4329-430, I'll represent
to you that that's an inmate concern form received by the
Department of Corrections from Norma Hernandez.
A. !DOC 0429, correct?
Q. Yes.
A. Okay. Got it.
Q. Have you seen this concern form before?
A. May have read that as I was going through the
freedom of information documents.
Q. Dr. Noak, that's a two-page record. lfyou

Page 566

Q. Yes?
A. Yes.
3
Q. Tn that phone call, was Steve Wolf rude to you
4
or disrespectful?
5
A. He was neither.
6
Q. Are you aware of what \DOC inmate concern forms
7
are?
8
A. Um-hmm.
9
Q. Yes?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. What are they?
12
A. A piece of paper upon which an inmate writes a
13 concern that they have about whatever topic. And then
14 that's turned in to their -- the CO that's covering their
15 area, wherever they're at.
16
Q. When you say "CO," you mean correctional
17 officer?
1B
A. Correct.
19
Q. Are you aware of what the process is for
20 handling inmate concern forms?
21
A. Not specifically, no.
22
Q. Are you aware of whether the Department of
23 Corrections responds to those forms generally?
24
A. 1 don't know what percentage they respond to.
25
Q. Do you have any understanding of the purpose of

et dl.
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tum it one more page, you'll see TDOC 0430 continuing.
And I'll represent to you, Dr. Noak, that Lieutenant -A. I'm sorry. Let me finish reading it.
Okay.
Q. Let's do it this way: Upon receiving an inmate
concern form like this one, would you agree it was
reasonable for the Department of Corrections to have some
concerns about the facts that were alleged in here?
MR. BUSH: Objection; form, foundation.
THE WlTNESS: Tdon't know how the Department of
Corrections handles these. I can't speak for them.
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) lfyou had received a
complaint about one of the PHS physician assistants or
employees with allegations such as these, that wouldn't
have been okay by you, would it?
MR. BUSH: Objection to form.
THE WlTNESS: Twould have looked into it.
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) So you'd agree that it was
reasonable for the Department of Corrections to look into
Ms. Hernandez's complaints?
MR. BUSH: Objection; form, foundation.
THE WlTNESS: l don't know how the Department of
Corrections views these if they did look into them. So
I'd assume that that's what they do with a form like
this.

13
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small state like this wouldn't have made some effort to
talk to each other.
3
Q. And is it your contention that Tom Beauclair
4
did anything ,YTongful in that meeting or is that just
5
kind of part of the story and background information?
6
A. Mr. Beauclair at the time was the chairman of
7
the Idaho Department of Corrections. At that time,
8
Mr. Dull was the chief person for PHS in the state of
9
Idaho.
lo
Mr. Beauclair called all PHS employees to a
l l
meeting without consulting with their boss. Those people
l 2 work for PHS, not Mr. Beauclair. Mr. Beauclair cannot
l 3 have it both ways. If he wants to have those people work
l 4 for him, that's fine. Then he gets the state legislature
l 5 to invalidate the contract and hires these people as
l 6 state employees.
l 7
So he demanded with no notice that non-state
1 8 employees come for a meeting. Those people did not work
l 9 for him. They worked for PHS. It would have been
2 o required, correct, and proper for Mr. Beauclair to ask
2 l
Mr. Dull if he might address Mr. Dull's employees.
22
Q. How do you know that didn't happen, that
2 3 someone from !DOC didn't contact PHS management and
2 4 coordinate the meeting through them? Do you have any
25
information as to that?
l
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Q. And Dr. Noak, I'm sorry. My question is a
little different. I don't want to go over what we've
already gone over in your deposition.
My question is did you ever at a future date
after that phone conversation with Steve Wolf, did you
ever provide him with any written statements or written
documentation about your side of the story?
A. No. He did not ask for any.
Q. Okay. And after that initial phone
conversation with Steve Wolf, and the decision to not
interview at that time, did you ever follow up with Steve
Wolf at a later date or Tom Beauclair or Dave Haas and
say, "Here's my side of the story"?
A. No. It was not asked for.
Q. Count IV of your complaint also alleges not
only that the department interfered with your employment
with PHS, but that the department, after you were
terminated, took further steps to interfere with your
prospective employment opportunities by contacting the
Idaho Board of Medicine and urging it to conduct an
investigation.
Have we gone through all of the facts that
support that contention in your deposition?
A. I believe we've gone through all the facts at
this point.
Page 584
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A. Only that when Mr. Dull stood up, Mr. Beauclair
said, "And who are you?"
3
Q. Other than that, any other information?
4
A. No.
5
Q. When Steve Wolf contacted you about scheduling
6
an interview and that didn't take place at that time, did
7
you ever offer to provide Steve Wolf any documentation on
B
your side of the story?
9
A. I was contacted by Steve Wolf one time, and one
lO time only. 30 days after the alleged incident.
ll
Q. And my question is a little different. My
l2 question is -l3
A. I know. I'll get to it, please.
14
Q. Dr. Noak, I'm just trying to avoid going back
lS over what we've already covered.
16
A. I understand that.
l7
At the time that Mr. Wolf contacted me and
18 asked for a meeting, one, he knew that I was represented
19 by legal counsel. You don't go around the -- otherwise
20 our little -- the structure upon which you all work falls
2l apart.
22
Two, at that time, to the best of my knowledge,
23 I was the subject of a criminal investigation. And here
24 is someone who is not part of that criminal investigation
25 asking me to sit dovm and talk with him.
l
2

Inc. , et al.
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Q. Okay. 1just have what I'll call some sort of
follow-up, clean-up questions from Mr. Naylor's
questioning of you early in your deposition.
Okay?
A. If it's okay with Mr. Naylor.
I'll take that as a positive.
Q. Exhibit 12 is your job offer letter from PHS.
A. Yes.
Q. And PHS signatory signed that and you signed,
right?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever get a job offer letter from the
Department of Corrections?
A. No.
Q. And if you turn to Exhibit 13, which is your
application for employment with PHS, at any time did you
ever fill out a Department of Corrections employment
application form?
A. No.
Q. And PHS gave you all of your W-2 forms for
payment of taxes, right?
A. To the best of my knowledge, yes.
Q. Did IDOC ever give you a W-2 form?
A. No.
MS. MAC MASTER: Let's mark as Exhibit 42 a PHS new

17
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hire checklist.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 42 was marked.)
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) Is that your signature on
that fonn 9
A. Yes.
Q. At the time you were hired, did you go over all
of these checked off issues with PHS, application for
employment, W-4, l-9s, et cetera?
A. Those that existed at that time.
Q. Did you ever complete a new hire checklist with
the Department of Corrections?
A. No.
Q. This fonn mentions a benefit summary sheet.
Did you receive medical or dental insurance
with PHS?
A. Yes.
Q. How about vacation leave, sick leave?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ever receive medical insurance, dental
insurance, vacation benefits, or sick day benefits
directly from the Department of Corrections?
A. No.
Q. Did your pay continue with PHS up unti I the
date of your tennination on March l 0th, 2004?
A. That is correct.
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possession, a piece of paper that lists where everyone
was located in the middle of 2003. And it will list the
address of that office.
Q. Was the PHS computer the property of PHS, as
far as you know?
A. It was ultimately -- I've heard two versions to
the story. One version, according to Mr. Dull's notes,
was that despite an order for him to not destroy any
evidence in his notes, he states that he did destroy the
hard drive.
The second story, which I believe I received
from you, was that the computer was the property of PIIS.
And that's from the -- would have been from the monthly
fund where PHS is required to give back approximately
$ l 5- to $30,000 each month, which is to be spent on hard
equipment for the use of !DOC into the future.
And I've been told that that computer -- that
my computer was indeed one of those computers, and that
it has since evaporated into the walls of IIXX::.
Q. Vv'hen you say "my computer," which one are you
talking about, the one at the PHS regional office or the
one at IMS!?
A. The former.
Q. The one at the PHS regional office?
A. Correct.
Page 588
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Q. Did all of your benefits continue up through
the date of termination, March 10th, 2004?
3
A. I haven't reviewed the business ethics program
4
policy manual in four or five years or the ASG/PHS
employee handbook, so I'd have to read those first before
5
6
l could give you a complete answer.
7
To the best of my knowledge sitting here, I did
8
receive those.
9
Q. Okay. And a couple of times you've asked for a
10 computer in connection with this lawsuit.
A. Correct.
ll
12
Q. I don't know what computer you're talking
13 about.
14
A. Oh, l'm sorry. I thought we've been over it
15 several times. Two computers. My IDOC computer was in
16 my office at IMS!. And my PHS computer was in the
17 central office with PHS.
18
Q. When you say "the central office," do you mean
19 the regional office for PHS?
20
A. Um-hmm.
21
Q. Yes?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Where is that located?
24
A. Orchard. And I think the cross street is
25 Emerald or something close to that. You'll have, in your
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Q. Okay. And did you share the computer at IMS!
with other PHS employees?
A. No.
Q. Did you have a separate office?
A. No, I didn't have a separate office, but I had
my computer and my password.
Q. Could other employees access that computer with
their password, if you know?
A. 1 don't know.
Q. Okay. The reason I'm asking -- and we can move
on, but l just want to tell you I really searched for a
computer, and l might need some more information from
you. So if you have more information that can identify
what you're looking for, by all means, let me know.
In regards to the conduct and the statements by
Dave Haas regarding you, can you identify for me what you
believe constituted outrageous conduct by him?
MR. BUSH: Objection; fonn.
You can answer if you can.
THE WITNESS: I believe we've discussed all of those
things today and on prior days.
Q. (BY MS. MAC MASTER) So am l to understand that
it's your contention that everything Dave Haas did that
you've testified to in this deposition would rise to the
level of outrageous conduct?
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A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Yes, sir, I have.
And who did you meet with?
I met with the assistant attorney general.
And is that Ms. MacMaster?
Yes.
\1/hen did that meeting occur?
Last night.
Q. How long did that meeting last?
A. Probably about four hours.
Q. Anybody else present?
A. No, sir.
Q. At the time of these events which occurred
in early 2004, you were employed with the Idaho
Department of Corrections; is that correct?
A. Yes,sir.
Q. You were employed as an investigator
working in the Office of Professional Standards; is that
correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. You are not presently with the Idaho
Department of Corrections, true?
A. Correct.
Q. \\/hen did you leave?
A. It would have been April of 2007.
Q. And why did you leave?
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the incident that you spoke of involving Mr. Noak.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 1, Investigative
Report, was marked for Identification.)
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. And the document marked Exhibit I, consists
of 18 pages; is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And it is a document that appears to be
signed by you; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And it carries a date of March 25, 2004; is
that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And is there any significance of the date
in relation to when the report was complete?
A. That was just the date that it was
finalized.
Q. Having mentioned that, in the past six
months or so, you have reviewed your investigative report
and some memos and, apparently, listened to some tapes,
relative to what we have marked, or I had marked as
Exhibit No. 1, are there any documents that you would
consider to comprise your investigation report that are
not part of Exhibit No. 1?
A. There would be many documents that would
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A. My wife and l decided to move back to Fort
Lauderdale where we have family.
Q. So it was a voluntary separation with TDOC?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. As I understand it, you were the lead
investigator for TDOC regarding an incident that occurred
between Dr. Noak and a female inmate called Norma
Hernandez?
A. That is correct.
Q. Do you recall the date as you sit here
today?
A. Based upon my report, I believe it was
somewhere on or about February -- the end of January, the
beginning ofFebruary of 2004.
Q. I represent the incident occurred on
January 30th, 2004. Would you have any reason to
disagree with that?
A. No, not at this point.
Q. Mr. Wolf, I'm going to hand you what I'm
going to mark as Deposition Exhibit I. And, for the
record, let's first of all identify what the document is
and what it consists of.
First of all, take a moment if you need to
and look through it and tell me if you recognize it.
A. It appears to be mv investigative report of
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have been utilized to prepare this report.
Q. That l understand. \1/hat l guess I'm
getting at is, in terms of what you consider to be the
sum and substance, or the body of your investigative
'
report, would there be any1hing that would be missing
from Exhibit No. I? Understanding that there's probably
significant source data that went into it, but is the
report itself, what you would consider to be Exhibit
No. 1?
MS. MacMASTER: Objection to the form of
the question.
THE W1TNESS: I would say this report is a
culmination of, of course, the interviews and the
interview summaries that typically would make up
the investigative package. I think that's what
you're getting at.
BY MR.BUSH:
Q. Right. \1/hat I'm really trying to figure
out is if we were to refer to Exhibit No. 1 as the
investigative report, the document that you authored,
would it be accurate to say that Exhibit No. I represents
that document, or is there something that's missing?
A. l would say that this would be the
investigative report. And I probably include the
summaries as well.
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Q. Okay.
A. The interview summaries as part of the
investigative report.
Q. As we go through the deposition this
morning, we will refer at various points in time back to
Exhibit No. 1, so you might want to just keep it handy.
A. Okay.
Q. In the first paragraph of the investigative
report, it refers to the Office of Professional Standards
receiving a memorandum from R.D. Haas; do you see that?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I'm handing you what has been previously
marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 5 to the deposition of
Mr. Haas.
Can you tell me whether that's the document
that you are referencing in your investigative report?
A. That appears to be the document you speak
of, the request for investigation. Actually, that I
speak of -Q. Okay.
A. -- here in this report.
Q. And the memordndum marked Deposition
Exhibit No. 5 to the Haas deposition, appears to be
addressed to an individual by the name of Paul Martin; is
that correct?
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provided any documents that went along with this apparent
request for an investigation?
A. Yes. There would have been a time where
documents would have been either given to me as a
package, or individually over the course of several days,
but at some point in time, I did receive documents
related to the allegations and to the ultimate request
for the investigation.
Q. \\'hen you say "ultimate request," what do
you mean?
A. Well, pursuant to this memo, l would have
wanted additional documents to go with that, because
they're supposed to do a preliminary inquiry to determine
exactly what the allegations were and send those
documents, forward to us, when they request an
investigation.
Q. And when you say, "they," whom are you
referring to?
A. The administrators, or the wardens, or
whoever it was requesting the information.
Typically it would be the administrator,
warden, or whoever was responsible for managing that area
of the department.
Q. Do you recall whether you made a request of
anybody for additional documentation?
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Yes.
And who is Mr. Martin?
A. Mr. Martin was a deputy administrator for
the Department of Corrections during the period of
time part of the time that I was there. And Mr. Haas
reported to Mr. Martin.
Q. Did Mr. Martin have any role with the OPS
office?
A. No.
Q. So when you write, "The Office of
Professional Standards received a memorandum from
Mr. Haas;" explain to me how it is that you are
if you do, if you have an understanding, how
the office received this memorandum that was addressed to
Mr. Martin?
A. I'm sure a copy of this memorandum was
given to me in some way, shape, or form.
Q. Do you remember by whom?
A. I don't.
Q. Do you remember whether there were any
documents attached to the memorandum?
A. I don't remember if there were any
documents attached specifically to this memorandum
itself.
o. Do you remember whether you were ever
A.

Q.

-
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A.

I'm sure that I did.
And how would you have done that?
A. I would have either gone to Mr. Haas, or l
would have gone to the manager of the facility. I'm not
exactly sure how I did it in this particular case, but l
would have asked for all the documentation relevant to
the allegations.
Q. Would you have done that verbally, or would
you have done that in writing?
MS. MacMASTER: I'm just going to object to
the form of the question to the extent that it
cal ls for speculation, if you're asking what he
actually did in this case.
BYMR. BUSH:
Q. Would you have done that verbally or would
you have done that in writing?
A. In this case, l don't remember. I have
done it both ways.
Q. I'm going to hand you what we have
previously, in this case, marked as Deposition Exhibit
No. 6 to the deposition of Mr. Haas.
I represent to you that is a document that
,,
appears to be a memorandum from you addressed to Pam
Sonen and Paul Martin dated February 3, 2004; is that
correct?

Q.
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A.
so I can
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Yes, sir.
It says, "memorandum, 04-003." Do you see

2
3

A.
Q.

Q.

Yes.
\\'hat does that mean?
That's my numbering system that I utilized
keep track of my memos.
So what does the "04" mean; is that the
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Yes, sir.
Q. \\'hat does the "003" mean?
A. That means it's the third memo of '04.
Q. So is it the third memo of '04 that you've
done that year, or is it the third memo related to this
matter?
A. It would be the third memo, generally, of
all the memos that I had done that year. The number was
not specific to this case.
Q. Why was the memo addressed to Pam Sonnen?
A. Because, most likely, I'm guessing she's
the one that asked me to prepare a written memo as to my
review of the case.
Q. What is Pam Sonnen's relationship to you in
terrns of your employment at !DOC?
A. Pam Sonnen was the administrator of prisons
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A. I don't know that that would be a fair
statement. And the reason I say that is because I can't
recall if at that time I was getting what's called the 105s.
Would you like me to explain the I 05?
Q. No. I know what a I05 is.
Did you typically work the weekend?
A. No.
Q. If January 30th were a Friday, and
February 2nd were a Monday, would that affect your
recollection as to whether February 2nd was the first day
that you heard about the incident at the facility?
A. It would be fair to say that it's more
likely than not, that I heard about it on a Monday. But
it's also possible that I may have heard about it over
the weekend through a phone call. I just don't recall.
Q. Do you have an independent recollection as
to how you were first advised that there had been an
incident at a facility that you were going to be asked to
investigate?
A. I do not.
Q. If we look at the Exhibit 6 to the Haas
deposition, which is your memorandum dated February 3rd,
it refers to Mr. Haas's February 2nd memorandum, correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And what you write is that after review of
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at the time. And it may have changed at this point, I'm
sure it did. But at that time, you had two
administrators and one director. And you had an
administrator over prisons, and you had an administrator
over support, and then you had the director and you had
several deputy administrators.
My, kind ofmy supervisor -- I reported
directly to Tom Bouclaire. But I also had parallel
reporting to both the administrators as well.
Q. As of the time you wrote this memo, do you
recall what information you had reviewed prior to sending
the memo out?
A. Specifically, what documents I reviewed, I
don't remember. But I would speculate, and I really
don't want to do that.
I'm sure that there was documents, there
was a package of documents related to the allegations.
And in order for me to review, or to look at this
incident and do an after review of it, I would have had
to have several documents there, but I don't remember
exactly which ones I reviewed.
Q. Is it a fair statement, Mr. Wolf, that the
first time that you learned there had been an incident at
the facility involving Dr. Noak, was February 2nd, 2004,
the date that you received the Haas memorandum?
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that memorandum, you would like to make the following
recommendations. And then there are three
recommendations that you list, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. If, in fact, the incident occurred on
January 30th, would you agree with me that this
memorandum of February, your memorandum of February 3rd
is four days after the incident occurred, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Back to the memo, which is Exhibit
No. 6. What was your purpose in writing the memo?
A. I was asked to do the memo and give my
recommendations as to what should happen and whether an
investigation should be undertaken from the Office of
Professional Standards.
I don't remember who asked me to prepare
the memo, but I -- based upon who it's addressed to, I
would suspect that it was Ms. Sonnen that asked me to do
it.
Q. And I think J've asked this, but let me ask
you again.
Other than the memorandum of Mr. Haas, and
I appreciate that you referred to some other documents in
the memorandum itself, but do you have a recollection as
to what it was you had looked at prior to authoring the
5
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memo of February 3rd?
A. You did ask that, and I don't remember
exactly what my answer was. But I would say that in
order for me to draft a memo with detail in it that's in
here, I would have had to review several different
documents. But T don't remember exactly what those
documents were in order to draft the memo. But there
would have had to have been a review of some sort with
those documents.
Q. And do you recall prior to authoring the
memo of February 3rd, 2004, whether you had personally
talked with any of those individuals who were involved?
In other words, did you interview anybody
before you authored this memo?
A. When you say "involved," are you talking
about like the reporting, the offender, any of the
witnesses?
Q. The inmate, the witnesses, anybody.
A. 1would not have talked to anybody at that
point, other than the managers involved in requesting the
investigation.
Q. Is it a fair statement, Mr. Wolf, that the
recommendations that you state in your memo, would have
been based then on whatever documentation you had
reviewed and was available to you at the time?

I
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be referred to the Ada County Sheriffs Office for
further investigation, correct?
A Correct.
Q. So tell me, when you make that last
statement -- well, make the statement that there does not
appear to be any reasonable belief that any use of force
was warranted; what use of force, or what force are you
referring to?
A. I'm referring to her previous statement
that he inserted himself between myself and the patient,
and that he grabbed the inmate and forced her to walk to
the hallway, and described it as an aggressive, irritated
escort.
Q. Okay. And tell me your understanding,
Mr. Wolf, if you had one at the time, what the context
was in which these events were supposed to have happened.
A. The contex1 was that the offender was being
treated for a medical condition and was being escorted
back to her room, from my recollection, by Ms. Nicholson.
And at some point was being assisted by P.A. Karen Barrett,
and based upon what they said, the offender was not
disorderly, she was not engaged in any kind of disruptive
behavior that would require any kind of force to restrain
her, or prevent an assault on a staff member, or anything
of that nature. And as they were trying to escort her,
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A. Yes, sir.
Q. In the first paragraph in your memorandum
under the recommendations portion, you refer to the
statement apparently made by Janet Nicholson, correct?
A. I'm sorry?
Q. In the first paragraph.
A. I didn't understand your question.
Q. Sure.
In the first paragraph, under the
recommendation section
A. Okay.
Q.
you're referring to a statement, or
something that Jana Nicholson stated about what had
occurred, generally; is that fair?
A. Yeah. 1put here, "according to
Jana Nicholson."
Q. And then you refer to the Idaho Criminal
Code Section 18-903, which provides battery?
A. Correct.
Q. Then you write:
"Since there does not appear to be any
reasonable belief that any use of force was warranted in
this case, I believe that the facts betrayed are true,
that the incident could be criminal."
And you therefore recommend that the matter

Steven\Wolf
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or assist her back to her room, reportedly Dr. Noak had
engaged in escorting her back to her room by himself, and
pushing one of the staff members aside so he could do
that.
Q, In tenns of Let's just focus on the
events that you refer. to in Paragraph I where
Ms. Nicholson apparently indicated that Dr. Noak had
inserted himself between her and the patient, pushing her
aside, okay?
A. Correct.
Q, That he then grabbed the inmate and forced
her to walk down the hallway, okay?
In terms of that particular event, did you
ever gain an understanding at the time -- Well, strike
that.
Before you wrote this memorandum, did you
have an understanding as to whether those events occurred
in any type of medical context?
MS. Mad\1ASTER: Objection to the form of
the question.
THE WITNESS: Basically, the only thing l
had to draw on this memo were the documents that
were provided to me. lt was simply an allegation
at that point. And the allegation, base.cl upon my
past experience, what was being reported, anvwav,
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Q.

investigation.
Q. This is a document that's dated February 2,
2004, correct?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. It's not signed, correct?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever seen it before?
A. I may have. I don't recall -- Well, I did
see it last night. [ looked at it, but I don't
specifically recall seeing it back in 2004.
Q. Did you have any role in filling it out?
A. No.
Q. Did you have any discussions with Mr. Haas
about this document?
A. l'm sure I did.
Q. Did you give this document to him, or the
form of this document to him?
A. This form was on the shared drive for the
whole department. Anybody had access to it.
Q. Did you have any discussions, that you can
recall, with Mr. Haas in terms of what he needed to do in
order to initiate an investigation?
A. Yes.
Q. And tell me about that.
A. After this initial memo came out that you
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1 appreciate that.
My question is that at the time that you
\\TOtc this memo, and at the time you made the
recommendations, if you can recall, that are contained in
paragraph two, did you have an understanding based on the
infonnation that you had at that point, as to how long
this incident -- how much time did this incident take?
MS. MacMASTER: Objection. Asked and
answered.
MR. NAYLOR: Objection to the form of the
question, "this incident."
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. The incident that I described earlier in
one of the previous questions, you know what I'm talking
about. From when he got in to see Ms. Nicholson and took
her down the hall, how long did that take? Did you have
an understanding at the time you wrote this memo how long
that took?
A. The actual situation between the medical
room and when she was taken back to her room, minutes,
probably. l would guess. I don't know exactly how long
it took from the time that she went into the room to be
checked out by Dr. Noak, and the time she got back to her
room. I don't know how long that took, but I would
suspect it would be minutes, maybe 15 minutes.
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Q. As you sit here today, are you aware of any
information that would suggest that Dr. Noak had engaged
in any conduct constituting an abuse or exploitation of a
patient arising -- well, abuse or exploitation of a
patient that arises in the commission of an act of sexual
contact, misconduct, exploitation, or intercourse?
MR. NAYLOR: Objection. Asked and
answered.
MS. MacMASTER: 1join in the objection.
THE WlTNESS: That's not my call to make,
that's the Board of Medicine's. That's why I
recommended that it be referred to them.
BY l\1R. BUSH:
Q. Okay. I hand you what we've previously
marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 8 to the Haas
deposition.
Do you recognize that document?
A. Yes.
Q. What is it?
A. This is what was called a Form B, a 227B,
which is a request for investigation that is typically
filled out by the manager ofa facility. It goes to -lt initially goes -- It's signed off by that manager and
then it comes to OPS. Then OPS gets the requisite
signatures needed to approve or disaoorove an
,,,,,
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had showed me as Exhibit 5, we had a discussion, I don't
remember exactly the detai Is of that discussion, or what
day it was, but we had a discussion on what needed to be
done in order to request an investigation.
Q. And did you have any understanding one way
or another from Mr. Haas so he understood what he needed
to do to initiate an investigation?
A. I don't know what -- You know, I don't know
what exactly he was thinking, as far as what he needed to
do. But we did discuss the fact that he needed to have
this fonn completed, and he needed to have the additional
documentation that talks about the allegations -- all the
information that was relevant to any preliminary inquiry
that was done, any statements, those sorts of things
needed to be attached to this.
Q. Do you recall whether this document was
given to you by Mr. Haas for review?
A. It would have had to have been given to me.
Q. Did you make any changes to it?
A. I did look over the form and I remember
that we talked -- I vaguely remember that we talked about
it. And I said that it was too general in nature, that
it needed to be more specific in regards to the
allegations, specifically, outlining what -- what the
allegations -- what the principal charges were.
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This was essentially, um -- In the
Department of Corrections, this is much like a charging
document. And I wanted to make sure that the actual
charges were posted on here, on this form.
Q. Have you reviewed any depositions in this
case?
A. No.
Q. \\'hen is the last time that you talked with
!v1.r. Haas?
A. I haven't talked with Mr. Haas, gosh, I
think it's been about two years. I know that there was
an e-mail that I sent to him saying, hello, how are you
doing; but I haven't spoken to him in about two and a
half years.
Q. I hand you what we have previously marked
as Deposition Exhibit No. 7 to the Haas deposition. I'll
represent for the record that is a letter dated
February 4, 2004, addressed to Beverly Kendrick at the
Idaho Board of Medicine, signed by Mr. Haas, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Have you ever seen that document before?
A. I saw it last night and l don't recall
seeing it before then. I don't recall seeing it.
Q. Did you have any role in drafting this
letter?
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discussed what, and what letters were drafted. I can't
remember that.
Q. Let me see if I can narrow this down a
little bit. It may or may not help you.
February 2nd, 2004, is a Monday. I'm going
to represent that to you, okay?
A. Okay.
Q. This letter carries a date of February 4,
2004, so it's two days later on Wednesday, okay?
A. Yeah.
Q. Between Monday and Wednesday, do you recall
sitting in any meeting where it was discussed that there
would be a letter, this particular letter drafted to send
to the Board of Medicine?
A. I believe that every Monday -- And I was
talking about this last night. But every Monday we had
an OPS briefing, but what I can't recall is if that
meeting was on Mondays or Wednesdays. And that's
something that we'd have to check records to see. But I
believe at that time they may have been on Mondays, and
this may have been discussed in that meeting, but I don't
recall.
Q. To be more specific, in the last paragraph
of the Jetter it says:
"Pending the outcome of the investigation,
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Was it drafted at your request?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Was it sent?
A. I don't recall.
Wei I, I don't I don't know if it was or
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Do you recall being in any meetings where

the drafting of this letter was discussed?
A. I recall being in a couple of different
meetings in regards to this issue. Some were -- Well, I
would say off the top of my head, there was probably
maybe three meetings that I had been in in regards to the
whole issue.
I don't remember specifically being in a
meeting about this memo. I will tell you that we had
weekly briefings about all the OPS cases, not
specifically this one, but all of them on a weekly basis,
where Tom Bouclaire was there, Tim McNeese was there,
2 o other division chiefs and deputy administrators, and
2 1 every week they were briefed on all the OPS cases.
22
I'm sure that we had discussed this case as
2 3 well as other cases. I'm sure that I had been in other
2 4 meetings associated with this, but, to be honest with
2 s you, I can't remember specifically which meetings we
1o
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lDOC will not allow Dr. Noak to intervene at any !DOC
facility or provide direct medical facility to any IDOC
offender. This action was taken in the interest in
ensuring the safety of staff and offenders."
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Between Monday, the 2nd of February, and
Wednesday, the 4th of February, do you recall being in
any meeting where it was discussed that Dr. Noak needed
to be banned from the facilities to ensure the safety of
staff and offenders?
A. I don't recall being in a specific meeting
discussing that, but I was not those decisions made at
those levels in regards to whether someone was going to
be banned from a facility, that was not mine -- that was
beyond my pay grade, so to speak, to borrow a phrase.
So I don't know if I was in those meetings
or not. I knew the outcome of those meetings, but I'm
not sure I was in a specific meeting that said, okay,
Steve, what do you think? Do you think we ought to ban
this guy from the facility. I'm not sure if I was in a
meeting of that nature or not, because I don't recall.
Q. What authority did you need to start an
official investigation?
A. I needed the director's approval.
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Q. And without the director's approval, what
could you do or not do with regard to your investigation?
A. You can do preliminary inquiries. Ifwe
had -- I mean, essentially, if you had one of the
administrator's approval, you could initiate an
investigation because they would most likely brief the
director, and he would approve it anyway.
I don't think it was a hard fast rule,
because I was new to the organization, I started in
November of '03. So, at that time, I think that probably
one of the administrators could have approved it as well.
But, essentially, Tom Bouclaire had to bless it.
Q. In the letter of February 4th to
Ms. Kendrick, which is Exhibit 7, in the third paragraph
it states, in about the middle it says:
"The Idaho Department of Correction will
initiate an official investigation to determine whether
Dr. Noak committed battery as determined by Idaho
Statute." Correct?
A. It does say that, yes.
Q. Did you have authority, on February 4th,
2004, to start the investigation; to your recollection?
A. Probably had authority to do a preliminary
inquiry. But I don't think we had authority to initiate
a full blown investigation at that point.
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Q. And thank you for that. So let me take
that same question and back it up.
Between 2/2 and 2/11 of'04, did you
personally talk to any of the participants or witnesses
to the events of January 30th?
A. What were the dates again? Between 2/2?
Q. February 2nd and February I Ith.
A. Yes. Well, between those times, no. But
on 2/11, I did speak with Q. But between those times, no?
A. No, not to my recollection.
Q. Do you have a recollection as you sit here
today, as to whether or not Dr. Noak was eventually
banned from the facilities?
A. I know that he was.
Q. And do you know when that occurred?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Mr. Wolf, I am going to hand you what we've
previously marked in Mr. Haas's deposition as Exhibits
I 0, 11, and 12, and I ask you to take a moment and look
at those.
A. Okay.
Q. Exhibit No. IO appears to be an e-mail from
Mr. Haas addressed to Paul Martin dated February 6, 2004,
and carbon copied to you and Tim McNeese, correct?
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Q. As of February 4th, had you talked to any
of the participants or witnesses to the event?
A. I'm sure I did. But specifics of those
meetings, I can't recall.
Q. Had you talked to any of those individuals
individually prior to February 4th, would that be
something that you would have included in your
investigative report?
A. Perhaps.
Q. Is there a reason why you wouldn't?
A. Well, here's my investigative report, right
here. On 2/2 of '04, I received a memorandum from
Mr. Haas requesting an investigation. Dr. Noak allegedly
pushed another PHS staff member, so there's an indication
here that I received a memo.
There was a. lot of discussions, I'm sure,
in between 2/2 and 2/13, but, no, I would not include
every discussion I had in my investigative report.
Q. Well, let's just take that timeframe
between 2/2 and 2/13 of'04. Do you recall actually
personally visiting or talking to any of the witnesses or
participants of the events of January 30th?
A. On 2/1 I I went with Ada County Sheriffs,
Don Lou Cassie, and we spoke with the offender and
several witnesses.

Steven Wolf
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A. Correct.
Q. Do you have a recollection of seeing this
e-mail or the letters that were attached?
A. I don't have a recollection of seeing these
letters, other than last night, I took a look at them.
And, um, I know it says here that I have reviewed it, but
I don't recal I specifically reviewing these letters or
authorizing them being sent out because I didn't
necessarily have that authority to do that anyway.
Q. Well, Jet's talk about Exhibit 11 first,
which is the letter dated February 5, 2004, addressed to
Richard Dull at PHS signed by Mr. Haas; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And I gather from your comment, just a
second ago, you don't recall having any role in drafting
this letter?
A. You know, 1 may have to say, I didn't have
any role may be correct, but I don't know. I may have
been asked to take a look at it to make sure that it
didn't interfere with any ongoing investigation, but I
can't recall if that was the case.
Q. So do you have an independent recollection
as to whether you suggested any particular language in
the letter?
A. No.
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Did you direct that the letter be sent?
I didn't have the authority to do that.
In the -Let me restate something here.
Okay.
Because I think l know what you're asking
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here.
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Whenever an employee is the subject of an
9
investigation, they have to be notified. And that was a
1 O responsibility of the manager requesting the
1 1 investigation to notify that employee that they are the
1 2 subject of an investigation, kind of due process stuff.
l 3
And I may have said to Mr. Haas, or other
14 people associated with this incident, that somebody needs
1 5 to notify Dr. Noak and PHS that there's an official
l 6 investigation undervvay. And that would have been the
1 7 limit ofmy input, that somebody needs to notify the
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Q. As of February 5th, 2004, you had made a
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recommendation that Ada County be notified with the
understanding and belief that Ada County would undertake
a criminal investigation as to what occurred on
January 30th, correct?
MS. MacMASTER: Objection to the form of
the question.
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MS. MacMASTER: Objection to the form of
the question. And it m ischaracterizes the
witness's testimony.
THE WTTNESS: You had actually several
different investigations. You had a criminal
investigation, and you had an administrative
investigation, and you essentially had a contract
issue with a contractor. So you really had three
separate investigations that were in the process
of taking place.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. What I'm focussed on right now is
February 5th or February 6th.
A. Okay.
Q. I guess the date of Mr. Haas's memo. So
let's just talk about February 6th, okay?
A. Right.
Q. As of February 6th, it's true, is it not,
that you had made a recommendation to your superiors,
that the events of January 30th be referred to Ada County
for potential criminal investigation?
A. I made three recommendations, actually.
Q. That was one of them, correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. In the letter that we looked at to the

Page 41

Page 39
THE WITNESS: Well, little did l know that
they had already been notified anyway, but -BY MR. BUSH:
4
Q. Not my question.
5
A. Okay. But there's an understanding between
6
the Department of Corrections and the Ada County
7
Sheriffs Office, whether it's a memorandum of
8
understanding, I believe it was signed years ago, I don't
9
know. But there was an understanding that the Ada County
10 Sheriffs Office would investigate all alleged crimes out
11 at the facilities. That was just their protocol.
12
Now, if that answers your question, I'm not
13 sure.
14
Q. No, no.
15
On February 3rd, in your memorandum, one of
16 the recommendations that you made was that the matters
17 that occurred on January 30th -18
A Right.
19
Q. -- be referred to Ada County for criminal
20 investigation?
21
A. Correct.
22
Q. So, as of February 5th, the date that this
23 letter was sent out, you understood that the matter
24 either had been, or was going to be referred to Ada
25 County for possible criminal investigation?
1
2
3
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Board of Medicine dated February 4th -A. Right.
Q. -- one of the statements that was made in
that letter was that !DOC was going to initiate an
investigation to determine whether or not Dr. Noak had
committed a battery, correct?
A. It did say that, yes.
Q. Now, in the letter to Mr. Daul in the third
paragraph -MR. NAYLOR: Exhibit 11.
BYMR.BUSH:
Q. -- which is Exhibit 11, it indicates and is
represented that IDOC will initiate an inquiry to
detennine whether Dr. Noak may have violated the tenns
between the contract between IDOC and PHS, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Then it states that IDOC is requesting that
PHS encourage Dr. Noak to cooperate fully with the
inquiry, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And that statement was made knowing that
this matter had been recommended to be referred to Ada
County for criminal investigation, correct?
A. Based on this, yes.
O. And there's nothing in there. in that
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letter, is there, to suggest -MS. MacMA..STER: I need to make a late
objection for the record. The question lacks
foundation, and I'm objecting to the form of the
question.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. Do you recall, prior to February 6th,
having any discussions about whether it was appropriate
to send a letter urging Dr. Noak's employer to tell him
to cooperate with the investigation, knowing that there
would also be an ongoing criminal investigation?
A. Say that again.
Q. Sure. Prior to February 6th, were you part
of any discussions where the appropriateness of telling
Dr. Noak to cooperate with the investigation was
considered in the context of the fact that there was also
going to be an ongoing criminal investigation into his
activities?
A. Whether I was in any specific meetings
regarding this specific letter, or what was going to be
in this specific letter, I can't specifically recall.
What I can tell you is that, as I did in
other cases, 1 made sure that the staff member was
notified that there was going to be an investigation.
And I'm sure in this case, as I did in other cases, said
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A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you recall being part of any discussions
with anybody of JDOC about whether or not the Board of
Dentistry should be notified of Ms. Bell's actions?
A. I don't.
Q. I hand you what we have previously marked
as Deposition Exhibit No. 13 to Mr. Haas's deposition.
represent for the record that that appears to be a staff
request for investigation, with a date of February 11,
2004; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Is this a document you've seen before?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you have any role in preparing this
document?
A. Part of it, yes.
Q. And what part did you -A, This is the revised form of the one you had
initially had shown me as Exhibit 8. So Exhibit 8 and
Exhibit 13 are very similar, but Exhibit 13 is revised.
And this is the second form, I believe, that Mr. Haas had
given to me outlining the actual specific charges
alleged. He had signed it, and then it went to Don Drum
and ultimately to Tom Bouclaire. And l had signed it
down on the bottom.
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1
that somebody -- 1 don't know how you're going to do it,
Q. ls there anything on this document that is
2 your work product, any language or anything of that
but somebody needs to notify the principal of the
3 nature?
investigation that there's an investigation.
4
Personally, l didn't draft the letters.
A. I know that Mr. Haas and l probably
5 discussed the issue of battery, and I may have actually
That was the responsibility of the administrator over
6 looked up the actual statute for battery.
that area.
7
As far as the contract stuff, I didn't know
Q. Did !DOC have the authority to put Dr. Noak
in jail?
8 exactly what that was, and I think he put that in there.
9 As far as the signatures and everything, I'm the one that
A. No.
10
Q. Take a look at Exhibit No. 12, which is a
went around and got those.
11
letter dated February 5th to Mr. Daul from Mr. Haas,
Q. In terms of, ''pushed a PHS employee and
12 grabbed an offender" under allegation paragraph one; do
correct?
13 you see that?
A. Yes.
14
Q. And it's regarding a person by the name of
A. Yes.
Lisa Bell, correct?
15
Q. Is that your language, or is that
16 Mr. Haas's, or do you know?
A. Yes.
17
Q. And the allegation is that Ms. Bell pushed
A. I don't know.
an offender at the Saint Anthony Work Camp in January of 18
Q. Do you know why it took nine days from the
2004, correct?
19 time when you referred to Exhibit 8, which is
20 February 2nd, the other staff request for investigation,
A. Yes.
21 and then this one, which is Exhibit 13, which carries a
Q. Did you ever do an investigation into
22 date of February 11th; do you know why it took nine days
Ms. Bell?
23 to revise this form
A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you recall whether Ms. Bell was ever
A. l don't know.
25
banned from the facility?
o. -- when vou sav that vou actually walked
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around and got the signatures?
A. Right.
Q. Mr. Haas signed it on February 11th,
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. So is the process that he would have signed
this and then given it to you, and you would have taken
it to the various people that needed to sign off on it?
A. Typically, that was the process. l don't
know in this case. There were a lot of different -- For
instance, Tom Bouclaire could have given, which he has in
other cases, given a verbal authorization and then signed
it when he got back in town.
l don't know about this particular case.
But, typically, in a routine fashion, the forrn would come
to me, and then I would take it around. But in cases
l've had Pam Sonnen bring me this forrn already signed by
everybody.
Q. l understand. I thought you had told me
that you're the one that took it around and got it
signed.
A. Typically, yes.
Q. Do you remember doing that or not?
A. I don't specifically remember doing it in
this case.
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be fair that John Noak was the employee, or the
person that the allegation is against, and his
work position and location, would be fair to say
that that's demonstrative of where he worked and
what his position was.
BY ivffi.. BUSH:
Q. So the allegation of battery relates to
something that occurred at SBWCC; is that fair?
A. Yes.
Q. The allegation that there was a violation
of contract, failure to comply with state statutes,
relates to something that occurred at SBWCC, correct?
A. Um-hum.
ivffi.. NAYLOR: Objection to the form and
foundation.
MS. MacMASTER: I'm joining the objection.
THE \VlTNESS: You know, to answer your
question, no, not necessarily.
The battery obviously occurred there, but
the allegations have nothing to do necessarily
with that location. I mean, the investigations
were more of a global nature. They could be
anywhere. Doesn't necessarily mean there, just
violations in general.
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Q.

Okay.
But, typically, that's how I did it.
Q. Let's talk about this Exhibit No. 13 for a
minute. lt says, "allegation against." Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. It says, "allegation against," then there's
a name, and it says "John Noak," correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Then it identifies his position as "PHS
regional medical director," correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Then it has a work location of "SBWCC,"
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, is it a fair reading of these forms
that the allegations which are listed in -- just to the
right, one, two, and three, relate to John Noak and his
position as PHS regional medical director, for events
that occurred on the SB WCC?
MS. MacMASTER: Objection to the form of
the question.
ivffi.. NAYLOR: Join. And foundation.
THE \VlTNESS: As l had indicated
previously, this is the Department's method for
charging
an employee of misconduct. So it would
,,
,,
A.
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BYMR. BUSH:

1
2
3
4
5

Q. So you're saying as of February 11th in the
request for the investigation that was being made, that
the allegations don't define the scope of the
investigation?
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the forrn.
THE WITNESS: The allegations do address
the scope. But you just said -- you had indicated
that it was delineated at South Boise Women's
Correctional Center. Tfl misunderstood you, I'm
sorry.
BYMR. BUSH:
Q. I didn't put that word on the forrn,
somebody else did. So what does it mean when somebody
writes, "SBWCC work location?"
A. That's just his work location. That's what
it says there.
Q. So is it your understanding that that's
where he worked?
A. I didn't fill out the forrn, so whoever
filled out the form, l guess Mr. Haas, he put his work
location there.
Q. You approved the form, did you not?
A. l don't approve the form. The forrn is
approved by the director. l just indicate that I've
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MS. MacMASTER: I'm sorry. Have you
1
would give approvals by phone on some cases, but
2
finished your answer?
in the purest sense, yes, when the form is signed,
THE WlTNESS: Yes.
3
the investigation is approved.
4 BY MR. BUSH:
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. As of February I Ith, in terms of what's
5
Q. And ifhe didn't have the director's
written on the staff request for investigation relative
6 approval, you couldn't go forward with an investigation;
to the accessed care issue, were you aware of any other
7 is that true?
facility that was involved other than SBWCC?
8
MS. MacMASTER: Objection. Asked and
A. Without knowing specifically what documents
9
answered and mischaracterizes his testimony.
l reviewed on or before that date, it would be hard for
10
THE wlTNESS: Well, that's not true.
11 BY MR BUSH:
me to say. So I can't answer that question.
Q. Okay. Other than the documents that you
12
Q. l thought you said that you needed -- I'm
had been provided with initially that led to what you
13 not talking about whether it's written or verbal. I
reviewed and what led to your memorandum ofFebruary 3rd, 14 thought you said without the director's approval, you
2004, do you recall reviewing any other documents between
15 couldn't do an investigation?
16
A. We're talking about the director going out
February 3rd, 2004 and February 11th, 2004?
A. I don't remember what documents I reviewed
1 7 of town on many occasions
initially -18
Q. Don't -Q. Okay.
19
A. Let me finish.
A. -- other than I know I reviewed some
20
Q. Okay.
documents.
21
A. He would go out of town, he would appoint
Q. How did you track your work relative to a
2 2 somebody else. It was kind of loose in the manner in
particular case?
2 3 which, how these investigations would have gotten
A. With notes, with logs, and with my
24 approved when I first started.
investigative report.
25
Q. And don't misunderstand me. I'm saying if
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Q. And when you say "logs," what are you
talking about?
A. Actual logs that we write down what we do
4
on what date, who we speak to, those sorts of things, an
5
investigative case log.
6
Q. Is that the name of it, "investigative case
7
log?"
8
A. l believe so.
9
MS. MacMASTER: Are we at a point in a few
1 o
minutes where we can take a short break?
l l
(Thereupon, a discw,sion was held off the
12
record.)
13 BY MR. BUSH:
14
Q. If we look at Exhibit 13, which is the
1 5 staff issue request for investigation, I understand your
1 6 testimony thus far, once Director Bouclaire signed off,
1 7 you had the, I gather, official authority to pursue your
1 8 investigation, correct?
19
MS. MacMASTER: Objection.
2O
Mischaracterizes his testimony.
2l
THE WITI\fESS: Yes and no. I mean, we could
22
have been given approval verbally. It wouldn't
23
reflect that necessarily here on the form.
24
\Vhether that happened in this case, I don't
25
know. Mr. Bouclaire traveled frequently and
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the director said, l don't want you to do an
investigation and didn't approve, you wouldn't do one?
A. That is correct.
Q. That's all 1was gening at.
A. Correct.
MR BUSH: Let's take a break.
(Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
MR. BUSH: Back on the record after a short
break.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. Mr. Wolf, during the break, did you review
any additional documents?
A. I did not.
Q. Let's go back to Exhibit 13, which is the
staff request for investigation.
A. Yes.
Q. I want to take a look at allegation number
one, the battery -A. Right.
Q. -- and the language. "Pushed PHS and
grabbed an offender," correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Based on that bare al legation, there's
nothing to suggest one way or the other as to the events
that occurred on January 30th were in some type of
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medical context; would you agree with that?
A. I don't understand the question.
Q. Now, there's nothing to suggest that
Dr. Noak, when he allegedly pushed a PHS employee and
grabbed an offender, did so in the context of a medical
event, correct?
A. There were comments that he was escorting
the offender back to her room, so if you mean that by
escorting her back to her room, that that was in a
medical context, that was part of the infolTllation and the
initial allegations. I'm really not sure I understand
what you're getting at.
Q. I'm just focussing on the document in telTlls
of the allegation that's being made and the language,
"pushed a PHS employee and grabbed an offender."
A. 1 think I see it.
Q. There's nothing -A. There's nothing here on this form that you
can extrapolate that there was a medical context.
Q. \\'hat does this document mean to you as the
investigator in terms of the scope of your investigation?
A. This is a document that actually gives a
very basic, basic synopsis of what the allegations are,
so that the director and the deputy administrators know
exactly what the charges are, so they can approve the
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on February 11th you, along with Ada County
Detective Cassie, interviewed Nonna Hernandez, correct? ,
A. Yes.
Q. And you also, on February 11th, along with
Detective Lukasik, interviewed Karen Barrett, who was a
physician's assistant, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And then on February 12th, along with
Detective Lukasik, you interviewed Janet Nicholson,
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And on February 13th, Detective Lukasik
interviewed Dr. Noak, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And you were not present during that
interview?
A. You know, I don't know if I was present at
that interview or not. I could have been. If I was
there, I wasn't in the room.
I also took polygraph exams for the Ada
County Sheriffs Office, so 1 know they have an
observation room there. I may have been there, but I
don't remember if 1 was or not, because I was in that
room quite a bit over the course of the years that I was
in Idaho doing polygraph exams.

Page 59

investigation, and gives us more or less the scope of
1
what initiates the investigation, what we're going to be
2
3 looking at.
3
4
Q. So as of February 11, 2004, as it related
4
5 to access to care, and the allegations that Dr. Noak had
5
6 violated the contract in that regard, what was your
6
7 understanding at that time, on February 11th or
7
8
thereabouts, in terms of what Dr. Noak was alleged to
8
9 have done that was in violation of that standard, that
9
1 o NCCHC standard?
1o
11
A. l don't recall what I knew at that time
11
12 because I really don't remember specifically what I knew.
12
13 But based upon what l have read, the access to care issue
13
1 4 came from what you have given me here, which is the NCCHC 14
1 5 standard in regards to access to care. And that was one
I 15
16 of the concerns, from my recollection, that Dr. Noak was
16
1 7 preventing, by his not showing up to the facilities, was
l 7
1 8 preventing access to care, and in this particular case,
18
1 9 not showing up on the night of the 30th, I think, to
19
2 o provide care to this offender. And that was of concern
2o
21 to Mr. Haas, to the other administrators, and one of the
21
2 2 charges here on this fonn.
22
23
Q. Okay. Go back to your investigative report
23
2 4 for a minute. And this is just for purposes of putting
24
2 5 some context around when things happened, it appears that
i25
1

2

Steven Wolf

Page 61

Q. My question is just this, as it relates
then simply to the in-person interview of Dr. Noak, in
your interview summary, it's not identified that you were
present during that interview; is that correct?
A. l believe you're right.
Q. And so I don't My understanding is that
you were not there when Detective Lukasik interviewed
Dr. Noak on February 13th. Do you have an independent
recollection that is different than that?
MS. MacMASTER: Objection. Asked and
answered.
MR. BUSH: Well, 1 don't think so. 1think
he just said, 1 don't remember if I was there or
not.
THE WlTNESS: I don't remember if I was
there or not. And I have never actually met
Dr. Noak.
BY MR BUSH:
Q. So if you hadn't met him, then you wouldn't
have been in the room?
A. No, I don't believe so.
Q. Okay. That's all I'm trying to
at is,
were you in the room with the Detective Lukasik?
A. I don't think so. But I don't want to say
definitively I wasn't.
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Q. Do you remember how you got the information
1 administrators, HR.
that is contained in the summary of your investigative
2
So, for instance, it would have been the
3
report relative to Detective Lukasik's independent view
3 administrators -- the two administrators, Tom Bouclaire,
4
of Dr. Noak?
4 HR, and there may have been a few other people that I
5
A. l think he gave me the interview recording.
5 can't recall off the top of my head.
6
Q. Okay. "He" being Detective Lukasik?
6
Q. Do you recall who the two senior
7
A. Yes, sir.
7 administrators would have been?
8
Q. So, again, just in terms of time, it
8
A. Yes.
9 appears to me that the next interview after February 13,
9
Q. \\'ho is that?
l o 2004, that you did personally, was on March 16, 2004, and
1o
A. It would have been Don Drum and Pam Sonnen.
l 1 that was with Lisa Banks.
11 And, of course, Tom Bouclaire.
l 2
Excuse me. I apologize.
12
Q. And Mr. Haas is carbon copied with this
l 3
If you go to Page 11 of your report, it
13 e-mail, correct?
l 4 should be March 11th, 2004, and that should be with
14
A. Yes.
l 5 Victoria Welmicki?
15
Q. And the subject is a new request for
l 6
A. Yes.
16 investigation.
l 7
Q. And I understand that there's some stuff in
17
A. Yes.
l 8 the report that indicates that you had requested an
18
Q. If you go to Exhibit No. 16, what is that
l 9 opportunity to personally interview Dr. Noak, and that
19 document?
2 o apparently didn't happen.
2o
A. This is a standard e-mail form that the
2 1
A. Correct.
21 Department utilized to notify the OPS group of a new
2 2
Q. So, is it a fair statement, based either on
2 2 investigation.
2 3 your report or your recollection, that you were not
23
Q. Is this a document you filled out?
2 4 involved in any interviews of anybody associated with the
24
A. Yes.
2 5 events of January 30th or this investigation between
25
Q. Okay. lt says, "Staff issues notification.
1--------~--------=---------+-------"----"------'--'....-------------11,
l

2
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1 New issue/allegation," right?
February 13th and March I Ith of '04?
2
A. Well, if you're basing that question on the
A. Yes.
3
report, that could be correct. But there could have been
Q. What does that mean?
4
someone I spoke to on the phone that may not have been in
A. It's just the -- l didn't design the form.
5 It was just something that they had when I got there.
the report. I don't recall.
6
Q. Had those kinds of things occurred where
Q. What was the purpose of this?
you talked to somebody, but it's not in the report, would
7
A. The purpose of this, from my understanding,
that be identified in your investigative log?
8 was to notify, by e-mail, of a new allegation or a new
A. 1 would think so.
9 investigation that was underway or was approved.
Q. I'm going to hand you what we've previously
10
Q. So does it relate to the fact that
marked as Deposition Exhibits 16 and 17 to Mr. Haas's
11 Exhibit 13, which is the staff request, staff issues
12 request for investigation, does it relate to that
deposition. I'm going to give them to you in reverse
13 document?
order. l 7 first, and 16 second.
I 14
And I guess the first question is, do they
A. Yes.
· 15
go together?
Q. And how so? Are you just notifying the
: 16 people that Exhibit 13 had received all the requisite
A. I believe that they do go together. It was
probably attached as an attachment.
17 approvals?
Q. And Exhibit 17 is a communication; is it an
18
A. Well, there's more people on that -e-mail?
19 There's the OPS group, which wouldn't necessarily know
A. Yes.
20 that this was taking place. Like HR, HR didn't know.
Q. So it's an e-mail communication from you to
21 They wouldn't know until this went out, that a new
the OPS group, correct?
22 investigation has been approved.
A. Yes.
23
Basically, this is just notifying people
Q. Who is the OPS group?
24 that an investigation has been approved because HR -- I
A. The OPS group would have been senior
25 work very closely with HR in all investigations that were
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A. No. It was all legal was there as well.
Some of them who dealt with litigation, ongoing
litigation in the department.
Q. Was there any documentation that was ever
created prior to or after those meetings?
A. Not to my knowledge.
THE WITNESS: Respectfully, I need to put
some more money in my meter.
MR. BUSH: Let's take a break.
(Thereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
MR. BUSH: Back on the record after lunch
break.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. Mr. Wolf, during the lunch break, did you
review any documents?
A. I did not.
Q. In your investigative report, at Page 11,
it refers to an interview you conducted with
Victoria Weremecki on March 11th, 2004, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Ms. Weremecki was not involved in the
incident of January 30th, 2004, correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. \Vhy did you interview her?
A. I interviewed her because she was listed or

I
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says that -- starting with paragraph, l guess, three from
the bottom:
"On 3/16/04, I conducted an in-person
interview with Lisa Mays."
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. That was done at the Mountain Home Air
Force Base, correct?
A Yes.
Q. It looks to me, as if Ms. Mays told you she
had been employed for the family Advocacy Program for the
Air Force base for approximately one year; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And so if I'm to read that correctly, then
she would have started at the Air Force base at
approximately March of2003?
A 1 don't know when she started in the
position. But I guess that's a good presumption on your
part, based upon since she said she's been in the
position for about one year.
Q. ls that your understanding?
A. Apparently, because that's what I put
there.
Q. If you go to Page 15 of the investigation
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she -- I believe Jana Nicholson told me that she was a
witness to some issues that were of concern to me,
related to alleged inappropriate behavior by Dr. Noak.
Q. So her name crune into the picture because
of Jana Nicholson; is that correct?
A. l believe so.
Q. On March 16th, Page 12 of your
investigative report, you reference that you interviewed
Lisa Mays, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Lisa Mays was not involved, at least to
your knowledge, in the events of January 30th, 2004,
correct?
A. I believe you're correct.
Q. Why did you interview Lisa Mays?
A. Her name also came up in the course of the
investigation as somebody that worked at PHS, and
somebody that had direct knowledge of information related
to Dr. Noak and his behavior in the facilities.
Q. Was her name similarly provided to you by
Jana Nicholson?
A. I'm not sure where her name came up. But I
believe it did come from Jana Nicholson.
Q. One thing about your summary report, from
your investigation reoort about Lisa Mavs, on Page 14, it
..
,,
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report, it indicates that Ms. Mays -- the third
paragraph, "Ms. Mays indicated -· '' do you see that?
A. "Ms. Mays indicated," yes.
Q. Then what you -wTite is:
"She indicated around sometime in the
winter of 2003, PA Hanks had provided some medical care
to an offender."
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know whether that was in the
January, or year earlier time frame or in I guess
winter of 2003, did you have an understanding as to what
timefrarne that was?
A. I don't know what month it was. You know,
all I can say, it was the winter of 2003. And l don't
think she even recalled the specific timefrrune, either,
other than it was the winter of 2003.
Q. Back to Page 14, under the second
paragraph, after the one we've just referred to:
"Ms. Mays indicated she initially started
out with PHS ·-"
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. The last sentence says:
"·- around the September or October

,_,--_•-
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1
Q. I take it from the testimony that you've
A. 1 believe at one time - and I don't know
2 exactly when it occurred, there was some meeting
provided earlier, that Exhibit 13 to Mr. Haas's
3 involving a PHS manager that had come down to do some
deposition, staff issues request for investigation dated
4 kind of audit. I think it was an attorney, but l'm not
February 11th, 2004. That, apparently, during the course
5 sure what her name was. But we had a meeting and
of your investigation and interviews, that in some
6 discussed some of these issues.
respects, the scope of that investigation was expanded,
7
Q. Do you know whether that occurred after
because you interviewed Vicky Weremecki and Lisa Mays,
B March 25th, 2004, when your investigation report was
and those interviews, as you testified, didn't really
9 complete?
have anything to do with the particular, Nonna Hernandez
10
A. I believe it would have been after.
incident; isn't that true?
11
Q. Well, do you know the context of that? J
MR. BUSH: Objection. Form.
12 mean, what was the meeting about?
THE W1TNESS: Yes.
13
A. I believe the purpose of the meeting was to
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. You testified that there were other
14 give PHS an opportunity to do their own review of the
allegations of conduct, questionable conduct, by
15 circumstances of what occurred.
16
Q. When you say "what occurred,'' are you
Mister -- by Dr. Noak that came out of Jana Nicholson's
interview that led you to Lisa Mays and Vicky Weremecki? 1 7 talking about with regard to Norma Hernandez or a broader
A. Right.
18 concern about PHS conduct?
Q. If you knew that Dr. Noak had been replaced
19
A. Both.
as the medical director at the time that you interviewed
2o
Q. Okay. So during the course of your
Vicky Weremecki and Lisa Mays, why would you have
21 investigation related to Nonna Hernandez and Dr. Noak,
proceeded to interview them?
2 2 and all the concerns raised about Dr. Noak, the only PHS
A. Well, I'm not sure that 1 knew. I may have
2 3 individuals you spoke to were factual staff witnesses; is
knovm at that time that he was being replaced. However,
2 4 that correct?
these additional allegations came up that expanded the
2s
A. 1 mean during the course of my
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course of the investigation, and J wanted to prove or
disprove those allegations, because I felt it was
important to the security of the institutions, whether or
not those allegations were true.
Q. Would another reason have been for the
purpose that you set out in your memo that protected
statements for future litigation?
MR. BUSH: Objection. Form.
THE WlTNESS: I said something to that. J
don't know -- J think I put risk management
issues. And, yes, I was thinking about that.
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. Well, isn't it fair to say that some of
those allegations raised concerns about potential
lawsuits by other inmates other than Nonna Hernandez?
A. Yes.
MR. BUSH: Objection. Fonn. Foundation.
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. ln the course of your investigation related
to Dr. Noak, did you, at any time, interview Richard
Dull, the PHS regional director?
A. No.
Q. Did you ever have any conversations with
any PHS management related to Dr. Noak during your
investigation?
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investigation?
Q. Yes.
A. That would be correct.
Q. · If you look at your report, Exhibit l, Page
8 -- Are you there?
A. Yes.
Q. Down at the bottom, the paragraph starts
off,"] asked Nicholson--" do you see that about three
from the bottom?
A. Yes.
Q. lt says:
"J asked Nicholson if the escort that
Dr. Noak used on Hernandez was necessary for the purposes
of medical treatment or for the safety or security of the
facility."
Why did you ask that question?
A. I was trying to detennine whether what he
was doing was necessary as part of her medical treatment,
or if any force that was utilized was called for when he
brought her back to her room, or when he interjected
himself into the situation.
Q. You go on in your report to state:
"Nicholson replied by saying that it was,
quote, 'absolutely contradictory to the medical condition
of the patient,' end quote. Nicholso.!1 went on to say
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that a person in Hernandez's condition should never have
been ambulated."
ls that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And is the quoted portions of your report,
are those direct quotes, to the best of your -A. Yes.
Q. -- knowledge?
If you can turn to Exhibit 15 of Mr. Haas's
deposition. These are the NCCHC Standard Actions.
A. lfyou give me a moment.
Q. Okay. Exhibit 15.
A. Okay. 15.
Q. And this was the access to care standards.
And I believe you were asked some questions about your
use of the phrase, under the compliance statutes dealing
with abuse. And if you look down under "Discussion,"
next paragraph, it says:
"Unreasonable barriers to inmates' access
to health services are to be avoided. Examples of
unreasonable barriers include the following: Punishing
inmates for seeking care for their serious health needs."
And, number three: "Deterring inmates for
seeking care for their serious health needs?"
And in the course of your investigation
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don't you know it's not as preny at Pocatello. If l
send you back there, I suggest you heal real quick.
Hernandez indicated that she took this comment as a
threat."
Based upon your understanding, and your
interview of Norma Hernandez, do you believe that that
would have exhibited punishing inmates for seeking care
for their serious health needs?
MR. BUSH: Objection. Form.
THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. And would that also, in your estimation,
deter inmates from seeking care for their serious health
needs?
A. Yes.
Q. Or at least raise concerns about that?
A. Yes.
MR. BUSH: Same objection.
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. While we're on your report, on page -- I
think it's Page 1I, you indicate on March I st, 2004, that
you had made contact with Dr. Noak for purposes of
interviewing him. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. And then his attorney at that time told you
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concerning Norma Hernandez and Dr. Noak, did you find
facts, at least alleged, supporting violations of those
standards of care?
A. l believe I did.
Q. And what were those, to your recollection?
A. To my recollection, there were situations
in which Dr. Noak was asked to come to the facility on a
number of different occasions where he never showed up.
Where he said he was out duck hunting.
There were instances where, at least in one
case, one offender was not given access to treatments for
hepatitis C, and other instances there were allegations
that Dr. Noak had placed ammonia inhalants up an
offender's nose. That he was using a scalpel, the same
scalpel on several different offenders, without -actually, he should have disposed of the scalpel, it was
a disposable scalpel, it wasn't properly cleaned.
That's all] can think of off the top ofmy
head.
Q. If you look in your report up here,
Exhibit 1, Page 2 in your interview summary of
Norma Hernandez, about the third paragraph, it starts
off:
"Hernandez said that just prior to reaching
her room, Dr. Noak commented something to the effect of,
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that he did not want to allow Dr. Noak to be -- to
participate in the interview pending the completion of
the criminal investigation by the Dade County Sheriffs
Office, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. Now, and then you go on to say on March 9th
that you learned that the Ada County Prosecutor's Office
had declined prosecution on both battery charges
involving Norma Hernandez and Jana Nicholson, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. So did Dr. Noak or his attorney contact you
after March 9th to reschedule his interview with you?
A. No.
Q. And yet, your investigation continued for
several days after that time -A. Yes.
Q. -- from March 9th, right?
And would you turn to Page 7 of your
report.
And also pull out Exhibit 16 of Mr. Haas's
deposition.
A. Exhibit 16?
Q. Yes.
A. That's this one here?
O. Correct.
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A.
Q.

Okay.
And you've also got Page 7 of your report?
A. Yes.
Q. Up at the top, you're interviewing
Jana Nicholson, and in the third line down it says:
"Nicholson said that in an aggressive
manner, she was shoved aside and off balance by Dr. Noak,
and that Dr. Noak forcefully grabbed Hernandez under
Hernandez's right arm."
A. Correct.
Q. And then down a little, the next paragraph,
the second paragraph says:
"Nicholson said that Noak quickly escorted
Hernandez down the hallway."
Now, you were asked about Exhibit 16 and
the phrase under the accusation:
"Dr. Noak shoved a PHS staff member and
forcefully grabbed Offender Hernandez by the arm and
aggressively escorted Hernandez back to her room."
Now, having had an opportunity to review
your investigation report, do you know where you came up
with that verbiage in Exhibit 16 under "Accusation?"
A. Probably, in part, from that paragraph
right there.
Q. In your summary it says "shoved;" is that
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their own.
MR. NA YI.OR: No further questions.
CROSS-EXAMTNATlON
BY MS. MacMASTER:
Q. Mr. Wolf, could you take a look at
Exhibit 16 from Haas's deposition.
A. Yes.
Q. Start that over. Excuse me.
Let me have you take a look at Exhibit 13
from Haas's deposition.
On the section of this fonn, 227B, where it
lays out the allegations, and there's point one, point
two, and point three concerning allegations of battery,
allegations of violation of the contract, and allegations
of violations ofNCCHC standard PAOl. Generally, what's
the purpose of setting forth those allegations in a form
227B?
A This is the initial, as l indicated
earlier, the initial charging document where a basic list
of the charges is put in one place to show the director,
and kind of give a focus to the initial aspect of the
investigation.
Q. And as these al legations are set forth,
once you get into the investigation, if you learn
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right?
A. Yes.
Q. And it says, "forcefully grabbed Hernandez,"
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And then it says that he, "quickly escorted
Hernandez down the hall." It doesn't say, ''aggressively
escorted," does it?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Did you draw any conclusions as a
result of your investigation report and make
recommendations?
A. That was not our protocol for me to draw a
conclusion in the report and make recommendations.
Q. Did any PHS employee who you interviewed,
tell you that they wanted Dr. Noak to be fired?
A. I don't know that they actually used those
words. But l do believe that that was what they were
trying to get across, both Victoria Weremecki, l believe
was trying to get that point across, and so was Jana
Nicholson.
Q. Did you find that Vicky Weremecki and
Lisa Mays corroborated Jana Nicholson's allegations
concerning Dr. Noak's conduct?
A. I think thev corroborated and added some of
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additional information that goes beyond the scope of
those initial charges, are you required to ignore that
new information and not investigate?
A. Of course not.
Q. Why is that?
A. When we do an investigation, if we come
across additional violations where we have a duty and an
obligation to investigate those to provide a safe
environment for the offenders and the staff and visitors
to the facility to make sure there's not a security risk.
Q. And on this Form 227B, down in Section E
where it states "Investigation," there's a check on the
box for "internal," right?
A. Yes.
Q, What was that intended to mean?
A. The internal investigation is what l was
conducting. The external investigation, the criminal
allegations is what was being investigated by law
enforcement. What you see is also checked.
So there's actually several parts to the
investigations. There's the internal or administrative
investigation, and the external, which is done by law
enforcement in regards to the criminal. And then you
have another piece, and that's the contractor, if they
choose to investigate. So that's kind of the third piece
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to it.

1

2

Q. \~/hen Mr. Naylor asked you about your
interviews with some of the PHS employees, did their
statements, in general, about Dr. Noak, show a great deal
of respect for him?
lvfR. BUSH: Objection. Form. Foundation.
BY MS. Macl',1ASTER:
Q. Let me narrow that. Say Vicky Weremecki or
Lisa Mays.
A. They had absolutely no respect for Dr. Noak.
MS. MacMASTER: I have no more questions.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. Mr. Wolf, I think you said it was not your
job, or something to the effect that it was not your job
to make conclusions or recommendations as part of the
investigation.
A. No. The conclusions were to be drawn by
the trier of fact.
Q. I understand. Did you believe it to be
part of your role in conducting the investigation to
investigate and gather facts?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you consider it to be your
responsibility to report those facts in an objective

2
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of the personnel evaluations for Dr. Noak?
A. And the reason stated was because he was
not an IDOC employee, correct?
Q. You can look at the 1ast page of your
investigation report, if you'd like.
A. l believe that is in there. But we
wouldn't necessarily have access to that anyway. I do
know that l obtained his training records that we had on
file with us, but we would not have his performance
appraisals.
Q. One of the things that you just testified
to is that you spoke to at least two individuals that it
was clear to you they had no respect for Dr. Noak,
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. In your report, it indicates on the last -I believe it's the last page of your report, that you did
not have copies of job performance evaluations for
Dr. Noak, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And the reasons stated is that he was not
an IDOC employee, correct?
A. That's correct.
Q. And so I understand that you did not have
ready access to the evaluations. My question is, did you
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l

fashion?
A. Yes.
3
Q. Why didn't you talk to Rick Dull?
4
A. Because I didn't feel that he had any
5
relevant information at that time to provide to either
6 prove or disprove the allegations.
7
Q. When you expanded your investigation and
decided to talk to Victoria Weremecki and Lisa Mays, did
8
9 you, after that period of time -- And we're talking, I
10 think it was March 11th for Weremecki and March 16th for
11 Mays. At that point, given the information that you had
12 learned, did you ever request an opportunity to interview
13 Mr. Dull?
14
A. You had used the phrase, expand the
15 investigation. I do not believe I had expanded the
16 investigation at all. l just felt that it was just a
17 continuation of the same investigation. However, that
18 being said, I never considered interviewing Mr. Dull.
19
Q. Howcome?
20
A. I didn't think it was necessary.
2l
Q. Howcome?
22
A. He didn't have any information that would
23 add, in my opinion, to the course of the investigation.
24
Q. One of the things in your interview or your
25 investigative report notes is that you did not obtain any
2

:
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ask for them?
A. I don't know.
Q. Do you recall asking for them?
A. I do believe that I asked for all
information that we had in regards to Dr. Noak.
Q. And you asked that of whom?
A. That would have been of HR. And they
actually infonned me that they didn't have performance
evaluations.
Q. Did you ever ask anybody at PHS or,
Mr. Haas, or anybody like that to give you copies of his
performance evaluations?
A. I may have, but I'm not sure.
Q. One of the pieces of information that you
would not have had ready access to as an investigator for
JDOC would have been the medical chart of
Norma Hernandez, correct?
A. That's probably true because of HIPP A.
Q. But you had an opportunity to review the
medical chart of Nonna Hernandez, didn't you?
A. No, I don't remember if I did or not.
Q. Do you recall during the interview of
Karen Barrett that she brought out the medical chart of
Norma Hernandez?
A. That may be true. J iust don 1t recall.

'
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Q. Okay. You testified in response to
Mr. Naylor -- some of Mr. Naylor's questions, that, um,
you felt that there were some facts alleged that related
to a violation of access to care. And he referred you -lfyou want to look at the document, I'd be happy to have
you do that.
A. Number 15 on Haas's depo.
Q. Are you aware of any facts that suggest
that Ms. Hernandez was denied any care, any medical care
after January 30th, 2004?
A. Depends upon what you consider facts.
Q. Well, are you aware of anything to suggest
that she was denied medical care after January 30th,
2004?
A. After January 30th?
Q. Yes.
A. She was at the hospital on the night of
January 30th. Nothing that I can cite specifically right
at this moment.
Q. Okay. Are you aware of any facts that
suggest that Ms. Hernandez was denied medical care prior
to January 30th?
A. l know that Jana Nicholson had requested
Dr. Noak to respond to the facility on several different
occasions, she made phone calls to him. At one point,
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record.)
BY MR. BUSH:
Q. Okay. Exhibit 18 is a memorandum to Paul
Martin from Mr. Haas, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And the subject is a conference call
involving Mr. Haas and Rod Holdman, who's identified as a
group vice-president for PHS?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall any discussions or meetings
with Mr. Haas, or Mr. Martin, or anyone else at IDOC
about that conference call and the subject that's
contained in the memo?
A. I have a vague memory of discussing
something to the effect of Mr. Haas -- of PHS wanting to
come in and do some kind of cultural audit. And I was
totally against that.
l said they need to wait until we finish
our investigation, otherwise, there potentially could be
the perception that they're somehow interfering with some
sort of criminal investigation being done by Ada County,
and certainly we did not want them interfering with our
investigation.
Q. The reason I bring up this memorandum is
one of the things that you talked about in response to, I
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ultimately, she was sent to the hospital because he would
not come to the facility, so she had to be sent to the
3
hospital.
4
Now, l know that he authorized that she be
5 sent there. But from what I recall, throughout the day,
6 he was supposed to be at the facility to do an assessment
7
of her and never showed up.
B
Q. Would you agree with me, Mr. Wolf, that
9 your understanding of the facts, as you just relayed
l O them, are based upon what Ms. Nicholson told you?
ll
A. Yes.
l 2
Q. As opposed to your own review of what the
l 3 medical chart shows?
l 4
A. That's probably true.
l 5
Q. Mr. Naylor asked you some questions
l 6 about -- that related to -- I don't remember the exact
l 7 question, but l remember your answer referred to a
l B meeting that you recall that related to some review that
l 9 PHS was going to do. Do you recall that?
2 o
A. Yes.
2l
Q. I want you to take a look at Exhibit No. 18
2 2 to Mr. Haas's deposition, please, and take a moment and
2 3 review that, please.
24
MR. BUSH: We can go off the record.
25
(Thereupon, a discussion was had off the
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believe, either Mr. Naylor's question or Mrs. MacMaster's
questions, were that they were not only your
investigation, which was the internal investigation,
there was the Ada County investigation going on, right?
A. Right.
Q. Then you mentioned PHS was doing their own
inquiry, right?
A. That was a third piece. They hadn't
started that yet.
Q. Well, in reality, PHS wanted to do their
own inquiry, and lDOC strongly suggested that they not?
A. That's correct.
Q. And even though !DOC suggested to PHS that
it not conduct its own inquiry while IDOC's investigation
was going on and while Ada County's investigation was
going on, as the investigator for !DOC, you chose not to
talk with any of the management people from PHS, true?
A. That's true.
Q. And you chose not to discuss with any of
the management people -- to discuss anything with the
management people from PHS, even though part of your
investigation included whether or not there had been a
violation of the contract between !DOC and PHS?
A. That's true.
Q. Jana Nicholson clearly had no respect for
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A. I don't recall having any specific
conversations with any of the wardens in regards to
Dr. Noak.
Q. Do you recall having any conversations with
any of the correctional officers who were on duty the
night of January 30th?
A No.
MR. BUSH: That's all the questions I've
got.
MS. MacMASTER: Can we go off the record?
(Thereupon, a discussion was had off the
record.)
RECROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. Mr. Wolf, in the course of your
investigation, were you ever told of anyone, any
personnel at PHS who might have held a positive opinion
of Dr. Noak and then whom you chose not to interview?
A. No.
Q. ln the course of your investigation, did
anyone's name come out that was supportive of Dr. Noak,
that you recall?
A The only recollection I have of any
positive comment being made in regard to Dr. Noak, 1
think came from one of the PHS managers who told another
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not choose to be interviewed.
'
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. Did you ever ask anyone at PHS directly for
any performance evaluations of Dr. Noak?
A. If a request was made, it would have came
from HR.
Q. From IDOCHR?
A. Yes.
I can only tell you what J typically would
do in a investigation. J would ask for the last three
years of performance evaluations so l can make that as
part of the record, any disciplinary actions, those sorts
of things. But I don't see them in here, and I don't
know for a fact that they were even asked for, but I
don't know they weren't, either.
Q. But you only asked IDOC HR for any
evaluations that they may have had?
A. It's possible I asked them. It's possible
I asked Mr. Haas to ask one of the PHS managers. l don't
know, J can't say for certain that it was asked for, or
if it was, what the response was.even.
MR. NAYLOR: Thank you. No further
questions.
RECROSS EXAMlNA Tl ON
BY MS. MacMASTER:
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person who told somebody else, and the comment was that
he was brilliant. And I think it's in my report. I
don't remember exactly where in the report, but there was
a comment made that he's a brilliant physician, and that
was the only positive comment that I had heard.
Q. Was the full participation and cooperation
by PHS staff beneficial to the purposes oflDOC?
MS. MacMASTER: Objection to the form of
the question.
THE WITNESS: I'm not sure I understand
your question.
BY MR. NAYLOR:
Q. Well, you interviewed PHS staff members.
A. Yes.
Q. In the course of your investigation, was
their full cooperation beneficial to your investigation?
A. Yes.
Q. And do you know if that was -- that
cooperation was beneficial to the contract that PHS had
with IDOC?
MR. BUSH; Objection. Form. Foundation.
MS. MacMASTER: Same objection.
THE WITNESS: There was nothing that 1 saw-Everybody cooperated with the exception of
Dr. Noak. And I certainly understand why he did
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Q.

Couple of questions for you, tv1.r. Wolf.
Take a look at Exhibit 18 to Haas's
deposition. If l understand correctly, around this time,
February 13th, 2004, your thought was that PHS should
wait on its proposed review; is that right?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Did you have an understanding at that time
of what that review was to be about?
A. Personally, I believed that PHS should have
had the opportunity, which they ultimately did, after our
investigation was completed, to do their own internal
investigation, or cultural audit, or whatever it is they
needed to do to determine what happened in this event, in
any other events that had occurred.
And I know that Lisa Bell was mentioned
earlier, but whatever events had occurred, they should
have the opportunity, as a company, to look at their
internal staff issues and investigate them to determine
whether they were true or not.
But I wanted to make sure that our
investigation was completed and that the criminal
investigation was completed before they did that. And l
made those -- that feeling known.
Q. And why was that? Why did you make that
feeling known?
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A. I didn't want there to be any allegations
that any of the witnesses were being intimidated or any
additional criminal allegations coming out that they were
intimidated, and I didn't want witnesses to be spoken to
until we had a chance to do that.
Q. Was there any prior contact of witnesses or
events that happened that raised that concern to you?
A. I believe that there was a situation in
which one of the PHS employees may have come and talked
to several PHS staff members. And intimidate is not the
right word. It's not even close to that. But there was
some indication that they didn't want the employees to
necessarily talk about other issues outside of this
specific issue with Dr. Noak.
Q. When you say "this specific issue with
Dr. Noak," what do you mean?
A. The alleged battery and this investigation.
So this PHS employee, who was a manager of
some sort, came and talked to the employees and indicated
to them, reportedly, that they were not to talk about
anything other than this investigation because they knew
this investigation was underway. And they didn't want
them talking about anything else.
Q. If l can have you take a look at Exhibit 1.
And if you can tum to Page 8 of your investigation
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Nicholson felt that Dull was making excuses for Dr. Noak's
behavior."
Q. And are those paragraphs, what you're
referencing, in regards to the concern you had on
February 13th about the proposed review by PHS at that
time?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And just to clarify, on Page 8 of
Exhibit I, that statement, "Nicholson stated that on
February 16th, 2004, Richard Dull came to the facility."
You interviewed Nicholson on February 12th; is that
right?
A. Yes.
Q. So is that somehow, February 16th, an
incorrect date?
A. It might be. l'm not sure.
Q. And the only reason I'm asking is how
Nicholson could have told you on February 12th about
something that hadn't happened yet?
A. Yes, probably is a typo.
Q. Okay. Or something the witness told you?
A. Yes. I'd have to listen to the tape again.
Q. And referring back to this Exhibit 18 memo
on February 13th, 2004, are you aware as to whether PHS
actually did do a review at some point later in time?
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1
A. I believe they did.
2
Q. Okay.
Okay.
Q. I'm looking at about the third and fourth
3
A. But J don't know what the timeframe was.
paragraph dovvn. ls there anything on that page that
4
Q. There was some testimony about personnel
reflects this concern?
5 evaluations. lt's kind of a hypothetical, but if you had
A. Yes.
6 obtained Dr. Noak's personnel evaluations from PHS, and
Q. And what is that?
7 they had said that he was an exceptional employee, I
A. "Nicholson stated that on February 16th,
8 assume you would have included that in your report if you
2004, Richard Dull, regional vice-president of PHS, came
9 had that information?
to the facility to speak with staff about this incident,"
10
A. Yes.
meaning, the Noak incident.
· 11
Q. Okay. Did PHS voluntarily provide that
"Nicholson said that she was under the
12 information to you, the personnel evaluations?
impression Dul I was there to hear what happened.
13
A. I don't think they did. Otherwise, I would
Instead, Dull expressed a concern about the Idaho
14 have made note ofit.
Department of Correction. Nicholson said that Dull
15
Q. Did Dr. Noak ever say to you, Mr. Wolf,
minimized the incident with Noak and was not listening to 16 here, please take a look at my personnel evaluations?
Nicholson about her concerns. Nicholson said that Dull
17
A. Dr. Noak didn't talk to me.
was justifying Dr. Noak's actions by saying that he has
18
Q. Did his lawyer ever offer Dr. Noak's
known Noak for five months, and Noak is brilliant."
19 personnel evaluations to you?
That's where that comment came from.
20
A. No.
"Nicholson said that Dull indicated to her
21
Q. Okay. And even if those personnel
that when she spoke with IDOC as they would most likely
2 2 evaluations had been exceptional, would that have
investigate, that all the issues aside from the Hernandez
2 3 affected the remainder of the report in terms of the
issue needed to be kept separate, and that she should not
2 4 other information that you reported on, facts that
discuss with IDOC an other concerns that she had.
2 s occurred, thin s that eo le told ou?

report.
A.
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1 he minimized the incident with Dr. Noak and said he was
MR. BUSH: Objection. Form. Foundation.
2 brilliant.
MS. MacMASTER: It was a bad question.
3
A. Independent recollection, no.
MR. BUSH: Calls for speculation.
4
MR. NAYLOR: Okay. Nothing further.
MS. MacMASTER: Let me rephrase that.
5
MS.
MacMASTER: Nothing further.
BY MS. MacMASTER:
6
THE COURT REPORTER: Do you need a copy
Q. Even if you had exceptional personnel
7
if it's ordered?
evaluations for Dr. Noak. if those existed, would you
8
MS. MacMASTER: Condensed copy
still have concerns about the conduct that witnesses were
9
with exhibits.
telling you occurred in regards to Dr. Noak as indicated
•10
J\1R. NAYLOR: And for the record, I want an
in Exhibit 1, your report?
11
E-tran and the exhibits to be PDF'd.
MR. BUSH: Same objection.
12
MS. MacMASTER: E-tran as well.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
13
MR. BUSH: We are going to order. I'll
MS. MacMASTER: No more questions.
14
take the E-tran as wel I.
MR. BUSH: I only have one. Actually,
15
MS. MacMASTER: We'd like to have Mr. Wolf
there is going to be two.
16
REDIRECT EXAMINATlON
to have the opportunity to read and sign.
17
BY MR. BUSH:
18
Q. You just testified that one of the reasons
(Thereupon, the deposition was concluded at
2:45 p.m.)
you included the infonnation about what Mr. Dull had said 19
20
at this meeting is because you had concerns about people,
21
I don't want to necessarily use the word interfere, but
22
other people talking to other potential witnesses in the
23
investigation, and you didn't want to have that happen,
24
right?
25
Right.
A.
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1
Q. 'Nhy didn't you put anything in your report
2
about the fact that Jana Nicholson was talking to
3
Nonna Hernandez before you interviewed her?
4
MS. MacMASTER: Objection to form of the
5
question. Lacks foundation.
6
THE WTTI'-JESS: You mean when she was trying 7
to help her back to her room?
B
BY MR. BUSH:
9
1o
Q. No. I mean, the day before you interviewed
11
her, and she talked to you. Why didn't you put anything
12
in the report about the fact that Jana Nicholson
13
contacted Norma Hernandez the day before she was
14
interviewed?
MS. MacMASTER: Same objection.
15
THE WlTNESS: I can't remember that that
16
happened.
MR. BUSH: Okay. No further questions.
17
RECROSS EXAMINATION
18
BY MR. NAYLOR:
19
Q. Other than what you have in your
20
investigation report about this February 16th, 2004
21
meeting, do you have any independent recollection today 22
as you sit here of that comment by Jana Nicholson?
23
A. Which comment?
24
25
O. The one dealing with the Dull meeting where

"
1

1
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about any conversations that you had with
Mr. Martin on February 2nd, 2004?
A. No.
Q. Other than Mr. Martin and Lieutenant
Presley, do you recall discussing the incident
involving Dr. Noak with anybody else on
February 2nd, 2004?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
A. Steve Wolf.
Q. And who was Mr. Wolf?
A. He was the Chief Investigator for the
Office of Professional Standards.
Q. And where was his office located?
A. Just right outside mine.
Q. And do you recal I whether your
conversation -- did you have more than one
conversation with Mr. Wolfon that day?
A. On that day, I can't recall how many
conversations I had with Mr. Wolf.
Q. Do you recall whether that conversation
with Mr. Wolf was before or after you sent the
memorandum requesting an investigation to
Mr. Martin?
A. No, I can't recall exactly. I'm
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requesting an investigation to Mr. Martin?
A. Well, at some point -- and I'm not sure
whether it was the same day or the next day -Paul Martin said that they were going to -- they
were going to investigate.
I think at that point J was pretty much
out of it. At that point I think Steve Wolf was
involved and Paul Martin, but I'm not sure
exactly what they did afterward.
(Exhibit 6 marked).
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Mr. Haas, you have been
handed Deposition Exhibit 6, which for the record,
is Bates stamped IDOC00S0 and IDOC00S l. Please
take as much time as you need to review the
document.
MR. NAYLOR: Which one is that, 6?
MR. BUSH: Yes.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Is that a document
you've seen recently?
A. Yes. Recently.
Q. What do you understand the document
to be?
A. A memorandum from Steve Wolf to
Pam Sonnen and Paul Martin.
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assuming that it was before just because this was
something that I wasn't familiar with. I didn't
know how to request investigations. That's just
an assumption on my part. I can't recall exactly
when I had that conversation.
Q. Did you provide any written memorandums
or documents -- well, strike that.
Did you provide anything in writing to
Mr. Wolf on February 2nd, 2004?
A. I don't recall on that day what I
provided or to who I provided it.
Q. Did you write any memorandums to
Mr. Wolf similar to what you wrote to Mr. Martin?
A. I don't recal I writing anything to
Mr. Wolf on that day. Do you mean on February 2nd,
2004?
Q. Yes.
A. I don't recall writing anything to him.
Q. Can you recall any of the specifics of
your conversation or conversations with Mr. Wolf
on that day?
A. No.
Q. Do you recall anything -- strike that.
What, if anything, do you recall
occurring after you provided your memorandum
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Q. The memorandum has a number. It says,
"04-003." Do you know what that is?
A. No.
Q. Do you recall whether you saw this
memorandum on February 3rd, 2004?
A. I have never seen this until I saw it
here being -- reviewing it with my attorney.
never saw it prior to that.
Q. So -A. I don't remember seeing it, anyway.
Q. So only in the context of litigation is
your recollection of when you saw it?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Pam Sonnen is identified as the
Operations Administrator?
A. Yes.
Q. Was she the direct supervisor for
Paul Martin?
A. No. She wasn't.
Q. Do you have any knowledge as to why
this memorandum was addressed to her?
A. I would have to be -- I would have to
speculate because she's not in his -- she was not
in Paul Martin's chain of command.
Q. It's your speculation?
23
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MS. MAC MASTER: Objection; calls for
speculation. If you have personal knowledge
about the issue you, you can answer if you know.
THE WITNESS: I really don't. I don't
know why he wou Id address it to her.
Q. (BY iYIR. BUSH) Did you have -- well,
I take it that if you don't recall seeing this
document at or about the time that it was generated,
that you would not have had any conversations
with either Ms. Sonnen or Mr. Martin about it.
A. About this particular memo?
Q. Yes.
A. I don't recall, maybe because I hadn't
seen it.
Q. And I appreciate you may have had
conversations with her that relate to some of the
matters that are contained in that, but you don't
recal I any conversations specifically about
Wolfs memo to them?
A. No.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit 7 marked).
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Mr. Haas, you have been
handed Deposition Exhibit 7, which for the record
appears to be Bates stamped IDOC0005, although
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he received this, which was probably the day it
was written, he came back and said, "We're not
going to do this until the official IDOC
investigation is completed." That was his
decision -- I don't know if it was his decision.
It was somebody's decision, but that was the
message that was given to me. So I'm pretty sure
this was the draft.
Q. Okay. Is the signature on Exhibit 7
yours?
A. Yes.
Q. And how is it that you were -- did you
draft this document?
A. I typed it.
Q. And did you type it on your own or did
you type it from some piece of paper that said,
"Here's what you need to type," or how did that
happen?
A. There was a meeting with Steve Wolf and
the attorney. The information that went into
this was -- came out of that meeting.
There are things in here that I didn't
know, information that I was given by Mr. Wolf.
So I know that I participated in the drafting of
it, but I didn't compose all the parts of this.
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it's not a very good copy. Please take whatever
time you need and review that.
A. Okay.
Q. Do you recognize the document?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is that?
A. l believe this is a draft of a memo.
I don't believe this memo was ever actually sent,
but I think it was a draft from me to Beverly
Kendrick at Idaho State Board of Medicine.
Q. And the date of it -- it's a letter,
isitnot?
A. It is a letter, yes. February 4th, 2004.
Q. Okay. And it has your signature on it;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Why do you think it was a draft?
A. I'm pretty sure this was never sent.
This was something that was prepared by a group,
including Steve Wolf. I believe the legal
counsel was involved in that.
It went to Paul Martin for review, and
Paul Martin took it somewhere -- and I'm assuming
to his supervisor.
At some point during this same day that
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Q. Okey. Let's talk first about the
meeting. Were you present at the meeting?
A. Yes.
Q. And who else was present?
A. Other than those I just mentioned?
Q. You said Steve Wolf, the attorney -A. And the attorney.
Q. Who was the attorney?
A. Tim McNeese.
Q. And who else?
A. As l recall, that was it.
Q. Was the subject of the meeting the
contents of Exhibit 7?
MS. MAC MASTER: I'm going to object
to the extent that that question calls for
attorney-client communications.
I think you can go ahead and ask about
the subject of the meeting, and you can ask what
occurred as a resu It of the meeting. Other than
that -MR. BUSH: Well, we'll go through it
slow, and you can instruct him where not to
answer.
l'm going to obviously take the
position that anything that --
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any potential criminal ramifications that
Dr. Noak might be faced with?
A. Yes.
Q. In the meeting that you had with
Mr. Wolf and Mr. McNeese where you discussed this
letter that was going to be given to Mr. Dull,
did you discuss in that meeting any of the
potential criminal ramifications that Dr. Noak
might be facing?
A. I really don't remember.
Q. Exhibit 12 is a letter from you to
Mr. Dull -- and it is dated February 5th, 2004;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And this one addresses an incident that
occurred at the St. Anthony Work Camp and an
individual by the name of Lisa Bell; is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And are the circumstances that led to
the drafting of this letter the same as they were
for Dr. Noak in Exhibit No. 11? I don't mean the
underlying circumstances; I just mean, did this
come out of that same meeting?
A. I don't know if it was the same meeting.
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A. I don't recall any specifics, except
somewhere in the -- during that time period
Mr. Dull indicated that he was going to encourage
cooperation.
Q. Okay.
A. I don't remember the specifics.
Q. Was there any anticipated time frame in
which the investigation would be concluded?
A. I didn't have any idea.
Q. Okay. It was just going to take as
long as it took?
A. Well, it was going to take as long as
Steve Wolfs staff said it was going to take. I
had no connection to the investigation.
Q. Fair enough. From your perspective, in
terms of the request that you made of Mr. Dull,
which in tum you expected him to make of
Dr. Noak, did you expect that the cooperation not
only of PHS but Dr. Noak would continue during
the pend ency of the investigation however long
it took?
A. Truthfully, I never considered that
that would be an issue. I mean, once you ask
somebody for their cooperation and they give it,
then they give you their cooperation. I never
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Q. Okay. What is your recollection, then,
as to what led up to -A. I have to tell you, where the Lisa Bell
letter is concerned, I don't remember the
meeting. I don't remember what led up to
drafting this letter.
Q. Okay. Do you recall whether or not
IDOC ever barred Lisa Bell from the St. Anthony
Work Camp?
A. I don't recall.
Q. Do you recall whether any letter
regarding the incident that is referred to in
Exhibit 12, whether any letter was drafted by
someone at IDOC to be sent to the Board of
Dentistry?
A. No, I don't recall -- well, I recall
that it wac;n't. It wasn't.
Q. "Whether you actually recall meeting
with Mr. Dull where you handed him the letters or
whether they were mailed or not -- I don't
necessarily care for the purposes of this
question -- but can you recall any of the
substance or the specifics of any conversation
that you had with Mr. Dull regarding -- let's
start first with Exhibit No. 11?
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thought of it that way. I never thought of how
long it might -- cooperation might extend.
Q. Well, in other words, you didn't expect
them not to cooperate at any point in time during
the investigation?
A. Well, I didn't have any expectation of
that. My expectation was for Mr. Dull to make
the request, and that was because that's what -basically, that's what I was instructed to do.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit 13 marked).
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Mr. Haas, you have been
handed Deposition Exhibit 13, which is Bates
stamped IDOC0080.
MR. BUSH: It should be in Counsels'
packets that I gave you this morning.
MS. MAC MASTER: Have you had a chance
to review it?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Do you recognize that
document?
A. Yes.
Q. And it's another 227 Form B; is that
correct?
A. It is a 227 Form B, that is correct.
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Q. Is it different than the 227 Form B,
Exhibit 8, that we talked about earlier?
A. Yes.
Q. And what is the difference -A. Well -Q. Let me ask you this:
I obviously can look at the document
and see what the language says in terms of
difference, but why did you fill out this form
227B?
A. Exhibit 13?
Q. Yes.
A. Exhibit 13 is the final request.
Exhibit 8 was a draft.
The Exhibit 13 is the one that Mr. Wolf
instructed me on how to fill out after getting
the draft, Exhibit 8, that he said didn't have
enough information in there.
This is the one that actually went
through the official channels and was the request
that initiated the investigation, as I understand
it. Ifl could continue a little bit.
As I mentioned earlier, I had never
done one of these before, and so I did this one,
apparently he didn't think it was filled out
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come back to you and instruct you how to fill out
Exhibit 13?
A. I don't remember.
Q. Can you recall whether it was the same
day as you filled it out, the day before, two
days before?
A. I can't recall, but I know the way I
understood this form that the date and time were
to be the date and time that the form was filled
out. So that's the date and time that the form
was filled out, as I understand the way the form
was supposed to be done.
Q. So at least sometime prior to 1:00 in
the afternoon on February 11th, 2004, you had a
discussion with Mr. Wolfregarding Exhibit 13
in terms of the proper way to fill it out and I
gather what he wanted to see. Is that fair?
A. Yes.
Q. Between February -- and I'm trying to
help you, you know, with some time frames but
between February 2nd and February 11th, so far
we have discussed a meeting that you had with
Mr. -- the group, I'll just refer to it as "the
group" for right now -- but a meeting with the
group regarding the Beverly Kendrick letter, a
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properly.
MS. MAC MASTER: Just so the record is
clear, when you're referencing, "this one,"
you're pointing to Exhibit 8?
Vv1TNESS: Exhibit 8.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So we know from
Exhibit 8 that you filled out a formal Form 227B -or 227 Form B, whatever the proper terminology is -and then another one was filled out nine days
later on February 11th, 2004; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. So tell me, as best that you can
recall, what happened in those nine days such
that that led to your filling out and submitting
Exhibit 13?
A. To the best of my knowledge, meetings
were held that I was not a part of. This final
one is the result of Steve Wolf coming back and
saying that Exhibit No. 8, the first one, wasn't
good enough.
I have no idea who he met with, when he
met, or what these meetings were about when he
came back and instructed me how to fill this out.
Q. Between -- well, let me ask you this:
If you can recall, when did Mr. Wolf
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subsequent meeting with the group regarding the
February 5th letter to Mr. Dull regarding
Mr. Noak or Dr. Noak -- let me ask it first:
Between that time fran1e, February 2nd
and February 11th, were there any other meetings
of the group, the three of you?
A. Oh, I don't rem em her.
Q. Okay. Were there any meetings that you
specifically had just with Mr. Wolfregarding
these matters?
A. Yes. I had meetings with Mr. Wolf on
many subjects many times. His office was right
next to mine.
Q. I understand that, but -A. As far as specific meetings, I can't
recall.
Q. And are you aware of any documentation
that exists relative to any of your discussions
between February 2nd and February 11th with
Mr. Wolf, any e-mails or memos?
A. Oh, not that -- you know, I can't -no, not that I can recall.
Q. If we look at Exhibit No. 13 -- look
at Exhibit No. 13. Is the language under the
"Allegation" section where there are three
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1 separate paragraphs yours or is that Mr. Wolfs?
2
A. To the best of my recollection, those
3 are Mr. Wolfs.
4
Q. Did you, prior to signing this
5 document, ever review Idaho Code 18-903 for the
6 specific purpose of filling out this form?
7
A. I believe I did. I don't recall
8 exactly, but I believe I did.
9
Q. Did you ever review, prior to signing
1 0 this form, the contract provision that is
11 identified in paragraph 2?
12
A. I'm sure I did.
13
Q. Okay. Did you ever review the contract
1 4 provision that is identified in paragraph 3?
15
A. I'm sure I did, yes.
1 6
Q. And before you signed the form, did you
1 7 have a conclusion in your mind one way or another
1 8 as to whether or not Dr. Noak was guilty, for
1 9 example, of Battery or had, in fact, violated any
2 0 of the provisions of the contract that are
2 1 referred to there?
22
MS. MAC MASTER: Objection to the form
2 3 of the question. You can go ahead and answer if
2 4 you can.
25
THE WITNESS: Okay. Say it again. I
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MS. MAC MASTER: Objection to the form
of the question.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) -- as to any of those
three allegations?
MS. MA.C MASTER: Same objection.
(Pause).
WITNESS: Or, you're waiting for
me? Are you waiting for me to respond?
MR. BUSH: Yes.
WITNESS: Oh, I'm sorry. Well,
I -- I think, based on the information that was
provided from Mr. Wolf in his investigation -I don't remember which of these things that I
thought that he had been guilty of, but I think
at some point either when the investigation was
completed or some time -- at some point I think
he was -- J\1r. Wolf was pretty clear that he
thought that there had been violations of these
things, and I just went with what he said. It
was his investigation, not mine.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) So you I apologize
for not, I guess, fully understanding what you
just told me.
In part, are you saying that really it
was never your responsibility to make a conclusion
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want to make sure -- this sounded like a good
question. I just want to hear it again.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) I'll just break it down.
A. Okay.
Q. At the time that you signed this
document, had you reached or formed any
conclusions as to whether or not Dr. Noak had
committed a Battery?
MS. MAC MASTER: Objection to the form
of the question.
THE WlTNESS: No.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) At the time that you
signed the document, had you formed or reached
any conclusions as to whether or not Dr. Noak had
violated the terms of the contract as referenced
in paragraph 2?
A. No.
Q. In terms of when you signed the
document, had you fonned any conclusions as to
whether or not Dr. Noak had violated the contract
provisions as reflected in paragraph 3?
A. No.
Q. At any point in time prior to his
termination did you ever form a conclusion as to
either of those three allegations --
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one way or the other?
A. It was the investigation, the
responsibility of the investigator, to come to
the conclusion.
Q. But in terms of your role, did you feel
that you had any responsibility to make a
conclusion one way or the other?
A. Apart from the investigation?
Q. Sure.
A. No.
Q. And so apart from the investigation, is
it -- am I to understand your testimony that you
never did make a conclusion one way or the other?
A. I don't think I did.
Q. Under Section B, Request For
Investigation -- we're on Exhibit 13 -- there's a
signature there that I cannot read. Do you know
whose it is?
A. I don't know whose that is. It may be
Paul Martin, but I'm not sure.
Q. Under, "See Investigation Approvals"
under the Division Administrator's signature, do
you know whose signature that is?
A. No. The Division Administrator would
be either Don Drum or Pam Sonnen, and I don't --
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I don't recognize either one of those.
Q. Under the Director's signature, do you
know whose signature or whose initials those are?
A. Okay. Wait a minute.
Q. We're under Part C still.
A. Division Administrator/Director. No.
I know who the Director was, but I don't know -I don't recognize that initial.
Q. The Director was Mr. Beauclair?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Do you recognize under Part D
the Division Administrator's signature?
A. I don't.
Q. Under "Investigation" there appear to
be somebody's handwriting as to who -- what
investigator was assigned. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know whose handwriting that is?
A. No.
Q. Under "OPS signature," do you know
whose signature that is?
A. No. I'm sorry, I don't.
Q. I understand.
It appears at the bottom that a copy of
this document was provided to you -- I can't read
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Section 11 -- well, the "Allegation" in Exhibit
No. 13, which is the Form 227 B.
Under the second paragraph under
"Allegation," "Violation of Contract," and it has
the contract number, and then it has a Section
No. 11.0103; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Does Exhibit No. 14 have the section
number that is referred to under the "Allegation"
section of the Request For Investigation?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And that is Compliance With
Statutes and Regulations?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Other than the Idaho Code
Section 18-903, which is referenced in Paragraph 1
of the Request For Investigation, to your knowledge
are there any other statutes, regulations, or
guidelines which paragraph 2 of the allegation
refers to?
In other words, what I'm trying to
figure out is in paragraph 2 of the Request For
Investigation when you call out this provision of
the contract, what specific -- if there is a
specific statute or regulations -- is it alleged
Page 137 '
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the date, but it looks -- do you remember receiving
a copy of this document with all of these
signatures on it?
A. I don't remember receiving a copy.
Q. Was there something that you were
required to do, having submitted this in the
first place, such that you needed all these
signatures back before you could do something
else?
A. Oh, no.
Q. So once you submitted and it went
through the chain, you were basically done with
it?
A. Yes.
Q. If we can go back up to the
"Allegations" for a minute. I guess I'd better
mark it.
(Exhibit 14 marked).
(BY MR. BUSH) IDOC0116, Mr. Haas,
Deposition Exhibit 14, appears to be a page from
the contract between IDOC and PHS. Would you
agree with that?
A. Yes. It appears to be a page from the
RFP section of the contract.
Q. Okay. Fair enough. It refers to a
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that Dr. Noak violated or failed to comply with?
A. Can I have a minute to read this?
Q. Absolutely.
A. I don't recall specifically that
anything was being referenced here, other than
the Paragraph 1 above on Exhibit No. 13. I
just -- I don't recall.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit 15 marked).
(Discussion held off the record).
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Mr. Haas, you have been
handed Deposition Exhibit No. 15, which is
IDOC0l 18.
The question is, does that appear to be
the NCCHC standard regarding access to care that
is referenced in paragraph 3 under the "Allegation"
section ofExhibit 13?
A. Yes. It appears to be, but there -with this not being in the Manual, it's hard to
say based on this, whether this was from the 2003
Standard Manual which would be the one that I
would have been referencing here or the 1997 one
which is the one that was first in effect for the
PHS contract. So I'm not sure which Manual this
came out of.
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Bnffii of Con-6::rion

•

Oc:partme.nl of Correction
Office of Profcnio11;J St:l..lld;irds

TO :

Pam Sonnen, Operations Administrator
Paul Martin, Deputy ·Administrator, Evaluation & Compliance

FROM:

Steven S. Wolf, Office of Professional Stan.dar

SUBJECT:

OPS Review of David Ha.as' Request for Investigation

DA TE:

February 3, 2004

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIAL OR PRiv1LEGED f.NFORMATION
Unless you a.re tbe intended addressee, DO NOT rearl, copy or disseminate this file because it contains confidential and/or
privileged iDfonnatiou for t.be addressee only. Ii you have reaived tb.i.s communication io etror, please caU us immediately ar
658-2136 or l.137 and ask to speak to the seodc:.r. Also, please e-mail the scnde.r to ootify them that you b..a.vc received this
communication i.n error.

After review of Dave Haas' February 2, 2004 Memorandum, I would like to make the follov.ring
recommendations:
l.

According to Jauna Nicholson. Dr. Noak "inserted himself bee-ween myself and the patient, pushing
me a.side". Ms. Nicholson further indicated that Dr. Noak grabbed. the inmate and forced her to walk
down the hallway in what Nicholson described as ~ "aggressive irritated escort". Idaho Code § 18903 defines battery as the wUlful a.n.d unlawful use offorce or violence upon the person of a.Jtother
or the actual, int.entumal and unl<rWful touching or striking of arr.other person against the will of
the other. Since th.ere does not appear to be any reasonable belief that any use of force was
warranted in this case, I believe if the facts portrayed are true, the incident could be criminal I
would therefore recommend that this matter be referred to the Ada County Sheriff's Office for
further investigation.

2.

Since Dr. Noak is licensed to practice medicine in. the state ofldaho be is required to adhere to the
IDAPA Rules for Liceosure to Practice Meilicine. IDAPA Rule 22.01 .01, Section 101 (04) (d) states
in pa:r1: Engaging in any conduct which constitutes an abuse or exploitation ;fa patient arising out
of the trust and confidence placed in the physician by the patient, includes but is not limited lo (d)
commission ofany act of sexual c-ontact, mJsconduct, exploitation or intercourse with a patient or
former patient or related co the licensee's practice of medidne, is grounds for ~eosion, revocation
or disciplin.ary sanctioo.s. Therefore, I would recommend that th.is incideot be reported to the Idaho
Board ofMeclicine so that they may effectuate an investigation into Dr. Noak's actions.

3.

From a risk management standpoint, I beLieve that the Office of Professional Standards shouJd
initiate an investigatioo to prove the presence or absence of any misconduct oo the part of any staff
member, offender, or contractor in order to permanently document the incident in the evenr th.at any
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future claims are made against the Department. If the incident is not documented, it leaves room for
people to change their stories in the distant future.
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EXHIBIT 18
EXCERPTS OF THE DEPOSITION OF RICK DULL

000877

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CV OC 0623517

vs.

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES,

INC., a

subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES
GROUP,

INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

DEPOSITION OF RICK DULL
FEBRUARY 27, 2009

REPORTED BY:
MARIA D. GLODOWSKI, CSR No. 725, RPR
Notary Public
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MR. BUSH: Exhibit 15.
MR. NAYLOR: And to be fair, one is from
Mr. Dull. One is from Ms. Byassee.
MR. BUSH: Correct. Sorry.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) With that clarification, is that
an accurate description of the exhibit?
A. Yes.
Q. And you raise the question of how you should
respond to John and his attorney. And I'm assuming there
you're referring to Lois Hart?
A. Yes.
Q. And the response that you get back is to have
him get in touch with -- is that Jonessa?
A. Jonessa.
Q. -- regarding his med mal coverage, correct?
A. Yes.
MR. BUSH: Okay. Let's go off the record.
(Off-the-record discussion.)
MR. BUSH: Back on the record.
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Mr. Dull, do you recall Director
Beauclair and David Haas requesting a meeting with PHS
personnel to occur on or about Februaiy 18th?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall what you understood -- well, here
we go again. What was your understanding as to the
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folks with dignity and respect; that we are a team; that
it takes one single incident to incite a riot. Those kind
of things.
Q. Okay. What was the director's tone?
A. The director's tone?
Q. Yeah.
Was he lecturing you? Was he being
informational? \\'hat was he doing?
A. He wasn't admonishing the crowd. I think he
was trying to state that PHS needs to follow the same
mission, vision, and values as the Department of
Corrections. I -- I -- I think it was an informative
session.
Q. Any discussion during that meeting about the
ongoing investigations?
A. No. Not to my recollection.
Q. In the time period that you had been there, had
the director ever assembled a crowd like this for a
meeting before?
A. No.
Q. Is this an unusual occurrence?
A. It was the first occurrence, yes.
Q. I mean, would you term it -- given your
correctional background working in the prison systems, was
this unusual to have the director of the Department of

Page 195

purpose of that meeting?
2
A. The director wanted to address the entire Boise
3
based PHS staff to talk about mission, vision, and values,
4
and as -- and a cultural awareness assessment. But
5
basically, mission, vision, and values.
6
Q. And I gather you helped make that meeting
7
happen at least from PHS -- the PHS side?
8
A. Yes.
Q. Where did the meeting occur?
9
l O
A. At the conference room at !SCI.
l l
Q. How many people attended?
l2
MR. NAYLOR: Approximately.
l 3
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Was this a full room?
l4
A. It was a full room, yes.
l 5
Q. Twenty people?
l6
A. More than 20.
l 7
Q. A hundred?
l 8
A. Less than a hundred.
l 9
Q. Do you recall how long it lasted?
2 O
A. I don't recall how long it lasted.
2 l
Q. Did anybody other than the director speak?
22
A. I believe it was just the director who spoke.
23
Q. What do you recal 1 generally the director
24 talking about or saying?
25
A. Again, on mission, vision, and values, to treat
l
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Corrections come and have a meeting of this type?
A. Yes.
Q. As of the time of that meeting, Februaiy 18,
2004, it's my impression from the documents that there had
been no decisions made by -- no formal decisions made by
anybody relative to the status of Dr. Noak; is that true?
A. To my knowledge, that's true, yes.
MR. BUSH: Mark that.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 16 was
marked for identification.)
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Mr. Dull, I've handed you
Deposition Exhibit No. 16. And for purposes of the record
it's PHS 34, 35, and 38. 34 and 35 appear to be a copy of
a letter to you written by Lois Hart; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And 38 would be a copy of an email from you to
Lois Hart; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And both of those documents appear to be dated
Februaiy 25, 2004; is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Earlier in your personal notes we had
identified and discussed a meeting that you had with Lois
Hart in your office, correct?
A. Yes.
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EXHIBIT 19
EXCERPTS OF THE DEPOSITION OF NORMA HERNANDEZ
AND EXHIBITS THERETO

000880

1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.

I

PLAINTIFF,
Case No. CV OC 0623517

VS.

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES,
INC., a subsidiary of
AMERICAN SERVICES GROUP,
INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF}
CORECTIONS; RICHARD D.
HAAS; and DOES 1-10,
DEFENDANTS.

VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION OF NORMA HERNANDEZ,
MAY 7, 2009

REPORTED BY:
RODNEY FELSHAW, C.S.R. No. SRT-99
Notary Public
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recall, you told me that you had been told not to
discuss this with anybody by correctional staff
shortly after the event, and so you didn't discuss
it with any of the medical staff because you were
told not to?
A. Right. Correct.
Q. So this would be the second time you
were ordered not to talk to anybody about it; is
that right?
A. That's right.
Q. Okay.
(Exhibit 7 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. BUSH) Ms. Hernandez, I'm
handing you deposition exhibit number 7. Do you
recognize that document?
A. Yes, I do.
Q. For the record, it's JDOC one, two and
three. What is it?
A. It's notice of my claim.
Q. And this is something that you
reviewed in the last couple of weeks; is that
correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And it's your notice of claim against
who?
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Q. I don't think -- let's go back for a
minute. When you had your interview on February
11th, 2004, the one that was recorded with the
detectives?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Was it your intent to be as accurate
and honest and truthful as possible at that point'l
A. To the best of my knowledge, yeah.
Q. So tell me the process of how this
tort claim was filled out if somebody else -- if
it's in somebody elses handwriting? What was the
process of actually completing this document?
A. Hmm, I was going to write it out and
realized that there was not much room. Maybe I
wrote out a rough draft. And I asked Ms. Buhler
if she could help me with it. She said yes.
Q. And who is Ms. Buhler?
A. She is Ms. Buler. She was a rider at
the time. She was an inmate.
Q. Okay. And do you still have a copy of
the draft that you made?
A. No, I don't think so. Make I do in my
storage unit.
Q. In the first paragraph of the tort
claim it starts I, Norma R. Hernandez, was seen on
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A. Hmm, I guess just against -- just a
claim. I don't know exactly against who at the
time.
Q. Okay. And who filled this out?
A. Hmm, one of the inmates. I asked her,
because she wrote really small, to write it in.
Q. Where did get the form?
A. From Officer Vaga. l believe it was
Officer Vaga.
Q. And tell me the circumstances as to
how you got a copy of the form?
A. I asked Officer Vaga for a tort claim.
Q. Why did you -- did anybody suggest to
you that you file a tort claim?
A. Hmm, no.
Q. Did you talk with anybody about tiling
a tort claim?
A. No.
Q. Did you talk with anybody about what
you needed to do to file a tort claim?
A. I believe it was Officer Vaga.
Q. Okay. \\,'hen you filled out the tort
claim were you trying to be as accurate and
truthful and honest as possible?
A. Yes.
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I /30/04 by Dr. Noak, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. It says, when Dr. Noak excused me. do
you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. CMS Janna Nicholson assisted me back
to my room, correct? That's what it says,
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. As I entered the hall, comma, I lost
my balance and almost fcl I. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Is that true?
A. Yes.
Q. So -A. I guess it should say as they v.ere
assisting me back to my room, but it's the same
difference.
Q. But is it your testimony, Ms.
Hernandez, that even though Ms. Nicholson had
ahold of you -- had ahold of your right arm with
her two hands, that you lost your balance and
almost fel I?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And why did you lose your
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MR. WOLFE: Following is a taped interview
of Victoria M. Weremecki, spelling
W-e-r-e-m-e-c-k-i. Victoria is a CMS at SICI.
And the interview is on March 11th, 2004, at
9:50 a.m. in the security manager's office at
SlCI.
EXAMINATION
BY MR. WOLFE:
Q. Vicki -- is it okay to call you
"Vicki"?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Would you state your full name
for this interview?
A. Victoria Margaret Weremecki.
And what is our date of birth, Vicki?

1
A. I'm a CMS.
2
Q. Okay. And are you a full-time
3 employee with Idaho Department of Corrections or
4 with another entity?
5
A. I am a full-time employee for PHS.
6
Q. Which is what?
7
A. Prison Health Services.
8
Q. And how long have you been employed in
9 that position?
10
A. Almost two years.
11
Q. Okay. You're currently assigned to
12 where?
13
A. I work at the medical unit at the Farm
14 (unintelligible).
15
Q. And kind of give me just a thumbnail
16 sketch of what some of your responsibilities are.
17
A. Well, we conduct (unintelligible) of
18 the patients. We also do exchange. We run a
19 clinic for the P.A.s, the M.D.s. We respond to
20 codes on the compounds. We also will conduct sick
21 call. The inmates will submit like a -- we call
22 them an HSR or (unintelligible) and we'll call in
23 and do an assessment of the problem that they
24 state. And that's how they generate the doctor's
25 appointments like for a knee injury or medication
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Q. And where do you currently live, what
city?
A. I live in Boise.
Q. Okay. And where are you currently
employed?
A. At South Idaho Correctional
Institution.
Q. And what is your position?
Page 2

nterview of Victoria Margaret Weremecki

referral.
Q. Okay. Are you familiar with the
Department of Corrections mission, vision, and
values statement?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And have you had an opportunity
to review it at any time during your two-year
period?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Did you go to any kind of
academy or training when you first started that
was put on or sponsored by the Department of
Corrections?
A. Yes, I went to peanut (phonetic)
training, the 12-hour one when I was part-time.
And then when I got switched over to full-time
employment, they sent me to a full week of peanut
training.
Q. What is "peanut training"?
A. I don't think it's called peanut
training. It's like security training like how to
pick up on the con games or how to treat the
patients or inmates.
Q. Okay. So you're somewhat familiar
with our mission, vision, and values?
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A Yes.
Q. Okay. To your knowledge and in your
experience, have you witnessed or are you familiar
with any particular employees or circumstances
that would be in violation of our mission, vision,
and values, or is there an incident that recently
has occurred?
A Yes, I am.
Q. C.ould you tell me about that.
A I was (unintelligible) of an incident
that happened out at South Boise with our medical
director who was to see a patient that was having
an episode where they were fainting. And he
didn't believe that that is what was really truly
going on.
So he grabbed the ann of this patient,
and pushed another staff member out of the way to
get to her, and made her walk a ways. That's one
that was out at the women's.
Q. And who was it -- or who are you
talking about?
A Dr. Noak.
Q. Okay. And what is Dr. Noak's
position?
A. He is our state medical director for
Page 5
the state of Idaho.
Q. Okay. Have you known Dr. Noak for
long?
A. He - I've known him as long as I've
been employed here, almost two years.
Q. Okay. And how did you hear about this
fainting issue with an inmate at South Boise?
A. 1be employees in which they were
working at that came down and also
(unintelligible) and was sharing the information
with us, because we kind of communicate with each
other about things that go on.
Q. And who was that?
A. Janna.
Q. Okay. So Janna basically told you
what happened?
A. Yes.
Q. And what exactly did she tell you?
A. She told me that she had a patient
that was having a fainting episode, and Dr. Noak
was to see her, and that he didn't believe that it
was actually what she was having, those fainting
episodes.
So Janna went to go help the patient,
and Dr. Noak at the same time came and brushed in
Page 6
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front of Janna, pushed her out of the way, and
grabbed the patient by the ann and was actually
physically making her walk when she was having an
episode.
Q. \Vhen Janna told you this -A. Uh-huh.
Q. did you form any opinion about the
incident?
A. As far as like professionalism, I felt
that that was very, very unprofessional on
Dr. Noak's part.
Q. If it was true?
A. Right. If it was true.
Q. Okay. Had you had any -- had you
personally observed any behaviors or issues
dealing with professionalism regarding Dr. Noak?
A. Yes, I have.
Q. Tell me about those.
A. There was one incident where Dr. Noak
does -- he called a freeze clinic. It's where
like a patient had requested to have like a wart
or a callous frozen off of an area of their body.
Q. Okay.
A. And Dr. Noak would come in. And we
got the liquid nitro from the Yard, which is in
Page 7

1 like a thermos bottle, and it's got a squirt-like
2 thingy at the top, and you just squirt the site of
3 where the wart is located.
4
And there was two particular patients
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that the location of their warts were on their
feet. And Dr. Noak sprayed the liquid stuff to
the warts - you know, you have to do it every
so often, like every month to have the wart
actually go away or the callous go away.
He had squirted the wart, and on both
of the patients, and brought them back the
following month. And he wasn't satisfied with the
results.
So he had taken -- he asked me for a
scalpel blade. I gave him a scalpel blade. And
he did not put any gloves on. He used the scalpel
blade to cut the callous off or wart off of one
patient. And the scalpel blade is a disposable
blade.
Q. Okay.
A. He took an alcohol wipe, wiped the
blade off, and wiped his hand, which he had blood
on his hand from the patient, and used that same
scalpel blade on another patient. And blood - he
actually cut that patient pretty bad, and the
Page 8
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blood had gotten all over his hands and all over
the floor. He did not wash his hands.
And then finally I just disposed of
the scalpel blade. That like blew my mind. I
couldn't believe that he had done that.
Q. When did this happen, roughly?
A. Oh, gosh. We were in our old medical
building. I want to say it was October, November.
Maybe November. It was just before we moved into
our new medical building that we're in right now.
Q. So that would be 2003?
A. Yeah, late 2003.
Q. What, if anything, did you do about
this?
A. First, I got somebody else to look -to, you know, say, "Hey, look, see what's going
on?" you know. And I had told my supervisors that
he had done that.
And I asked Dr. Noak if he would like
another blade. He said no. So I just didn't -- I
was like more in awe (unintelligible).
Q. Was that -- not being a medical
specialist or anything, was that -A. That was unsanitary, very-- you can
transmit, you know, diseases from one patient to

1 nursing before Dana. I don't remember if it was
2 her or if it was 3
Q. Well, are you saying you for sure told
4 Andy?
5
A. Oh, yes. Yes.
6
Q. Okay. And what was Andy's response?
7
A. He said that he would talk to him.
8
Q. Do you know if he did?
9
A. That, I do not know.
10
Q. Okay. And what did Alex Francisco do?
11
A. He was just there when I actually
12 spoke to my supervisor to back -- you know, to
13 verify that he had said that it did indeed happen.
14
Q. Would you say that this is a violation
15 of any policy that you know of?
16
A. As far as like a medical standpoint,
17 yes, it's a violation of, you know, not being
18 sanitary, protecting the patient, you know. Also
19 patients -- for the patient's safety. I mean if
20 one patient had had some sort of illness or
21 disease and that was, you know, still on the
22 scalpel blade and transferred to the other
23 patient, he could have just -- whether it be HJV
24 or hep-C or whatever, he could have disrupted
25 somebody's life.

another. Putting yourself in jeopardy for not
wearing gloves to protect your own self.
If the item is disposable, obviously
it's disposable for a reason. We've got plenty of
them. Just ask for another one. And I'm
sanitary, I'm professional (unintelligible).
Q. Okay. Who did you tell - who was the
person that you got to come up?
A. Alex.
Q. What is Alex's last name?
A. Francisco.
Q. Did (unintelligible)?
A. (Unintelligible.)
Q. (Unintelligible.)
A. He observed what had happened, and
then turned around, and then we went and talked
about it. And I said, "I need to tell somebody."
And that's when I went and told my boss what had
happened (unintelligible).
Q. Who was your boss?
A. At that time -- I know it was Andy,
he's our HSA, health services administrator, and I
don't remember if it was Dana or if Sharron was
still employed there. I don't remember exactly
when Sharron - she was our old director of

1
Q. Okay. Do you know, is it just kind of
2 an ethics thing er is there an actual policy that
3 you - cannot necessarily quote to me, but can
4 tell me where I might look for it? Some type of
5 medical policy or something like that or a
6 violation of your company policy. I mean surely
7 PHS must have policies.
8
A. Yes. I don't know of any specific
9 policy. I'm sure I could go back and look in a
10 book.
11
Q. If you could, I'd appreciate that.
12
A. Oh, yeah. Yes.
13
Q. So Alex -- did you discuss this after
14 the fact?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. What was the discussion?
17
A. We talked about how that's very
18 unsanitary, very, very bad for like a patient, you
19 know, not knowing what one patient has or the
20 other. Very unsafe for the doctor himself to have
21 blood all over his hands and not go wash his
22 hands.
23
First of all, not having gloves on to
24 begin with. I mean that's basic - basic things
25 you do with any patient. When you come in contact
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with any bodily fluids, you're supposed to wear
the gloves. We just, you know, how -- we talked
about other incidents that have happened in the
past.
Sticking ammonia sticks in somebody's
nose who he believes is not having an actual
seizure. How -- we just talked about how he -how he can continue to have this unprofessional
bedside manner.
Q. Okay. You're talking about several
ditferent areas.
A. Right.
Q. I'd like to talk to you about them.
You mentioned ammonia sticks in the nose.
\\'hat's that about?
A . We had a gentleman who would have
pseudo seizures.
Q. What's a "pseudo seizure"?
A. A pseudo seizure is like a false -false -- makes himself have seizures type thing.
"Pseudo" means false or make-believe type thing.
And he would continuously have them. He would
have them all the time. He would have a lot of
them when he was placed into segregation. And
we'd have to go down there all the time.

w of Victoria Margaret Weremecki

1 this?
2
A. Alex and Janna.
3
Q. Okay. So you're not sure if Alex was
4 there or not?
5
A. Right.
6
Q. Okay. Is Alex working today?
7
A. He is.
8
Q. Okay. So what you heard is that -- do
9 you know who this inmate was that had -10
A. I do.
11
Q. Who was it?
12
A. Mr. Spencer.
13
Q. Is he still here at the facility?
14
A. He is not here. I believe he is at
15 the Yard at ISCI.
16
Q. Okay. Still having seizures, to your
17 knowledge?
18
A. You know, I don't think he is because
19 he was put in a facility -- over there at the Yard
20 they have what they call infirmary where they're
21 allowed television and their own room. So he
22 doesn't have them anymore.
23
Q. All right. You talked about some
24 other unprofessional circumstances. Tell me about
25 those.
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Well, we'd bring him up to medical.
And Dr. Noak just happened to be there that day
that this gentleman was having a pseudo seizure.
And Dr. Noak said, "Watch this," and he cracked
two ammonia sticks and stuck them in the patient's
nose. And if you're actually having a true
seizure, you have no response. This patient
actually had response to ammonia sticks being
stuck in his nose, like pulling his head away.
Plus the ammonia can like bum, you know, the
inside of your nasal passages if it comes in
contact. Even regular ammonia with your skin it
can cause a bum.
That is not in policy for when they
have a seizure. That is not one of the protocol
things that we go follow through as far as
seizures.
Q. Did you personally witness him do
this?
A. No, I did not. I know that Janna was
there. This is another incident that I had heard
about. And I'm not sure if Alex was there. I
know for sure Janna was there. But I just -- I
was not personally there.
Q. Okay. So how did you find out about
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A. There has been several times -- in
fact, I could probably count more so the times
that he was on time. Several times we'd ask him
what time he was going to be there to work. And
he would say -- you know, we started at -- his
call at - used to be nine o'clock and then we
moved to I 0:00 and then 11 :00.
And then there was one day he had I
think it was just one patient. And I had that
patient sitting in the waiting room for
three-and-a-half hours. Dr. Noak did not show up
until I :30. He had went duck hunting instead of
corning to work to see the patient.
Q. Did (unintelligible)?
A. (Un.intelligible) prior to coming to
work he forgot that he had 20 ducks in the back of
his truck, and he needed to drop them off first.
Telling me that he would - he needed - if I
wanted him here on time, I would have to telephone
him to wake him up every day that I wanted him
here on time because he lived so far away.
I believe he lives in Parma, out
there. I did not call him personally, but every
day that he had a clinic, we would have to call
him and he'd say "I'm five minutes out I'm ten
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1 minutes out. I'm at the gate." And we'd wait for
2 hours on end waiting for him to show up. Patients
3 would sit and wait.
4
And I just -- I even asked him, "Tell
__,
me when you can be here, and I will schedule the
6 patients at that time, you know, so theyre not
7 sitting around waiting." And here is a working
8 compound. Patients will miss work. They don't
9 make a lot of money, but a little bit of money to
10 them is a lot of money to them. So I would feel
11 bad for patients who missed work because they had
12 what we thought was a doctor's appointment.
13
He'd call and say that he was in an
14 accident or "l'mjust leaving the attorneys
15 office" or "I'm just leaving the courthouse." He
16 would always come up with some excuse of some sort
17 of why he was not at work on time, but it was all
18 the time.
19
Q. Was there any documentation that would
20 indicate that?
21
A. As a CMS, I personally do not make
22 documentation. I'm not sure if like my supervisor
23 kept a log, as far as like when he actually
24 reported to work or not.
25
There -- in the patient's chart we log
Page 17
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the time that like they come in. Like if you were
a patient and you came in at ten o'clock, I'd do
your vital signs and put the time that you were
there. Usually it would be like when the doc
comes in, I'd call you in and do your vital signs,
I'd write the time.
And we have call-outs. Like I'd post
for all the patients, like your medical
appointment's at 9:30. If that's different than
like what actual time I took your vital signs in
your chart, then that would be the only way that I
would be able to.
Q. ls there any particular patients that
stand out in your mind that actually stayed there
waiting for three-and-a-half hours?
A. Mr. Deford, O-e-f-o-r-d.
Q. Is he here?
A. He is.
Q. How long did he sit and wait?
A. He was there three-and-a-half hours.
He fell asleep on the bench that we had, or the
couch. We had a couch in there. Because he
worked really, really early in the kitchen. And
something about his ankles, he needed to see the
doctor about.
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And I did an out-count. An out-count
is like when we go into count, if we have a
patient in medical that isn't going to be on their
bunk at the time that the count goes, we need to
fill out this slip so that the count is on. And I
did an out-count on him. He waited through count.
He waited through pill call, and finally the
doctor showed up at 1:30.
Q. What was the doctor's reasons for -A. That was the day he went duck hunting
prior to coming to work.
Q. Okay. Any other patients?
A. No, that was the only one that I had
wait because that one was the only one -- all the
others I said, "Just let them go to work. I'll
call you when he gets here." By that time it was
late. They had already gone to work, so I didn't
bother.
Q. Were there any other tardiness issues
that you recall specifics about?
A. Let's see. It was almost eve1y day.
I mean literally every day. There was only one
day that he was on time that I remember, and
that's because Rick Dole was here. So Dr. Noak
made it a point to be here on time. That was the
Pagec 19
only time. Every day he was late, every single
day.
Q. Like ten minutes late?
A. Hours. It would be hours. Half hour,
hour, two hours. His call-out would start at
10:00. He'd show up at 12:30. And at 12:30
they're counting, and so I can't get the patients
up to see him because they're in count where they
have to stay. They can't move anywhere. They
stay right on their bunk. So he wouldn't see any
patients.
Q. Were there some patients that weren't
getting to see medical - or weren't getting
assessed because of Dr. Noak's lateness?
A. Yeah. How they'd get an appointment
with the doctor, we'd see them at sick call, then
they're seen by the P.A. The P.A. usually refers
them to like the doctor for some issue that he
can't handle, like whether it be ordering a
special pair of shoes or like a cyst removal, like
some patients have a cyst, or a hernia on a
critical patient, something like that would be
some reason why they would get referred to the
doctor.
And so Mr. -- there was some patients
Page 20
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about medication changes, about hernia repair. I
have one guy that wants to do treatment for his
hcp-C, and he has to be okayed by the doc. And
Dr. Noak has just been not showing up, so the
patient hasn't been able to be seen.
And it's been almost a year he's been
waiting, and it's --you know, he just wants SICI is not a treatment facility, so they have to
be transferred to the Yard. But it has to be
Dr. Noak's okay to go over there.
So this guy's waiting and waiting and
waiting, and he's finally giving up because
Dr. Noak didn't show.
Q. \\'hat is this patient's name?
A. !\.1r. Weeks (phonetic).
Q. Mr. Weeks has hep-C?
A. Yes.
Q. And he's trying to get treatment for
it?
A. Correct. They have the pegylated
interferon and the ribavirin, which -- at the
Yard. That treatment can make you sick. And the
(unintelligible) they have an infirmary, which is
medical beds that you can rest on if you need to
have like a week off, and here we don't have that
Page 21
type of facility. So they have to be there to be
monitored more closely.
And I just - you know, he's agreed to
do the treatment and everything, and Dr. Noak just
needs to okay and then get him transferred over
there, but he's just been missing and missing and
missing.
Q. And what do you attribute the delay?
A. Dr. Noak's either not showing up at
all, being late, like coming in during count and
the patients not being able to be seen. And he
always has to be over at Max at one o'clock
because that's when his clinic starts at Max. So
he kind of shows up at 12:30, we're in count,
patients don't get seen, and he's got to go over
to Max.
Q. So have you heard him say anything
about not -- I mean how does he -- how does he go
from here over to Max? What does he say?
A. He will say - we just knew he had to
be at Max at one o'clock every day. He would have
us call Max, "Hey, I'm running late" or "Tell Max
I was in a meeting" or "Call over to Max and say
I'll be there in five minutes," when in fact he
showed up late for us to begin with, so ...
Page 22
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Q. Were any of his excuses not true?
A. You know, I really don't know about
verifying as many automobile accidents as he
claims he's been in or courthouse visits that he's
been in. I personally never went duck hunting,
you know. His -- he told us one day that he ran
off the road and a tree went through his
windshield.
Q. How many times over the two years that
you've been here has he been in automobile
accidents?
A. I would say a good four, five, six
times he's told us that he's been in an automobile
accident. I've never physically seen him in an
automobile accident, nor has his automobile shown
any signs of running through a fence onto the
airport runway or -Q. Was that one of the reasons?
A. That was one of the excuses.
Q. He actually told you that?
A. Yeah, he did. He slid 10 feet onto
the airport runway was one of the excuses he used.
And I left that afternoon, and the fence was still
standing on the airport. I thought, Well, there's
no way he could have slid onto the runway IO feet
Page 23
if the fence wasn't damaged at all.
Q. So back to Mr. Weeks. He's not
getting the treatment right now?
A. No. He's still waiting for the doctor
to okay him to go to the Yard.
Q. Who's the doctor who's here right now?
Obviously Dr. Noak isn't here.
A. Right. We have a fill-in from ICC
that comes in whenever we need him. He will be
here tomorrow to see Mr. Weeks. He is on the
call-out for the doc.
And Dr. Bailey will come over from the
Yard when Dr. Garrett cannot be here.
Dr. Garrett's from ICC. Dr. Bailey is on vacation
this week, so Dr. Garrett will be coming over.
Q. So Mr. Weeks has been attempting to
get treatment for, you said -A. At least a year, uh-huh.
Q. Is that standard for somebody with
this?
A. Yeah, they have a protocol that they
have to fall into. Like their liver enzymes have
to be within a certain range before long, and they
have to consent to the treatment, because it's 18
months. And then they have to be willing to be
Page 24
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transferred to the Yard. Some patients don't want
to do that because theyll lose their job here.
He wants to he consented to the
treatment, and he went all the way, had the liver
biopsy, which if you follow all the way down
through the process of elimination and you get to
the liver biopsy, the liver biopsy is the last
thing you have to do -- and if it turns out okay,
then you can go over and have the shot, which are
once a week, and then you take pills every day.
And what it's supposed to do is it's
supposed to reduce the -- there's numbers. It
reduces the numbers from like a bunch of zeros to
(unintelligible).
Q. Okay. Well, I don't need to know all
that.
But how is Mr. Weeks -- well, I guess
my question is, was Mr. Weeks prevented access to
that medical treatment?
A Prevented?
Q. Or was - go ahead and answer that
question.
A. l can't really say "prevented." He
was just not given, I don't think, the full
opportunity to go over there, at least not yet. I
Page 25
mean if we get another doc, then maybe, yeah, he
can go over there. It's just that he's been
waiting so long. And I mean he's ready to go.
Q. \\'bat do you attribute that delay to?
A. To Dr. Noak not being able -- not
being here to see patients. I believe Mr. Weeks
would have been over a long time ago if Dr. Noak
would have been here on time to see his patients
and seeing him and getting the ball going for
Mr. Weeks.
All it takes is a phone call. And
Dr. Noak's just got so many things going on that,
I mean without actually sitting down and going
"Okay. Let's visit with Mr. Weeks. You can go
over here and have it done."
Q. Okay. You said Dr. Noak has so many
things going on.
\\'bat does he got going on?
A Between here and the Yard and Max, and
then going up north to Orofino on visits. Like he
goes to Pocatello. There would be times that he
would have a clinic scheduled, and we'd call him
on the cell phone and he didn't tell us that he
had a trip to Ford Lauderdale or somewhere in
Florida or somewhere where he's going.
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So us not knowing that he wasn't going
to be here, we scheduled a clinic for him, and he
wasn't here. He was in Florida.
Q. Doing what?
A I have no idea. I have no idea. I
know that when he would go on trips like to -he'd go to -- he went to Alaska for something to
try to recruit PHS or something, and he
incorporated his fishing trip at the same time.
So I know that there would be times
that he would take business trips, but also
incorporate like personal things in there.
Q. Okay. You talked about his bedside
manner.
A. Yes.
Q. What's that all about?
A.
-- his famous statement to me would
be "They're inmates. They're inmates. They're
convicts. TI1ey're convicts."
To me they're patients. Yes, they are
inmates, convicts. Yes, they've done something
,vrong. But the:y're being punished already for the
crime that they committed. My job, Dr. Noak's
job, and every other medical staff that works here
is to provide medical services to the patients.
.g
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But because of personal things like
not liking somebody or a crime that they may have
committed, he would hold it against them or like
procrastinate on treatment for them. Like if
somebody came off with a bad attitude because
Dr. Noak was late for the appointment, the patient
would come in and say, you know, "ls the doc here
yet?"
Well, Dr. Noak would hear that and
say, "Now that patient is going to wait until the
very end of my clinic to be seen, and he's going
to wait last to be seen."
He was very -- I believe in treating
patients as patients, and treat a patient as I
wish to be treated. I find that Dr. Noak is very,
very unprofessional when it comes to bedside
manner, the way he speaks to inmates.
Q. Unprofessional -A. Right.
Q. -- the way he speaks to patients?
A. Right.
Q. Can you be a little more specific?
Give me some examples.
A. Say a patient would come up with a
request, and he would say, "Well, do you know who
Page 28
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I am?" And "I can make your life miserable. I
can get you shipped out of here.
Q. Have you actually v.,itnessed him saying

1
2

these things?
A. Oh, yeah. Yes, I have.
Q. And does any particular patient stick
out in your mind that he said these things to?
A That person's not - I don't think
that person's incarcerated anymore.
Q. Do you remember his name?
A Reyes, R-e-y-e-s. I believe he just
got out. I don't remember.
Q. \Vhat did he say to him?
A f,..fr. Reyes had come in, and Dr. Noak
was late. And Mr. Reyes was like "Is he here yet?
ls he here yet?" (unintelligible).
And he said, "Who is that? Now he's
going wait until the very end." And then
l\1r. Reyes came in and would be seen after
everybody had been seen and requested something.
And Dr. Noak was like, "You don't need to be
saying this to me because I am the state medical
director, and I could get you shipped out of here
as quick as that."
Q. Where would he ship them to?
'ag 29

4

11

A. Tbe Yard or Max or some other
2 facility. Somewhere where they don't want to be.
3
Q. And why did you believe Dr. Noak was
saying these things?
)
A. Because -- because the patient
:) questioned Dr. Noak. Dr. Noak didn't like to be
7 questioned as far as like his - a procedure or
3 something that he was saying or - he always - he
:l just didn't like to be questioned about anything.
0
Like if the patient came in and
1 requested something, it was pretty much the
2 patient needed to listen to what the doc said,
3 instead of the patient requesting. It was
4 Dr. Noak telling the patient how it was.
5
Like if I wanted extra - if I wanted
6 bigger shoes, it wasn't Dr. Noak saying "What can
7 we do to make this better for you or easier for
8 you?" It was, "This is how it is."
9
So it wasn't like - he won't take
0 suggestions, like what has worked in the past for
1 the patients, you know, whether it be a medication
2 or anything. It was just that's how it is. Like
3 Reyes would have problems with his private area,
4 and he wanted to be seen by this out-of-town
Dr. Noak was like, "No, this is how it
ge 30
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is. This is what's going on. You don't have a
problem." It was always Dr. Noak's way or no way.
Q. Okay. What other - you talked about
famous statements.
Were there any other famous
statements?
A There was the - "They're inmates.
They're convicts. They're criminals" was another
one. I can't think...
Q. Did you ever personally hear him tell
a patient "I can have you shipped out of here"?
A. Oh, yeah. Yeah, he would tell that.
Mr. Spencer was one, the ammonia sticks in the
nose. That one. And Mr. Reyes was another guy
that he had seen.
Q. So aside from the famous statements,
what other unprofessional conduct would you say
that you witnessed?
A. He would he would come in and he'd
always have the radio on to a talk show when he
was seeing his patients. And you know,
(unintelligible) when you're trying to talk to the
patient. He would have his back turned to the
patient while the patient was speaking to him.
He would be eating while he was
Page 31
talking to a patient. He would pass gas, belch
while he was in the room with a patient.
(Unintelligible) poor bedside manner
(unintelligible).
Q. Had you brought any of these things to
Andy Nitchum - Nitchum (phonetic)? ls that his
name?
A. Nitchum.
Q. Nitchum.
A. Yeah.
Q. Have you brought any of these things
that you brought to me to his attention?
A. The scalpel blades one, where he used
the same blade on two patients. I told him about
that. And there was things like Dr. Noak would
sit there and he would just pass gas in front of a
patient or - very loud, not excuse himself.
I mean there was just things that
where -- that he would just do that everybody
would just see all the time. It was just - I
guess we just accepted Dr. Noak the way he was.
Q. Did you ever experience any of the
patients being scared to be in the room with him?
A. Oh, absolutely. They were -- didn't
want to see him. "Do I have to see Dr. Noak?"
Page 32
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1 they would say. "I don't want to see him."
2 1bey'd refuse appointments to be seen with him.
3
Q. \\'hat do you attribute that to?
4
A. They're scared. They're scared that
C:
they would say the -wrong thing. I know that one
6 of the guys that he froze the wart off came in and
7 said, "Absolutely no way. Cancel my ne:x.i
8 appointment with him. I'm not letting that guy
9 touch me" is what he told me.
10
A lot of them -- Mr. Sanderson was one
11 that was frightened to say the wrong thing and get
12 shipped out of here. That was the one thing out
13 of everyone, they were frightened of saying, you
14 know, the -wrong thing to Dr. Noak and to be
15 shipped out, v."1ether it be to Max or somewhere
16 else where they didn't want to be where they'd
17 lose their job.
18
Q. Did you ever hear Dr. Noak make any
19 comments about "These people don't get paid enough
20 for acting"?
21
A. Referring to the inmates or referring
22 to -23
Q. Yes.
24
A. You know, 1think I remember Jared
25 saying that that was something he had said down at
._)
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South Boise about one of the female patients down
there.
Q. But you yourself have never A. No, I have never.
Q. Have you ever heard him refer to the
inmates as "dirtbags"?
A. Oh, "dirtbags," other words in French
that I care not to say, all the time.
Q. Well, I don't speak French, but if
you've heard a particular word that he said, it's
okay to use profanity here. I mean ...
A. "Sons of bitches. Son of a bitches.
Mother fuckers." He would refer to the patients
as those -- you know, he would mention something
about a patient, and he would say, "Well, this
jerk" or something like that. Instead of "Mr." or
"Mrs." or "patient this" or whatever.
Q. Have you ever heard him refer to a
patient as a "fat fuck"?
A. No.
Q. Well, I don't know that that's true.
I just-- I -A. I mean I could see him saying
something like that. But I just have never
personally heard him say something like that.

terview of Victoria Margaret Weremecki

1
Q. Okay. Did you ever hear him belittle
2 any of the P.A.s?
3
A. All the time.
4
Q. Tell me about that.
5
A. We have one particular P.A., Mr. Torn
6 Hengst.
7
Q. How does Tom speil his last name?
8
A. H-e-n-g-s-t.
9
Q. He's a P.A.?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. And he works where?
12
A. Primarily here at the Farm.
13
Q. Okay.
14
A. In front of patients he would
15 constantly correct Tom, our P.A. If Tom was at
16 error for something, like misdiagnosing something,
17 Dr. Noak, instead of pulling him aside and saying,
18 you know, "This is what it is or this is what I
19 think it is," constructive criticism, he would
20 just be very loud.
21
I remember there was one incident
22 where Tom was speaking to -- Tom was conducting
23 his clinic, and Dr. Noak came up to him -- I don't
24 know if -- I think he was charting or something.
25 Tom was talking to a patient in his office, and
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Dr. Noak would get up out of his chair, storms
into the P.A.'s office, and says -- tells Tom that
he needs to lower his goddamn voice, that his
voice is too loud, and he's trying to concentrate
here.
Tom wasn't talking loud at all. Tom
doesn't have a loud voice to begin with. I was
like, Whoa. I couldn't believe -- and so Tom, you
know, lowered his tone and conducted his business
as usual. He would tell me constantly that Tom
didn't know shit from anything, that Tom is dumb.
Q. \\'ho would tell you that?
A. Dr. Noak would say that about Tom, our
P.A.
Q. He would say that he's dumb?
A. Yeah. He would say, "Tom doesn't know
anything" or "Tom is as dumb as a box ofrocks."
Q. Who would he say this to?
A. Me. He would say it right to me.
Q. Isn't Tom your supervisor as well?
A. No. Tom is a P.A. that works here. l
mean he's not really a supervisor, like I -- I
assist him, like I'll check in his patients and
all. Say "Here's your next patient."
And if Tom needs something from us as

Page 34
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CMSs, for sutures or whatever. Tom is a P.A.
Just like Karen is a P.A. The P.A.s come in and
do our clinics or us, and we assist them.
Q. Does the P.A. have any input in your
performance appraisal?
A. Oh, absolutely. They would do
evaluations on us. Once a year we all get
evaluations. And randomly our supervisor gives
evaluations to be done, like not everybody gets
one. Like on my evaluation, Tom would -- they may
give Tom one to do on me. You know, "How do you
think Vicki's performance is?" And they would do
a statement or whatever and tum it in, and my
yearly eval.
Q. So I mean if the P.A. gave you some
instructions -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- and the doctor's not here -A. Right.
Q. -- do they kind of supervise your
activities?
A. 1Jh-huh.
Q. So what you're telling me, then, is
that Dr. Noak -- and I certainly don't want to put
words in your mouth.
Page 37
A. Right.

Q. But what I hear you saying is that
Dr. Noak would make comments to you about Tom
Hengst's intelligence level?
A. Correct.
Q. And what did you think about that?
A I thought that that was very degrading
and very unprofessional. I don't think that Tom
is if:,1Ilorant or dumb at all. We're all
professionals here, and I believe that saying
those type of statements can make a very hostile
environment.
And, you know, Tom would run -- not
run, but like go in his office and just kind of
sit there and sulk, you know, feel sorrow for
himself because Dr. Noak had just belittled him in
front of everybody.
I mean if you're going to talk about
some corrective action, it shouldn't be done in
front of like everybody. It should be done
elsewhere, you know, in a private area.
I know that a lot of times Karen, like
he would say about Karen the same thing. "Oh,
P.A.s don't know an1thing. She doesn't know
anything. She's just a woman," you know. I don't
Page 38
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think that's fair. I'm a woman myself.
Q. Okay. You know what a Hyphrecator is?
A. A Hyphrecator?
Q. Hyphrecator.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. Okay. Did you ever see Dr. Noak or
anybody use that improperly, in your opinion A. I had-(Audio ends track one. Begin track two.)
Q. (BY :MR. WOLFE): So you've never seen
the Hyphrecator -- a Hyphrecator be used?
A. I've seen it used, just by not like
Dr. Noak. Every time I've seen it used, it's been
properly. Tom would use it, the P.A.
Q. Okay. What do you do when you have a
patient that you believe has an allergy or an
allergic -- potential allergic reaction to, say,
peanuts?
A. What do we do? Well, we would provide
them with a memo. We'd have the doctor do a memo
to keep them away from like peanuts or peanut
butter and jelly, or if they're allergic to fish,
don't have them fed fish at meal time, poultry,
chicken.
Q. Okay. Had you heard or had you
Page 39
witnessed any patient that has claimed allergies
to peanut oil being forced to eat peanuts or -A. No. I had one patient that was
allergic to -- or claims to be allergic to
poultry, chicken or turkey. He was - set an
appointment with Dr. Noak to be observed to drink
chicken or turkey bouillon that we were to get
from the kitchen. I'm not sure if it was turkey
or chicken.
Dr. Noak did not show that day -- oh,
wait, he did show. I just kind of didn't -- I
didn't want the patient to eat it or drink it
because I didn't want him to have a severe
reaction to the poultry or chicken bouillon. I Q. What was the plan?
A. The plan was for Mr. Joslin (phonetic)
to come in and be Dr. Noak's first patient. And
he was to drink the chicken or turkey bouillon
from the kitchen, and we were to watch and see if
he had a reaction.
Q. When was this?
A. It was last summer, 2003.
Q. And what happens if he does have a
reaction? What do you do?
A. We would-you know, we'd have the
Page 40
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doc there. But we have like Benadryl is where you
start. You know, depending on the type of
reaction. If it's anaphylaxis where it could take
your life instantly like that, we have epinephrine
where it does the reverse effect. If they have a
very mild reaction, we would give like the
Benadryl, which is like a histamine, to reverse
the effects.
Q. Do you have the tools to intubate?
A. We -- not a full intubation. We have
like tubes to open like the airway, but for a
closed, weak, you know -- what we've got, we could
call 911.
Q. Is that the kind of -- 1 mean is that
standard generally-accepted medical practice if
somebody has an allergy that you go ahead and give
them the allergen that they're -A. No.
Q. To kind of see what happens?
A. Another one was onions. A gentleman
claimed to be allergic to onions. An onion was
brought in from the kitchen and he was told to eat
it. And the patient refused. That was a long
time ago.
Q. That's not standard practice, is it?
Page 41
A. Absolutely not.
Q. Does it still go on?
A. No, absolutely not.
Q. How did it stop?
A. We just - we would bring up to the
docs -- the P.A., like Tom wrote a memo for this
gentleman not to have any chicken or poultry
anymore, and we just kind of didn't reschedule the
patient with the doctor. We just didn't mention
it to Dr. Noak that so-and-so had a chicken
allergy or whatever so that it wouldn't happen.
We just avoided the situation, because we knew
that that's what was going to happen.
Q. Who made that decision that you would
keep information from the doctor?
A. The information wasn't kept from the
doctor. It was -- the allergies are very clearly
stated on everybody's chart. But if the patient
claimed to be allergic to onions or chicken or
anything like that, we would not schedule them to
see Dr. Noak. We would schedule them to see the
P.A., that way it wouldn't go on to Dr. Noak so
that we wouldn't have a severe allergic reaction
to peanuts, chicken, onions, fish, whatever, to
avoid the incident from happening.
Page 42
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I mean if somebody clearly states that
they're allergic, you know, I'm not going to have
someone have a reaction just so that 1 can verify.
I mean ...
Q. Well, is there some other kind of
tests that you can do that's safe?
A. Yes, there is. Draw a drab lab. The
turkey/chicken allergy lab. I drew blood on the
guy, and indeed it came back he was allergic for
poultry. You can do allergy testing for anything.
Q. So if he would have taken the chicken
bouillon or whatever, he probably would have had
an allergic reaction?
A. Yes, indeed. Yes, indeed. He did
accidentally have turkey in his lasagna or
something in the kitchen. And he came to us right
away. And Karen was the P.A. on duty, and we gave
him instant Benadryl. And we had him sit there,
and he got better. So he didn't have enough of
the allergen to go in the full anaphylactic shock.
We were able to catch it in time.
And we instructed this patient that if
you come in contact at all to please come and let
us know, because sometimes things are made in the
kitchen that we don't know.
Page ,, t J'Cl
(Unintelligible) to take them out of
the kitchen. We have a guy that's allergic to
peanuts. They have peanut butter jelly Monday,
Wednesday, Friday in the kitchen. He does not go
to the chow hall on those days because the mere
smell, he starts getting itchy eyes. So he stays
away from the kitchen Monday, Wednesday, Fridays
and has his lunch, which is something else, in a
different area.
Q. When patients are seen -- when I go to
the doctor -A. Uh-huh.
Q. This is from my own experience, but
everybody's been to the doctor.
A. Oh, yeah.
Q. When I go to the doctor, I sit down
and I talk to the doctor, and he or she tells me
my plan of care -A. Right.
Q. -- what we're going to do, "I want you
to take this to cure that" or whatever the issue

18
19
20
121
22 IS.
23
A. Right.
24
Q. Does that go on here in the same
25 manner--
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A. It does -Q. -- with Dr. Noak?
A. It does to a certain extent. But a
lot of times the follow-up care isn't done because
either he doesn't show up or, you know, we will
reschedule the patient to be seen with him, and he
doesn't show up, or an evaluation for a hernia
doesn't take place because it doesn't - he
doesn't feel that it's necessary or -- a lot of it
is due to the fact that he just doesn't show up to
see the patients.
Q. Are you guys -- do you guys -- when
you go work for PHS, do they give you any kind of
training on Eighth Amendment stuff, access to
medical care, and that kind of thing?
A. Like for the patients to come and see
us or -- I'm sorry. Maybe I don't understand.
Q. Well, why do you think that the
inmates are entitled to medical care? I mean is
there any policy that you know of or state law, or
what makes you think that they're entitled to
medical care?
A. It's in the IDOC handbook. It's
there. Every time a patient -- a new inmate comes
to the compound, we provide - we bring them in,
Page 45
do a medical orientation, say "This is how you ask
for medical care."
Q. Where is that booklet?
A. There's one - we've got one in our
medical building. They should have one here at
control.
Q. I'd like to see that, the one that
Dr. Noak would refer to, or medical staff.
A Okay.
Q. Would you say that after discussing
al 1 this stuff, do you think that the patients are
being hindered in their access to medical care?
A I don't -- I don't think so because
we -- we try -- you know, we provide medical care.
We are there 24 hours, seven days a week.
Sometimes it is a little bit more difficult to get
certain specialized care, as far as like off-site
appointments, whether it be like for a urologist
or, you know, an ENT doc or an endocrinologist.
Sometimes that's harder to get off -they call it off-site referral type thing, because
it has to be authorized by the doctor. The M.D.
has to okay for a patient to go to like an
endocrinologist or a urologist or something. So
that is a little more difficult.
Page 46
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But if it is a true fact that they do
need it, it isn't that hard. It just -- you have
to kind of weed them out to see if it's actually a
true statement that they really do need.
Q. Do you have any problems working with
Dr. Noak?
A. I do. I don't like it at all.
Q. Has he ever treated you
inappropriately, in your opinion?
A. Oh, yeah. He talks down to me. I
mean I'm not like an M.D. or whatever, but I take
my job very seriously. I care about the patients
and their needs, because that's why I'm here. I
don't care what their crime is. I don't care that
they're inmates. I look at them as patients.
And because of that, the statements
that he's made to me, "Oh, they're just inmates,"
that doesn't go very well with me.
Q. Did you ever discuss it with him?
A. No, because he does not allow us to
discuss anything with him. He is - he wants to
be -- he wants to be addressed as "doctor," "sir,"
or "colonel" was his statement.
And I always feel like ifl have a
question or something that I could go -- I could
Page 47
never go to him and say, you know, "Why is this

2 this?" Or - because I feel like he would
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belittle me and treat me like I was stupid.
So I'd never - and I found that that
was very hard for the P.A.s to do. Like if they
had a question, it's almost like they had to build
up their courage and go and ask the doc, "Hey, why
do you think this is?" or "I'm thinking that this
person has this. This my findings. What do you
think?" It would be more of a belittlement.
So yeah, I remember -- and eating off
my food. Like we would never eat when he was
coming because he would eat our food.
Q. What do you mean he would eat your
food?
A. Like if I had a sandwich or a drink,
he would help himself to my drink or my sandwich
or my popcorn.
Q. Did he ask you?
A. No. He dropped his - he made oatmeal
one day, dropped it on the floor, and scooped it
back up in the bowl and ate it. And it was
just -- so we would like never eat when he was
around because he'd either take it, you know, come
right out of the bathroom without washing his
Page 48
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1 hands. You know, it wasjusL.
2
Q. How do you know he didn't wash his
3 hands? Are you just assuming that or -4
A. He would go in the bathroom for hours
5 and hours and hours. Sit -6
Q. Wait a minute. Wait a minute.
7
A. It seemed like it was hours. For like
8 30 minutes he'd go in the bathroom, and you'd hear
9 the toilet flush, but you wouldn't hear the water
10 go. He took a magazine. I remember he took a
11 patient's chart in there one day when he was going
12 to the bathroom, and he was reading the chart
13 while he was in there going to the bathroom.
14
Q. So you're attributing the fact that
15 you didn't hear the sink water going on?
16
A. Right. We were scared to eat after he
17 touched.
18
Q. Okay. What kind of environment do you
19 feel you were working in?
20
A. Do I feel now or I did? It's gotten a
21 lot better.
22
Q. How come it's gotten better?
23
A. Because Dr. Noak's not here. He makes
24 it -- I mean when he would come in, it would be,
25 you know, why should I have to hide things? Why
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should I not be able to take my lunch?
There's times that I would miss lunch
totally because he was late and I was waiting. I
feel like it's gotten so much better. I feel like
the tension between the P .A.s and the doctor is
gone. I feel that everybody's just happier when
he's not there.
Q. And when he was there, what kind of
environment was being A. Everybody was just quiet. Nobody
would talk to each other. The patients would come
in and they would be like scared to see him, you
know, "God, is he here yet?" or "What is he going
to tell me today?"
Now it's -you know, the patients,
they are coming to their medical appointments more
often. I mean it's just so much better.
Everybody is just happier that he's not there.
Q. Okay. You had also talked - is there
any other issues with Dr. Noak that you would like
to discuss that you feel is important for me to
know?
A. I think that's pretty much everything
I can think of (unintelligible).
Q. All right. What is the issue with

Audio
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Denise Jackson?
A. She -- she is very unprofessional.
She treats the inmates like inmates instead of
like patients. Theyre very frightened to come to
her. If they have a problem or a question, they
will wait until the nex.1 shift or the day shift
gets there.
She has a very big problem with -- we
call them PSis. I'm not sure what that stands
for. Patients come in -- or new inmates will come
in the facility, and they have committed a crime.
Q. Is that the pre-sentence
investigation?
A. Yeah, 1didn't know what that meant.
Yeah, like the stories or the reports, she will
look up every single person to see what they are
in for. And sometimes that can prejudge somebody
as far as treating them.
And if somebody has a legit problem
and needs to be seen at medical, she has a very
hard time with assisting them. It's like if
Mrs. Smith comes to me and "I say come see me
tomorrow and the next day and the next day. I
want to see how you're doing," she has a very hard
time with continuing the care, type of follow-u~
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appointments.
If the person has a problem that I
see - like one day I was doing sick call down
there, and I felt that this person needed to be
seen by the doctor the very next day right away,
because she was having a problem that for a female
can be very, very uncomfortable. And she said
that 'Tll try to get her seen."
Q. Who would have been the doctor that
she would have seen?
A. Karen. It would have been the P.A.
Q. Okay.
A. Yeah. rm sorry, but somebody, you
know, fingernail isn't as important as this
problem that I felt, you know, needed to be seen
right away. I feel like she has a hard that
she has a hard time deciphering patients versus
inmates versus criminals.
You know, she'll look up their
address. She even told me one day that one of
them was right behind her and came knocking on her
door. I mean I just -Q. She told you that she actually looks
at their PSI?
A. Absolutely. She'll even write it
Page 52
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on -- they come in with like a paper, they usually
come from Pocatello, the women, and they come in
with papers. She'll \\rite at the top of the
papers like "check fraud" or "child abuse" or
something. She \1/fites that on there.
Q. On their medical charts?
A It's a -- not on the -- it's an
insert, a paper.
Q. Intake sheet, kind of?
A Yeah. And it's \\Titten. And I found
it and I shredded it. I was like that's none of
her business. I mean it's there if we need it,
but from a medical standpoint, we absolutely don't
need to know what they're in for. I believe that
that comes -- you know, can really, really alter
your -- that's why I never -- you know, I think
that that's why she had -- she leaves early.
Patients miss their pills because she leaves
early.
She is so grumpy to the inmates. The
inmates don't like coming near her. She takes
smoke breaks all the time. It's just
unbelievable.
Q. Have the patients ever complained to
you about it?
Page 53

A. Not to me, but to Janna. But they're
afraid to complain because the papers that they
fill out get put in the box. Denise picks them
up. So they're afraid to complain because she'll
read them.
You can ask any female down there,
they are absolutely frightened of her.
Q. Has anybody brought Denise Jackson's
issues to PHS?
A. You know, I don't know if Andy or Dana
have. J know that - I'm not sure if I have
brought it to their attention.
Q. Who is "their"?
A. Andy and Dana. And so has everybody
else that's worked down there. I have brought it
to Andy and Dana's attention. And I'm not sure
because they don't discuss between employees like
disciplinary type things.
Q. Okay. Do you know Lisa Mays
(phonetic)?
A. I do, uh-huh.
Q. Does she still work here, or is she
gone?
A. No, 1think she works out in
(unintelligible). She is gone, but I don't know
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what she -Q. What was her position?
A. She first was the RN down at South
Boise. Then she applied to the position for a
health services administrator, and she got the
position. So she essentially has -- she had what
Andy's job is, our HSA.
Q. How long has she worked there?
A. She had worked here -- I don't know
how long before. I got here in July of 2002. And
she was working as the RN down there. Shortly
after that she got the job as HSA up here, and I
think she was here four or five months after that.
Then she got a job -Q. Why did she leave?
A . She never told me why, but it was a
very difficult -- I know that she was having a
hard time with Dr. Noak. He told me that she was
cancerous. And I don't understand what he means
by that. How could Lisa Mays be cancerous? I -Q. Did you -- did you have a good working
relationship with Lisa?
A. Yeah.
Q. Did you think she was professional?
A. Oh, absolutely. Absolutely.
Page 55
Q. So she reported to Dr. Noak?
A. Yeah, Dr. Noak -- I think that
Dr. Noak reports to her. She - I think she's his
boss. I think she's his boss. I'm not sure how
the food chain goes all the way up there. I think
he would report to her, and she would report to
Rick Dole, I think.
Q. Okay. So he was telling - so
Dr. Noak was telling you that Lisa Mays was
cancerous?
A. Yes.
Q. Meaning that she had cancer?
A. I don't -- I don't know.
Q. In what conte:x.1 was he telling you
this?
A. As like a degrading, like he doesn't
like her, like a bad thing, maybe. Honestly, I
still do not know to this day.
Q. Do you know how I would get ahold of
Lisa Mays?
A. I know that Kristi Skipper (phonetic),
she's our secretary. She has her phone number.
Q. Is she over -- is she here in this
building?
A. Uh-huh. No. No. She's over in the
Page 56
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1 medical building.
2
Q. When you go back over there, could you
3 see if you can get the number and then give me a
4 call?
5
A. Absolutely.
6
Q. Okay. I'm thinking I would like to
7 talk to Lisa Mays.
8
A. I'm sure (unintelligible).
9
Q. So anything else on Denise Jackson?
10
A. No, not that I can think of. I'm sure
11 maybe the girls that work with her more. I don't
12 like working with her.
13
Q. So were you at a meeting when Rick
1 4 Dole came out here last week or two weeks ago, I
15 guess? Was there a meeting he held with all the
1 6 PHS people?
17
A. There was -- they tried to get over as
18 many-- it was at the Yard, I think, if that's the
19 one you're talking about at the Yard. One ofus
2 0 had to stay behind to answer calls or anything. I
2 1 was the one that -- so no, I did not go over to
2 2 that meeting over at the Yard. I was the one that
2 3 got left behind to answer calls.
2 4
Q. Anybody report back to you?
2 5
A. Oh, yeah, Andy. Everybody that went
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else, you know, they've committed a crime doesn't
mean that us as medical professionals have to
treat them any different than other medical
patients that we would see.
Q. Clearly doctors go to medical school.
A. Oh, yes.
Q. And they get their training and so on
and so forth, and then they come out and they
practice their medicine and so on and so forth,
and they get licensed by the state -A. Uh-huh.
Q. -- whichever they practice in. And
I'm assuming he is a licensed doctor in the state
ofldaho.
Is there anything that he has done,
said, or practice that you feel is -- other than
what you told me or something that comes right to
your mind that would lead you to believe that his
medical skills are less than acceptable?
A. I believe that he is a very smart,
wise doctor. It's just how he conducts himself,
and using his skills and knowledge, he needs to
work on.
Q. Okay.
A. I think that he needs to really -- I

< - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ---
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to the meeting.
Q. And in your opinion, what do you think
the context of the meeting was?
A. Professionalism, that we need to
remind ourselves every day where we work, what we
do, conduct ourselves in a very professional
manner.
Q. If you were to sum up for me, assuming
you're just talking to me for the first time now,
how would you sum up this whole situation with
Dr. Noak, first with Dr. Noak, and then with
Denise Jackson?
A. Sum up the situation. I believe that
we are better off without him here. His
professionalism, his bedside manner, really,
really makes it a very tense workplace. And I
find that it's gotten so much better with him
gone. The patients are happier. They're not
afraid to actually speak about their problems.
It's just a whole lot better. I
believe that professionalism -- unprofessionalism
by him doesn't need to be here. We have to
remember where we work and the type of patients
that we're dealing with, they have medical needs
too. And just because they've committed something
Page 58
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mean if he really truly enjoys what he does, that
if he would just conduct himself in a proper
manner, as far as being a medical professional I mean he's very smart, very knowledgeable. He's
just - he doesn't come across as that. He
doesn't portray or conduct himself in that way,
being a smart, knowledgeable professional at all.
Q. How about Denise Jackson? She's a
P.A. She's obviously -A. No. I'm sorry. She's a CMS.
Q. CMS?
A. Yes.
Q. She's certified, I would imagine,
right, being a CMS?
A. I believe she is. We all are supposed
to be. I don't know anything about her personal
background or anything like that. I know she
served in the military. That's about all I know
about her. She -- herself, you know, she needs
to -- I don't believe she has the skills that she
should have, not being willing to start an IV or
draw blood or respond properly to -- in an
emergency.
Personally, I don't think that she's
got that capability at all. She just doesn't
Page 60
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conduct herself in a professional manner. She
takes -- you know, she's a smoker, and she smells
like it when she comes to work.
And I mean I know sometimes that's
unavoidable, but those women in there, that's a
nonsmoking facility. And if somebody incarcerated
hasn't been able to smoke, I mean sometimes it can
trigger something.
There's been several times she did
a -- there was one day she did a call-out, and she
wanted me to go do<wn and draw the blood. All of
us that work here in this medical facility should
be able to draw blood, start an IV, any of that.
And she just has that fear. So I don't -- I don't
know.
Q. Well, is there anything else that you
would like to add that I haven't asked you that
you think is important?
A. No.
Q. Is there anybody else that you think I
should talk to?
A. I think that you should talk to Alex.
And another guy that I've worked with is Darrell.
He has worked vel)', very closely with Dr. Noak.
Q. What's Darrell's last name?
Page 61

1
A. Smitherin (phonetic). I think it's -2 I don't know exactly how it's spelled.
3
Q. \Vhat is his position?
4
A. He's a CMS also.
s
Q. Okay.
6
A. When I just flat out refused to do
7 Dr. Noak's clinic because of the way he would
3 degrade me, I said, "Darrell, you can do the
9 clinic."
0
And Darrell would. Darrell would be
1 there to do the clinic because I didn't want to
2 deal with Dr. Noak.
3
Q. Did you ever tell Dr. Noak how you
4 feel?
5
A. Absolutely not. There's not -- I just
6 felt that ifl did, my job would be gone.
7
Q. Did he have hiring and firing
8 authority?
9
A. I don't think he did, but rm sure his
0 opinion mattered. I don't think that he actually
1 could hire or fire, but he could -2
Q. Wbo hired you?
3
A. Larry Heinz {phonetic), who is now 4 he used to be the health services administrator
5 over here, who is now the health services
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administrator at the Yard.
Q. So the health services, the HSA does
the hiring and firing?
A. Right.
Q. Do they hire doctors too?
A. I don't know if they do the hiring or
if like Rick Dole -- I mean rm not sure if it's
them. I know that Andy I've been told Andy is
Dr. Noak's boss and Andy could fire Dr. Noak.
That's what I was told, but I don't know if that's
true.
Q. All right. Anything else?
Okay. Have you given this interview
of your O\\TI free will?
A. Yes.
Q. Has anybody forced or coerced you to
talk to me?
A. No.
Q. Have you given me your authority to
record this interview?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Okay. Do you have let me get some
last bit of information from you.
What is your home address?
A. 6700 (unintelligible) Avenue.
Page 63
Q. Boise?
A. Uh-huh. 83714.
Q. Okay. And your telephone number?
A. 853-0194.
Q. Do you have an alternate contact
number?
A. I have a cell phone.
Q. Okay.
A. (208)602-1702.
Q. Okay. And I'm going to give you one
of my cards as well.
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And so if you have any questions or
concerns that you either forgot to bring to my
attention or that you'd like to talk to me about,
feel free to give me a call.
A. Okay.
MR. WOLFE: Okay. I appreciate your time.
And this concludes the interview of
Victoria Weremecki, and the time is approximately
11: 10 a.m. on the 11th of March, 2004.
(Interview concluded.)
-oOo-
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1
2
3

MR. WOLF: Following is an interview of Lisa Marie

1

the nurse manager out at the South Boise Women's

2

facility. And then in October was hired as --

3

September/October time frame was hired as the HSA.

Mays, spelling, M-A-Y-S, and it's being taken on March

4

5 16th, 2004, at approximately 11: JO a.rn. It's being
6 taken at the Mountain Home Air Force Base Medical
7 Hospital in Mountain Horne, Idaho, in an interview room
8 on the second floor of the hospital over in the Family
9 Advocacy Department.

5

4

Q.
A
Q.

6

7
9

Okay. And what is the HSA?
Health Services Administrator position.
And as the HSA, what were some of your

responsibilities?
A.

8

lO

Interview of Lisa Marie Mays

I managed the medical -- the department --

the administrative management of the medical depanrnent

10
11

at SICI, South Boise Women's facility, also the Twin
Falls Work Release Center, and the East Boise Women's

l 2 BY MR. WOLF:

12

Work Rel ease.

l 3

13

EXAMINATION

ll

Q.

Lisa, would you state your full name for me.

14

I managed the -- oversaw the medical care,
administrative side of the picture, medical care for all

15 of those facilities, the inmates at those facilities.
16
Q. And in this position., how many employees
l 7

Q.

And also in the room with you is myself;

17

reported to you, and what were their positions?
I don't remember the exact number at this

l 8 Steve Wolf, from the Office of Professional Standards

18

l 9 with the Idaho Department of Corrections.

19 time. I had an RN at South Boise. Also several CMSs,

Lisa, do you give your permission for me to
21 record this interview?
A Yes.
23
Q. Has anybody promised you or coerced you in
24 any way to talk to me?
25
A No.

2 0 Correctional Medical Specialists. They're people who

2 0

Page 2
l
2

A

22

are -- they're not nursing staff. The/re trained in
the medical field in certain things, medical care.

23

I also had some LPNs, Licensed Practical

21

2 4 Nurses.
25

There at SICI, the same, I had a director of

I

Q. Are you giving this interview of your ov.'Il
free will?

Page 4
1
2

nursing, which is an R."N, and then numerous CMSs. I just
don't know how many.

3

A.

Yes.

3

I also had two physician assistants and a

4

Q.

Okay. How long -- what is your current

4

nurse practitioner. The nurse practitioner was in Twin

5

position?

5

Falls. The two PAs were in -- the one primary duties

6

A.

6

was at South Boise. And then she also worked at South

rm a family advocacy nurse, registered

7

nurse v.,ith the Family Advocacy Department, Mountain Home

7

Boise and SICI, along with the other PA. She also took

8

A.ir Force Base Hospital.

8

care of the Ea.'>i Boise women.

9

Q.

Okay. ls this a civilian position?

10
11

A.

A civilian position.

10 you?

Q.

And how long have you been in this position?

11

12

A.

On April 14th it will be one year.

12

Q.

Okay. Can you just give me a thumbnail

13

Q.

Okay. Meaningwhat?

14

A.

He was the one that oversaw the PAs, the

13
l 4
l 5

sketch of your education and training?
A.

I have a bachelor of science degree in

1B

19

Q.

Dr. Noak was the physician. He was the

facility physician, the M.D. for those facilities.

16 procedures, medical work. He was their supervising

Okay. And prior to working for the Mountain

17

Home Air Force Base, where were you employed?
A.

A.

Did you have any doctors that worked for

15 medical -- the medical side of the house, medical

16 nursing.
l 7

Q.

9

physician, the two P As that I had.
The nurse practitioner in Twin Falls worked

18

I was employed for Prison Health Services as

19 independently.
20

Q.

Okay. Did the PAs report to you?

21

Q.

And where was your office located?

21

A.

On administrative issues, they did. Their

22

A.

At SIC!.

2 2 scheduling, their evaluations, that was all done by me.

23

Q.

And how long were you in that position?

23

24

A.

I was employed for -- by PHS for one year,

2 4 medically for the inmates, the care that they provided,

20

25

Health Services Administrator.

approximately one year, a little over. I started out as

Anything on the medical, as to what they did

25 was supervised by Dr. Noak.
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Q.

Okay. \Vhy did you l e a v e ? /
A. I was offered a position, a GS position,
General Schedule position with the federal government.
Q. Okay. \\'hen you were working for PHS, Prison
Health Services, and you worked primarily at the prisons
in south Boise, were you ever -- did you ever go through
an academy or any kind of training?
A. 1 did. I had security training through the
Department of Corrections.
Q. Okay. A.nd were you ever - were you ever
shown, or did you ever read the Department's mission,
vision, and value statement that - and this isn't a
test, by the way, I'm just trying to inquire as to
whether you had the opportunity to review that -A I did.
Q.
certain aspects of it?
A I did.
Q. And when you were acting in this position as
the Health Services Administrator, did you make an
attempt or have your staff adhere to those mission,
vision, and value statements?
A. Not those those mission and value
statements are very similar also to what Prison Health
Services requires, as well as my mvn personal ethics and
values, the staff had to adhere to those.

l

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

And he just sat there and took it, while the inmates
watched.
And to me, the inmates have to come to that
PA for their rnedicaJ care, and if they see that he's
been berated and belinled in front of them, that wasn't
a good place for the PA to be.
Q. Who was the PA, and what was the incident'!
A. I just drew a blank on his last name. Torn.

9 Torn -- his first name was Torn.
10
Q. If I mentioned a couple of names to you,
11 might you -12
A
Karen Barren is the femaJe PA And Torn -13
Q. Tom Hengst?
14
A. Yes. Hengst, H-E-N-G-S-T.
15
Q. Okay. And what were the circumstances, and
16 when did it occur to your recollection, approximate time
17 frame?
18
A. ft was just a little over a year ago,
19 probably. Well, yeah, in the winter of2003 some time.
20
I don't remember the exact circumstances.
21 Something that Tom had provided in the way of treatment
22 of an inmate, Dr. Noak didn't agree with.
23
That's where my problem came in, is that
24 whatever Dr. Noak -- whatever his guidance, opinions as
25 to medical treatment, medicaJ care, was purely his call.
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Q. Okay. And did you ever have the opportunity
to review any of the policies related to the Department
of Corrections?
A. I reviewed policies -Q. And, again, it's not a test.
A. -- different l)pes of policies many, many
times during the week.
Q. Okay.
A. And took care of the inmates.
Q. In your one year as the HeaJth Services
Administrator, did you ever have cause to investigate or
inquire as to any violations of either Department policy
or what you would consider violations of PHS's policy?
A. I never the one incident that comes back
to me - J mean, when-· to me, it was just ethically
\\Tong, you know, value-wise it was wrong.
I didn't probably jump to IDOC, go look at
the mission statement or value statement or PHS. To me,
it was just wrong.
And that was how the physician, Dr. Noak,
treated our PA one day. Well, it happened on more than
one occasion, but this one particular instance he just
berated the PA in front of inmates, which I saw as a
security issue, because the inmates then saw the PA in a
position of being intimidated. And he just took it
,g
7
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He was the supervising physician. I can't I'm not a
doctor, I can't tell him, no, you shouldn't do that.
But on the administrative side of the house,
ethically, vaJue-wise, I cannot I cannot approve of
something he does. And it was my facility. He may be
the physician, but I was the administrator and ran that
facility.
\Vhatever Tom had done medically for an
inmate, or did not do for an inmate, I just remember at
this time Dr. Noak was totaJly out of line. And if he
had a concern about a patient's care or how Torn provided
that care, it should have been done in private.
Q. Let me hone in on that a little bit.
You said this happened in the winter of
2003, and it was an issue, a corrective action that
Dr. Noak was trying to impart on the physician
assistant.
ls it something you witnessed or something
that you heard about?
A I heard it. I could hear it all the way
back at my office.
Q. Can you tell me, to the best of your
recollection, what was said?
A I can't remember what was said. I just know
it was -- I just remember at this time it was totally

J
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inappropriate for him to act like that in front of the
inmates.
Q. Was his manner -A. And I did talk to Torn afterwards, and I -and I told Torn, you know, that he does not have to take
that kind of treatment from Dr. Noak. This is - it
happened more than once. This time I just remember it
because it was so loud, and it upset the whole staff.
And I just remembered counseling Torn
afterwards that this is an administrative issue, and he
does not have to take -- he does not have to take being
counseled like that, how Dr. Noak presented to him. It
should have been done in private. And he has to stand
up for himself and demand that this be taken in private
and not just sit there and take it from Dr. Noak.
Q. Did you counsel Dr. Noak about his -A. You don't counsel Dr. Noak.
Q. Did you discuss it with him, Dr. Noak -strike that for a minute.
A. Yes, I did. 1-Q. What do you mean that you don't counsel
Dr. Noak? What does that mean?
A. He is very intimidating.
Q. Did he intimidate you?
A. He tried to. And in some ways he probably
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wouldn't even know he was there. And he would not -- he
would not speak to me. It was almost like a child. He
knew I wasn't happy with him.
Q. Why wouldn't he speak to you?
A. Because that's his power that he -- he that was his control of the situation. He just -- I was
beneath him, and he didn't have to answer to me. And he
knew I was unhappy with it.
Q. Did you tell him you were unhappy with him?
A I had been discussing at some -- for some
time with Lee Harrington. Lee Harrington had been
talking to him about it.
Dr. Noak, whether I specifically talked to
him about it, I can't remember. It was a weekly
occurrence, my being frustrated with him. We would set
up clinic. He was supposed to show up that day. Say,
for instance, it was Wednesday, he's supposed to have
clinic from this time to this time.
The staff would come to me, Dr. Noak hasn't
shown up yet. Or I would go to the staff and say, has
he shown up yet? No, he hasn't shown up yet.
And so it got to the point where I would
tell the staff, I want to know. If he's not here by
five after, I want to know, and has he called.
And so then I just -- probably where he knew
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did, because it was -- it was very frustrating. I just
remember one occasion when I did counsel him, we went
into a back room. There wasn't a lot of privacy in that
medical building, but we did go into a back exam room,
and I talked with him about he will not -- he will not
talk to my staff like that. If he has a problem with
their behavior or whatever the case may be, he needs to
bring it up in private. He needs to talk to me about
it. I'm the one that writes their evaluations on the
administrative side of the house and not him.
I'm not going to -- and I told him I wasn't
a physician. I wasn't trying to hone in on his
business, but he has a responsibility, when he's in that

14

facility, to act appropriately in front of -- with the
staff and in front of the inmates.
It was very hard for me to do that, because
he was intimidating. But Lee Harrington, the regional
manager, essentially, you know, he reminded me that that
was my place, and I needed to do it. And put that steel
rod in my back and do it.
And I did, but it was very difficult to get
Dr. Noak -- to be able to talk to him like that,
because, for one, he just wouldn't show up, and he would
avoid me. There were months -- excuse me, not months -weeks that he -- he would come into the facility, and I
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I was angry is I would hold his toes to the fire. I
would call him. I would page him. It's the clinic.
I'll get there when I get there. Or he wouldn't answer
his page, and we didn't know where he was.
Q. So what is "clinic" exactly?
A. Tha!'s when the PAs -- say, for instance,
Tom would see patients Monday through Friday from 7:30
to four o'clock, but they would schedule appointments
for the inmates to be seen at a scheduled time, ju~1:
like you would a doctor's appointment.
And then on one day a week Dr. Noak would
see patients as the physician. If there was something
that a PA had questions about or needed -- you know,
wanted his input on, we would schedule an inmate to be
seen by Dr. Noak.
Or if there was no inmates that needed to be
seen for PAs, he would just -- we would -- I would have
the staff schedule him appointments, because he was
supposed to be putting in X number of hours. I was
paying him to work so many hours per week And, you
know, his contract, he was supposed to put in so many,
you know. So if there weren't any referrals from the
PA, we would just schedule appointments for him
Sometimes he showed up, sometimes he didn't.
And it really was a security issue because
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the inmates would be frustrated. Iney would be sitting
there. They would not be able to go to work. For
instanec, if they were on a work crew, they wouldn't be
able to go to work because they obviously had a ten
o'clock appointment.
11 o'clock, Dr. Noak maybe still hasn't
shown up yet. Iney're upset, and they're frustrated.
And they had every right to be upset, because now they
didn't get to go to work that day, and we scheduled them
an appointment, and it looked bad on the medical side of
the house. And so there was that tension.
And then my staff had to kind of de-escalate
the tension, or I would go and have to apologize for
Dr. Noak because -- I'm sorry, we -- you know, I'd
actually have to lie and say, you know, he got held up.
We're not going to be able to see you today. We'll have
ro get it rescheduled. And they'd be angry. Inere
could have been a reason -- it could have been something
they wanted to see him for.
You know, it got to the point where the
inmates knew that we were covering. Iney knew.
Probably part of it was the staff attitude. The inmates
didn't like it. He was rude to them, too.
Q. I guess that begs the question, what did you
do about it?
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A. He wouldn't give me the time of day. I
mean, which is totally how he was when he -- I mean,
when he was first hired, it was almost to the point
where I had to step back as to maybe -- he was just
being sexual. I mean, he almost was -- he'd get real
close to you.
And so I had to really step back and be
careful how -- be aware of my own actions, because I'm
very relaxed around people. And so I thought -- and it
almost was -- you know, in the end, I looked back and
like was that his power over -- over a situation, hey, I
can come in and be, I'm the doctor. You know, people
are just going to fall for whatever I want to happen
because -- and if I'm real nice and sweet to this woman,
am I going to get my -- and at first I found that that
was working, I would be very comfortable with him, and
-- but then I saw that he was taking advantage of what I
saw was my niceness and my attempt to get along with
him. And I would give in. I'd say, okay, I'll let this
slide.
But then it came to a point where this is
bull crnp. He is not complying with what he's supposed
to do.
I guess an example of intimidation that I
saw as intimidation was when we were in the old medical
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A. He just kept - I just kept trying to put up
with it. How I tried -- it got to the point, like I
said, I just would call and page him. You're supposed
to be in clinic. And I would -- at first - when it
first - you know, I can't even remember when it
started. You know, he -- you know, I just kind of said,
okay, he's got too many irons in the fire. He's too
busy, and he needs to pay attention.
I immediately did talk to Lee Harrington
about it. And he did talk to Dr. Noak, you need to be
there at your times. And I told him, you know, we have
patients scheduled, you need to be here.
But his attitude was so cavalier. It's
like you're just this person that I don't have to answer
to. So -- and he was intimidating. But what was
frustrating Q. Do you think his intimidation -- was he
intimidating, or did he intimidate you?
I mean, there's a difference between being
intimidating and doing something overt to intimidate
somebody.

2
A. His actions intimidated me, f guess, the way
3 he looks at you. The way he just totally disregards
4 what you --your comments. I mean -Q. How would he look at you?
5
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facility still, not too long after he had come on, and I
had a cup of coffee, and he just walked over and drank
out of it. I mean, I was so new in the position, he was
new, and I'm, like, what the heck?
And he just drank right out ofmy coffee
cup. And I was -- and I don't know why I didn't say
anything. I was just so much in shock. But I know now
that was his power. I mean, he just would do those
kinds of things.
He would talk about being in the military
and shoving needles in his leg and nothing bothers him.
And he was very vindictive. He would tell stories on
how he would get back at people.
There were a couple of instances on the PAs.
He did not like Tom Hengst at all. He was very verbal
that he didn't like Tom. And so I actually found myself
protecting Tom, making -- I would actually say -- Karen
Barrett, the other PA, was pretty strong in her -- in
her ability to stand up. She's very confident in her in herself.
But she was intimidated, I think, by
Dr. Noak. I mean, I had several times had to tell her,
don't take that from him. She's an excellent PA. But
she would stand up to him more than Tom. He didn't like
that in Karen, because she would stand up to htm, and
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she would question, and she would hold his feet to the
fire, you know. l need you to - I need you to see this
patient. I need you to provide some supervision, you're
my supervising physician.
He would have paperwork that he was supposed
to fill in to be a supervising physician, and he
wouldn't send it in. And so Karen essentially couldn't
work until he did.
With Tom -- he didn't like Karen, and with
Torn, he saw Tom as weak. And then he just fed on that
because Tom would never stand up to him. And I don't
know, personally, I don't think the man likes anybody.
Q. You were talking -- you mentioned Karen
Barrett and her inability to work because the paperwork
wasn't submitted.
Does that mean that there's some state
certifications or some approvals that need to be
reviewed and signed by him for Karen to continue as a
PA?
A. Not as a PA. She has her license on her
ovm.
Q. Okay.
A. But PAs have to have a supervising
physician, and he has to fill out paperwork. And it was
very time consuming sometimes trying to get him to do
Poge 18

what he was supposed to do.
It seems like it was last fall, a year ago
3 in the fall, after he started, we had to -- I had a hard
4 time getting him to get the paperwork sent in so that
5 she could -- because she -- Karen is very regimented,
6 and she's very -- well, her background is she was a
7 scientist before, and now she's a PA. So she's very
8 organized, and things go like they're supposed to go.
9 And that's kind of how I am. And so that's why it was
l O very frustrating when he would be lax with what he was
l l
supposed to do.
l 2
Q. You've been in supervisory positions before.
13
A. Uh-huh.
l 4
Q. You have a bachelor's degree.
15
When somebody doesn't do what they°re
l 6 supposed to do, a subordinate of yours, how do you
l 7 handle it?
l 8
A. You talk to them.
l 9
Q. Do you do any progressive discipline? Have
2 0 you ever been involved in the progressive disciplinary
21 process: Verbal, written, suspension, termination, that
22 kind of thing?
23
A. I've never had to terminate anyone. The
2 4 only time I really had to document, keep track, counsel
2 5 continuously, that person resigned.
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Q. Okay.
A. And, of course, asked me to have their job
back, and I said, no, let's keep it the way it is.
Q. Have you ever counseled either verbally, in
writing Dr. Noak?
A. Yes.
Q. \\.'here -- which one?
A Both. I talked - verbally talked to hitn,
and I had memos for record when I was there at the HSA.
Q. What did you talk to him about wrbally, as
far as counseling?
A His treatment of -- his treatment of our
staff His actions in front of the inmates. I -Q. Let's go with the first one, treatment of
staff. How did he treat the staff?
A That was the incident with Tom Hengst.
Q. Okay. \\.'here he -A. Berated him.
Q. -- tried to counsel him in front of the
inmates? And this is the one you overheard down al } our
office?
A. Yeah.
Q. And how far away?
A. It was in the hobby/rec building. That's
where we had our medical department, in the hobby. rec.
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So I was at one end of the building, he was in the
other.
Q. Would you have to yell in order for you to
hear that?
A. Yeah. Yeah.
Q. And was Dr. Noak yelling?
A. Yeah. He was yelling at Tom.
Q. Was it necessary for him to yell at him?
Was Tom yelling back?
A. It was never -- no, Tom never yells back.
Tom just took it.
Q. Okay. All right.
A. It is never necessary to yell like that ever
in front of the inmates or any other staff members
because they don't need to hear it.
Q. Okay. When did this happen, approximately?
A. Last winter some time. 1 don't know.
Q. So winter of 2003?
A. Yeah.
Q. Okay. \\-bat other things did you counsel him
verbally for?
A. Like I say, you didn't -- you didn't really
counsel him. Not showing -Q. Did he ever -A. Not showing up for work. He didn't show up.
Page 21
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He would -- we would have patients scheduled, and he

would not come. And J would constantly - J mean, this
3
is like an every week occurrence, that's why it's so
4 hard to remember.
5
But I would - you have patients today. You
6 need to be here on time. We have patients scheduled,
7 and it creates a security risk when you're not here.
8
Q. And what was his response, Dr. Noak's
9 response?
0
A Hah. Word for word, I don't know.
1
Q. Well, what was the gist of what he was
2 saying?
3
A. Essentially, he'll show up when he gets
4 here.
5
Q. Well, what was he doing?
6
A. I don't know. He's busy. I don't know what
7 he did.
8
Q. Okay. So you said not showing up for work
9 was a weekly 0
A. That was·a bogus answer, I know that.
1
Q. Well -2
A. But I know -- I get - (inaudible).
3
Q. Not showing up for work, this was, according
4 to you, a weekly occurrence?
5
A. Weekly.
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him also that being his client at SJCI, he needs to be
at SICI. And that's what Lee and I talked - Lee and I
talked at length on this subject many, many times. I
was very frustrated. And I went to Lee for guidance.
He's the regional manager.
Lee was also - verbalized to me he was
frustrated. He didn't know what he was doing. He says,
whatever he's out there doing, is he doing things he
shouldn't? I mean, what's he doing with his time? Lee
Harrington couldn't figure it out either.
Q. What was A. Because he should have prioritized. If he's
got things at PHS, Lee said, well, then, maybe we need
to look at what he's doing for PHS. Maybe those things
he doesn't need to be doing.
Q. \\lhat was he getting paid by PHS?
A. A salary?
Q. Yeah.
A. I can't remember. I just remember -Q. Wasitoverl00,000?
A. 10,000 a month, I think, or something. I
don't - it seems to me that Q. So it was over 100,000 a year?
A. It seems to me it was right at JOO or more.
Q. Okay.
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So how - so the clinic scheduled for what

time?

1
2

A
Say, for instance, he would have -- you
know, at first, when he first started not showing up, we
would just say, you know, you have patients on
Wednesday, and assuming he would show up, say, at nine
o'clock.
And then he wouldn't show up. It got to the
point where he wasn't showing up. And I would talk to
Lee Harrington and try to talk to Dr. Noak. Dr. Noak,
you have patients, we're going to schedule patients,
say, from 10:00 to 2:00.
Q. Okay.
A. You have to be here between those times.
And he still -- there may have been a few times where he
was compliant, but he pretty much came and went as he
felt like.
Q.
Well, did he have other PHS responsibilities

9 that -0
A. Nothing that -1
Q. -- was keeping him from 2
A. Well, if you'll talk to Lee Harrington, Lee
3 Harrington was in total support of him being at my
4 clinic.
So whatever -- and I know that Lee counseled
5
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A. I was not the one who hired him. Lee
Harrington did. So he was the -- Lee -- Larry Hines was
with the agency when Dr. Noak was hired. And then when
Larry- right about the same time that Lee came on or Dr. Noak came on, Larry went to JSCI and I came over
toSICI.
Q. Okay.
A. I just remember once coming across his
employment package, and it seems like -- because I
remember I was like shocked that Q. Did he have to put in a time card?
A. He wouldn't do a time card.
Q. Was he supposed to?
A. It seems to me that Lee and I talked about
this, because in the end, where I was very, very
frustrated. Before I took this job with the government,
I talked with Lee. I couldn't take it anymore.
He wouldn't -- Dr. Noak wouldn't talk to me
when he would come to clinic. I would have things that
I would need - that I would want to address with him.
I had - I was very frustrated.
And I talked with Lee Harrington about he
wasn't working with me. He was - the animosity. He

24 was bringing tension to my facility. He was bringing
25 tension in the staff. He just wouldn't treat the staff
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professionally.
Lee was frustrated. And Lee just finally
told me, he says, Lisa, just - we can get -- you can
get rid of him. You don't have to keep him there.
We'll terminate him from your facility.
But I guess Q. I guess the question A. --1 chose not to -Q. Huh?
A. I chose not to because I had so many other
responsibilities as the HSA that you're responsible for.
And then I had to weigh, do I put up with
this jerk every week, you know? He was only coming, I
think at that time, once a week even. He was supposed
to be coming more than that initially, but we reduced it
to once.
I had to weigh the consequences. Well, do I
add finding a physician on to all these other things
that I have to do on a daily basis, or do I put up with
his cowboy attitude.
Q. What did you decide?
A. I decided to put up with it for that time
being. But part of it may have been that I knew that
this job was a possibility, even though I took a pay
cut.
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So you talked to Dr. Noak about the Tom
issue, how he treated Tom; correct?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. You talked to him about not showing up for
work. It didn't help when you talked to him?
A. No.
Q. How many conversations did you have \\~th him
about him being late?
A. Every week. When I would call him - I
wouldn't let the staff call him anymore. I would call
him.
Q. Howdidyoucallhim?
A. I would have to page him, or I'd have to try
to get him on his cell phone.
Q. How successful, percentagewise, were you
getting a hold of him on his pager or his cell phone?
A. I can't remember. Even then - 1 mean, he
usually would show up, but he would just be late, so
late that the inmates would be angry.
Q. Okay.
A. I do remember another incident now that
we're talking about it. I think it was when we were in
the old medical building. I remember it wasn't too long
after I had started as the HSA, and we had -- he and I
had a closed-door session, and I was just terrified of
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Q. Okay.
A. 1 took it. And I didn't want to -- I did
not want to leave my position there. I loved -- I loved
my job.
Q. What was the main reason you left, Lisa?
A. The stress of -- the responsibilities of the
HSA. Not that I couldn't do those responsibilities. I
think if you'll ask anyone, I did it -- I did my job
well. But you can't be the administrator if you work
v.ith a physician that won't work with you.
Because it got to be where -- you know, I
talked about he was very -- almost using sexual type,
getting close to you, trying to be -- it's hard to
explain.
But once I started putting my back up to
him, not complying with whatever he wanted and not
accepting his excuses why he's not there, or him
treating patients or staff inappropriately or
unprofessionally, that's when he -- I think he saw he
didn't have that power over me anymore.
That's why he didn't like Karen, because
Karen immediately didn't -- stood up to him. Tom was
just weak within his mind.
Q. Okay. Let's get back to the counseling
issues.

': d Interview of Lisa Marie Mays
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him.
Q. Closed-door session with Dr. Noak and
yourself?
A. I was very, very angry. I had gotten -- he
had made the comment, 1 believe - it's so long ago -that he was going to let Karen go. And I was livid.
He didn't have -- first of all, he didn't
have the right to terminate Karen unless it was her
medical abilities that he was concerned about, which l
found that hard to believe, other than the fact that she
stood up to him.
And he and I had a closed-door session on
Karen was an excellent PA. She had excellent rapport
with the inmates. They respected her, valued her care
of them. And he - he could not come in there and even
consider Ietting her go.
I don't remember - I just remember being
very angry at him about his cavalier approach to Karen,
just get rid of her.
Q. Okay.
A. Which to me was - I couldn't even believe
he was saying this. It was like what kind of physician
are you when you've got an excellent PA, one that enjoys
working in the prison facility, one that treats the
patients great, and fi.rrn, fair, and consistent. And he
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was going to - personally I saw it as he didn't get

1

2

along with her.
Q. Well, she's still there, so what happened?
A. Obviously he really couldn't do without her.

2

5

6

somehow got wind, because I wanted to go through
somebody other than Dr. Noak, because I knew if I wanted

7

But part ofit, I think, is just his talk. Whether
that's intimidating, or whether he thinks he's got that
power over people by blov.ing smoke that he's going to

7

it, he wouldn't do it And I - !just can't remember

8

fire someone.

8

the circumstances.
Bottom line is he wanted the inmate to stay
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I know Tom was worried about it Tom had

O five kids. Tom was always worried about him firing him.

1

And I talked to him about that. I said, Tom, as long as

2

you're following the scope of your practice, you're
following the scope of the PA, what you are - you're
not -- you're not commining malpractice. I find it
hard to believe that Dr. Noak could fire you for medical
reasons, because I'm going to stand behind you
administratively. But he was still worried about it.
Q. Okay. So back to the counseling stuff, were
there any other times that you, aside from the
closed-door session, the situation with Tom, the not
shO\ving up for work, were there any other verbal
counselings that you attempted to give Dr. Noak?
A. 'There were many, but I can't -Q. Those are the ones you can remember?
A. Well, there were -- there were many times I
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couldn't get a hold of Dr. Noak. I contacted the
physician at ISCI and got permission to - I can't
remember the exact
Essentially I wanted him moved.. Dr. Noak

10 at SICL and I was adamant that the inmate did not stay
11 there. My reasonings for that was for the comfort of
12 the patient. At SIC! they don't do a blue jeans. It
13 was in the winter. And he says that he can wear shorts.
14 I said, no, he can't wear shorts. I said, at SIC! they
15 walk everywhere outside .
16
He can have meals in his room. No, he
1 7 cannot have meals in his room. That's not something
18 that we encourage here at SICI because of just the
19 location of everything. It's a working compound. We
2 0 did not make a habit of - in my opinion, if an inmate
21 needed bedside meals for more than one or two meals, he
2 2 needed to be in the infirmary. You know, that's for the
23 comfort of the patient, but also for convenience of
2 4 medical staff. Because now when the medical staff had
2 5 to change his dressings - I only had limited staff.
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would butt heads with that man, but I can't give you

1

2

specific times or circwnstances.
Tbe only other one that I - that really
stands out in my mind, I was livid with him, was over
the treatment of an inmate. Like I said, I - I'm not
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the physician, and that's why he would always be able to
say, she's not the physician. And my determination was
that the inmate could stay where he was at.
The situation was that an inmate had been
bwned by a burst of a water, a hot water pipe or
something. I can't remember the circumstances.
Oh, for months I kept the photos of that
inmate. I may still have them. But the inmate was
severely burned on his leg. Brought the inmate back to
SICI for treatment. I wanted that inmate to be
transferred immediately to ISCI.

7

And I can't- I can't remember if Tom or

6

7
8

9
O

1

2
3

4
5

3

4

5

That was part of the stress of being HSA is they only
give you so much money to hire so many people.
And so now I have to take one of my CMSs and
send him over to whatever unit he's in to change this

8

inmate's dressings three, four times a day. I can't
remember the order now. But that takes somebody out of
the facility. And now somebody else has to pick up the
work for the amount of time he's gone. Not counting the

9

affect of the dietary staff having to provide meals to

6

7

10 him, you know, in his house. Plus, he was wearing

shorts in the winter? To me that was just ridiculous.
12 Put the man over in the infirmary. That's why we have
13 an infirmary.
14
I pulled in Lee Harrington, and I pulled in
15 Mary Hines. Noak was livid with me. I know that he
11

8 Karen v.as taking care of the - of that inmate - that

made a scene in front of that inmate. He did -- he did
show up, and he made a scene, but I can't remember the
18 exact circumstances around it.

9 was on duty that day. His whole thigh - thigh/knee

19

17

was severely burned.
1
Q. Talking third degree bums?
2
A. Yeah. I mean, the skin was off. And I
3 wanted him transferred. And that's when it got into a
0 area

4 power struggle.
5

16

Dr. Noak said no. In fact, I went - I

Bottom line, the inmate ended up at !SCI.
2 0 But that incident, I think, was the turning point for
21 Dr. Noak and myself He literally hated me, and he told
22 Lee Harrington such.
23
Q. Okay.
24
A. He didn't care for me. He tried to tum Lee
2 5 Harrington against me.
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Q. Did it work?
A. No. We -- we knew what kind of person I was
-- I mean, what kind of person he was. He was stuck
with the man. He hired him, and he knew he hired him.
Q. So what kind of written memos did you send
ID PHS?
A. I only kept memos for record. And I talked
to Lee Harrington.
Q. Do you have copies of those memos?
A. Not anymore. 1bat man was like -- once I
was gone, I was gone.
Q. Those memos were sent to -A. I kept them in my OV-.'II records. And that's
what I was doing with Lee Harrington, was documenting my
D\l.'II personal experiences with him.
Q. Well, ifI wanted those memos, where would
they be?
A. They're shredded. \Vhen I left, I took
anything that I had written on employees -- I mean, that
-- anything that had been written on employees that was
important enough to send to Tennessee and put in their
personnel file, that would have been submitled
immediately, like ifI was doing weekly counseling.
But I had a great staff. That veiy seldom
occurred. But ifthere was an incident that maybe

1
2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9
lO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25

if he was inappropriate. But pretty much it got to the
point where he showed up, didn't talk to the inmates,
didn't talk to me, didn't talk to staff. He just came
up, did his -- whatever he needed to do, and he left.
Talked to the inmates as little as possible.
A lot of - in my own opinion, he was not a
provider that should be taking care of inmates.
Q. (BY MR. WOLF) Do you think his -- well, all
of these things that you've told me, things that you've
v,~tnessed or things that you've heard, do you think that
it was making it difficult for inmates to get access to
care?
A. Yes. Because like I said, if he was
scheduled to be there, he wasn't there. And the inmates
-- there was many times -- you can talk to Karen
Barrett, it probably continued after I left. She would
want inmates to be examined by him. She wanted his
opinion. He was her supervising physician. He should
-- that was his responsibility. And I would remind him
on that issue, that Karen needs you to talk to this
inmate. She wants your opinion.
Karen, even as strong as Karen was, she
still leaned on me. And I let her do that, because that
was my position, to go to bat for her. And I would try
and be an intermediary between her and Dr. Noak to try
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occurred, I would do a memo for record. But I don't
believe that when I leave that I should -- if it wasn't
important enough to put in their personnel file for the
slaff or the CMSs, I didn't think I should give it to
the new administrator. He needs to determine that on
his own.
But for Dr. Noak, it all goes back that he
didn't -- that I let him intimidate me. Because -actually, I wa, terrified. Any time I had to counsel
him, I was terrified, because he just -- if you've ever
met him, you just know.
And by me actually putting something down
and sending it to Lee Harrington, if I did, I don't
remember doing it. I may have. I just know that almost
every day Lee and I talked about it.
But when you're a physician, and there's not
a lot of physicians out there, especially physicians
that want to work in a prison, I had to choose my
batlles.
(Interruption.)
THE W1TNESS: You had to choose your battles. On
one hand, what if I -- okay, I can write all the
paperwork I want -- in my mind, the best result -- the
best solution was to always be out there in the clinic
when he was there, watch what was going on, talk to him

Interview of Lisa Marie Mays

Page
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~jG

and say, Dr. Noa}c, you need to see inmate so and so.
Karen needs your input.
He may or may not eventuadly show up to see
that inmate. He very seldom showed up at SICI.
Q. Did you make any of your concerns known to
anybody at the Department of Corrections?
A. I did. In fact, the deputy warden -- not
the deputy warden. It was Green. Green -- what's his
name? Green. He was in charge of security.
Q. Greer?
A. No. Green. He's an older -Q. Yeah, I don't know all the staff.
A. He's still out there. I can't remember his
name. It starts with Green something. He was veiy
fa:rruliar with my frustration with Dr. Noak.
Ken Bennett actually told him one day that
he would be walked off the compound ifhe ever acted
like that again. And I think that was the incident with
Tom, because Ken Bennett's wife works with PHS, and she
was my records clerk.
Q. Does she still work for PHS?
A. For Lisa Bennett.
Q. Does she work at SIC!?
A. Yeah.
He was angiy -- Dr. Noak was angry when he
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!
1

was told this by Ken, almost like a baby to Lee

2

8

Harrington, tattling.
And so Lee Harrington called me and asked me
what the problem was. I told him what had happened.
Tite warden - oh, what's his name, the previous warden
before Ken. I can't think of his name.
Q. Paskett?
A. No. After him. Actually downtown now,

9

central office.

O

I drew a blank on his name. But anyway, he
did tell me that Ken didn't have the -- Ken was a little
bit out of line by telling Dr. Noak that.
And, see, when I spoke earlier about the
division between medical and IDOC, you don't air your
dirty laundry with the Department That was kind of we're a contractor. The State needs to see that we're
doing our job and doing our job well. And (Interruption.)
THE WITNESS: He just -- that was kind of -- and
Lee Harrington told me that. He says, don't take this
to the Department. There's just that division, you
know. The contractor is expected to perfonn, and you
don't want the State to see that you're not performing
appropriately.
Q. (BY MR. WOLF) Got you.
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1
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A Kristi Skipper, she was the secretary. Lisa
Bennett was the records clerk.
3
My director of nursing had quit.
4
Q. \\Tho was the director of nursing that was
5
A. Joyce. I forgot her last name. Her last
6 name was -7
Q. Why did she quit?
A. Joyce? I knew Joyce before I worked out
8
9 there, and she was in a master's program to be a nurse
10 practitioner. I knew she was in the program when I
11 asked her to come to work for me. We worked together at
12 St. Luke's.

So any information A. lt wa<;n't like you were trying to put stuff
under the rug, but it was just you don't air your dirty
laundry to your employer.
Q. Any infmmation or any knowledge of this
that got back to the Department w-as limited?
A. Well, they know -- Ken knew I was
frustrated. And, actually, the warden also knew I was
frustrated. He and I had spoke.
There were a couple of incidents that he had
questioned me about Dr. Noak. And I think he actually
talked to Dr. Noak one time. I can't remember all the
circmnstances.
Q. How long had Dr. Noak worked there?
A.
At this point it would probably be a year
and a half from the time he was hired. He "'-as hired in
the fall of September- August/September time frame of

13
But I knew the type of work ethics that she
14 had, and I needed somebody I could count on in that
15 position, so I could learn my job and not have to worry
16 about both jobs.
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25

8 2002.
9
Q.
0
1
2
3
4
5

A. If I would have ever heard about that, we
would never have done it No.
Q. Okay. You've not heard anything about that?
A. No.
Q. Had you heard anything about a PHS staff
member placing two ammonia inhalers up an inmate's nose?
A. No.
Q. Heard anything about that?
A No.
Q. Okay.
A No.
Q. Is there anything tha1 I - that I haven't
asked you that you think is important that I need to
know?
A No. I trunk we've kind of gone over all the
- no, I can't think of anything.
Q. Is there anybody else you trunk I should
talk to?
A. Hmm. Again, I think it would behoove you to
talk to Karen Barrett, any of the CMS staff. I mean,
any of them out there. Vicki was another CMS out there
that knows exactly how he was.
Q. You're talking about Vicki or Micki?
A. Yeah, Vicki or Micki.
Q. Already spoke to her.

Okay. And I know you have to run. And I
just have a couple more questions, and then maybe I
could follow up on the phone or something.
But are you familiar ,,..ith an incident or
incidents v.-tiere any staff member was using a scape! on
one patient, and then to remove a wart, and then went
to another patient with the same scape!?
?age 39

1

She -- and I knew if I could only get her
for three months, until her program became too
intensive, I would take what I could get
A.s we got closer to the -- towards the
summer, the April/1fay time frame, she was very stressed
out in her program. She was having trouble with the
staff trying to get a schedule that worked for
everybody. It's hard to schedule that many people -that few of people when you're limited on funding.

i
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And she got upset with me one day because

2 the schedule she made I saw as an administrator would
3 not work, and I changed it.
4
And she came in and saw that I had changed
5
6

7

8
9

l O
l l

l 2
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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it. lilld I think she had her own stress issues that and that was just the -- kind of broke the camel's back
issue, and she walked.
Q. \\/hat would you like to see happen as a
result of this investigation? Any -A. I don't know that much about why -- you
know, what - what - some repercussions from this
investigation, but I don't feel that Dr. Noak should
ever work with patients - but, I mean, inmates in
particular.
My experience with him is he was
disrespectful to them. My philosophy, being an
administrator was -- and I counseled our staff many,
many times. And for the most part it got to be it
wasn't even an issue, we are not their judge and jury.
We are only here to take care of their medical problems,
and we do that to the best of our ability.
And he didn't have that same philosophy.
Q. Did he ever make known what his philosophy
was?
A. He didn't care. He didn't care. He was --
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lnteNiew of Lisa Marie Mays

I 1

A. Yeah. He was a CMS at that time. He's now
2 an officer at ISCI.
3
Q. Oh, okay. So was not an inmate?
4
A. No, he was my staff.
5
Q. And Dr. Noak told Eli that he was going to
6 do this to him?
7
A. I think that Eli is the one. It was like a
B year and a half ago, but -9
Q. Okay. All right.
10
A. Him or another one. I can't remember.
11
Q. Okay. Do you have another number I can
12 reach you at?
13
A. At my home. 580 -14
Q. 580 -15
A. 0652.
16
Q. 0652. And Vv'hat is your home address?
17
A. 710 East 14th.
1B
Q. That's Mountain Home?
19
A. Uh-huh.
20
Q. And the zip?
21
A. 83647.
22
Q. .1\nd what is your position here again?
23
A. Advocacy nurse.
24
Q. All right. Anything else you'd like to
25 add?
Page: 44

he was the physician, and what he said went.
Q. Did he ever say that?
A. Oh, yeah, he -- I can't - not word for
word, but just in his actions and in his cavalier
attitude.
Q. Okay.
A. The staff was -- were afraid to approach him
sometimes with things.
Q. Did you ever -- did you ever hear him call
any of the offenders "back fucks"?
A. No, but he's gone out and -- tear one of
their heads off and shove -- shove it down his throat or
something to that effect. That was right after he
started. And that was about -- I did make a -- I
remember typing a memo to Lee Harrington, talking to him
about -Q. That he was going to do what?
A. Tear their neck off and shit down their
throat. I think that's what the words were.
Q. Something to that effect?
A. Something to that effect. And it was either
-- I think that was Eli Link that he said that about.
Q. Okay.
A. And Eli is an office over at !SCI.
Q. He said it about an officer?

Have you given this interview of your own
free will?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. Anyone coerced you into talking to me about
5 this?
6
A. No.
7
MR. WOLF: Okay. This concludes the interviev.' of
B Lisa Marie Mays on March 16th, 2004 at approximately
9 12:05 p.m.
10
11
(Interview concluded.)
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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On September 3, 2009, Defendants Richard D. Haas and Prison Health Services, Inc.
("PHS") filed motions for summary judgment. Defendant Idaho Department of Correction ("the
Department") now too moves for summary judgment. As applicable portions of Haas' and PHS'
motions for summary judgment are incorporated by reference below in this memorandum, the
Department respectfully suggests that Haas' and PHS' motions be reviewed before this motion.

I.
NATURE OF THE CASE
According to witnesses, on January 30, 2004, Plaintiff John F. Noak, M.D. pushed a PlIS
medical staff employee out of the way while she was assisting an ill inmate who felt faint,
grabbed the arm of the inmate and escorted her in an irritated manner down a long hall to her
cell. Both women reported the incident to the Department and filed criminal battery charges.
Noak was PHS' Medical Director and was responsible for overseeing the quality of all
medical services provided under PHS' contract (the "PHS Contract") to provide medical care at
prisons throughout the State of Idaho. Faced with reports that a contractor's employee had used
aggression towards an inmate and medical staff inside a prison, the Department notified PHS that
it would initiate an inquiry.

After reviewing written witness statements and interviewing

multiple witnesses who reported inappropriate conduct by Noak, the Department asked PHS to
provide a new Medical Director for the PHS Contract. PHS agreed and also decided to terminate
Noak's employment. Afterwards, Haas, the Department's Medical Services Manager, forwarded
the inmate patient's allegations to the Idaho State Board of Medicine ("Board of Medicine"), the
state agency charged with regulating physician conduct.
In this lawsuit, Noak complains about the Department's request for a new medical
director, PHS' termination of his employment and Haas' letter to the Board of Medicine. Noak
also alleges that the defendants wrongfully withheld his Drug Enforcement Agency ("DEA'')
certificates, ordering forms and prescription pads. Summary judgment should be granted to the
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Department for the following reasons:
•

Count I of the Complaint for Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair

Dealing and/or Public Policy in Employment Contract fails as a matter of law because there was
no employment contract between Noak and the Department. Also, Noak was employed by PBS
as an at-will employee and he fails to allege the violation of any recognized public policy.
•

The Idaho Tort Claims Act, title 6, chapter 9, Idaho Code, (the "To1i Claims

Act'"), at Idaho Code § 6-904(3), grants absolute immunity to the Department on several counts
in the Complaint: Count III of the Complaint for Defamation Per Se; Count IV of the Complaint
for Tortious Interference with Contract and/or Prospective Economic Advantage; and Count II of
the Complaint for Intentional and/or Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress to the extent that
Count II arises out of alleged libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with
contract rights. Additional statutory, constitutional and common law grounds immunities also
preclude liability on Counts III and IV of the Complaint and, in any event, Noak cannot establish
these claims on the uncontested facts.
•

Count V of the Complaint for Conversion should be dismissed because Noak has

no cognizable damages and there is no triable issue that the Department took or wrongfully
withheld Noak's DEA certificates and related items.
•

Count II of the Complaint (the emotional distress claims) also should be

dismissed because there is no triable issue of outrageous conduct by the Department, Noak's
emotional distress claims are duplicative of his other tort claims and his negligence claim is
further barred by the workers' compensation statutes.
II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
The Department hereby incorporates by this reference the factual background provided in
Section JJ of Defendant Richard D. Haas' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, filed September 3, 2009 ("Haas' Memorandum"). The Department further hereby
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incorporates by this reference all citations in Haas' Memorandum to the Joint Statement of
Undisputed Facts (''SOF") and to the affidavits of Richard D. Haas, Thomas J. Beauclair, Will
Fruehling and Emily A. Mac Master filed in support of Haas' Motion for Summary Judgment on
September 3, 2009. Additional facts relevant to this motion for summary judgment follow:
PHS gave Noak his job offer and after hiring Noak, PHS issued his paychecks and
benefits and provided his W-2 forms.

Affidavit of Emily A. Mac Alaster ("Mac Master

Affidavit'), dated October 15, 2009, _filed herewith, Ex. 15 thereto (Deposition of John F Noak,
M.D. ["Noak Depo. "} 584: 7-586:8). 1
Noak has no evidence that Director Thomas Beauclair bore Noak any dislike or ill will or
bad feelings. Noak only spoke with Beauclair once at a conference in 2003. They got along fine
at the conference but Noak claims that Beauclair ignored him at the airport a few days later.

Mac Alaster Affidavit, lc,x. 15 thereto (Noak Depo. 563:19-565:15). Noak never met Steven
Wolf, the Department's Office of Professional Standards ("OPS") investigator, and Wolf was
neither rude nor disrespectful on the single occasion when they spoke on the phone. Id. (Noak

Depa. 565:13:566:5).
Following the January 30, 2004 incident, Wolf reviewed the request for an OPS
investigation and the preliminary documentation. SOF ,i,i22, 24; Mac Master Affidavit, Ex. 16

thereto (Deposition of Steven Wolf ["Wolf Depa."} 10:12-13:7, 27:14-30:4). On February 3,
2004, Wolf sent a memorandum to Department senior management recommending that OPS
investigate and, additionally, that the allegations be referred to the Ada County Sheriffs
Department (the "Sheriffs Department") and to the Board of Medicine for investigation. .Mac

Master Affidavit, Exs. 16-17 thereto (Wolf Depa. 13:19-19:1; Deposition of Richard D. Haas
["Haas Depo. "] 88:11-90:20, Ex. 6 thereto). However, inmate Norma Hernandez filed her own

1

In this brief, all excerpts of deposition testimony identified in connection with citations to the Mac
Master Affidavit are exhibits thereto and filed herewith. All excerpts of deposition testimony identified in
connection with citations to the SOF are exhibits to the affidavits of Bruce Castleton or Emily A. Mac
Master (as specified in the SOF) which have been filed in this action in support of Haas' and PHS'
motions for summary judgment.
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criminal complaint, and the Department decided to delay any decision to refer the matter to the
Board of Medicine until after conducting an internal OPS investigation. Id: SOF

~,1

25, 27

(Deposition ofNorma Hernandez ["Hernandez Depa."}, Ex. 1 thereto).
Over the course of February 2 through 6, 2004, Dull repeatedly asked Noak to contact
Department managers and address the allegations arising out of the January 30, 2004 incident.
SOF ~ 23, 26 and 29. But Noak never did so. Id.

On February 5, 2004, Haas sent a letter to

PHS Regional Manager Rick Dull to notify PHS and Noak that the Department would conduct
an inquiry of the allegations. SOF

~

28 (Haas Depa., Ex. 11 thereto); Mac Master Affidavit, Ex.

16 thereto (Wolf Depo. 37:10-38:18, 42:7-43:6).

On February 9, 2004, Dull met with

Nicholson and Barrett to find out their version of the January 30, 2004 incident. SOF ~ 30.
On February 11, 2004, the request form for an OPS investigation was revised and then
circulated for review and approval. Mac Master Affidavit, }.,'x_ 16-17 thereto (Wolf Depa. 44:647:2, 55:14-57:5, 136:6-138:1; Haas Depa. 125:11-128:18, 129:23-131:22, 133:15-135:14,
Ex. 13 thereto).

On February 11 and 12, 2004, Detective Don Lukasik of the Sheriff's

Department conducted recorded interviews of inmate Hernandez and PHS employees Karen
Barrett and Janna Nicholson, in which Wolf participated, and Nicholson filed a battery complaint
against Noak. SOF ~ 31; Mac Master Affidavit, }.,x;_ 16 thereto (Wolf Depa. 59:23-60:11).
In these interviews, witnesses reported that Noak had shoved Nicholson aside and
forcefully grabbed Hernandez then aggressively escorted her down the hall.

Haas'

Memorandum, pp. 4-5. In his deposition, Wolf testified to the concerns about this conduct and
to the potential barriers to inmates' access to care reported by witnesses, including reports that
Noak failed to show up at South Boise Women's Correctional Center for days prior to January
30, 2004 despite repeated requests for his assistance with Hernandez, that he threatened
Hernandez on January 30, 2004 and that he engaged in inappropriate conduct relating to other
inmates as well. Mac Master Affidavit, Ex. 16thereto (Wolf Depa. 130:9-132:17, 134:2-136:1,
138:2-10, 142:20-143:14).

Wolf was also concerned by Nicholson's report that Dull had
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minimized the January 30, 2004 incident and cautioned her to avoid discussing instances of
misconduct by Noak on other occasions. A1ac A1aster Affidavit, Ex. 16 thereto (Wolf Depo.
15--1:6-156:22); SOF

i1il

30-31 (Affidavit of Emily A. Mac Master, .filed September 3, 2009, E'<.

11 thereto [Interview ofJanna Nicholson 81:5-86:25, 91:5-92:25}).

On February 12, 2004, when Beauclair barred Noak from the prisons, Warden Greg
Fisher and PHS Head Nurse Kathy Niecko escorted Noak from the maximum security prison.
Fisher was pleasant and very nice to Noak during the escort, and the two men shook hands. SOF

il 32 (Noak Depo.

529:8-532:3).

Wolf did not attend Lukasik's interview of Noak on February 13, 2004, but he reviewed
the interview recording. SOF

i1

33; Mac A1aster Affidavit, Ex. 16 thereto (WolfDepo. 60:12-

That same day, PHS proposed conducting a cultural assessment of PHS staff at the

62: 7).

prisons.

However, the Department asked PHS to delay its proposed assessment so that the

pending investigations could be completed without interference. A1ac Master Affidavit. Ex. 16
153:1-157:3). Wolf's concerns about potential interference included

thereto (Wolf Depo.

witnesses discussing the allegations before interviewing with the investigators and Nicholson's
report that Dull had minimized the January 30, 2004 incident and suggested that she limit what
she shared with the investigators.

Id; SOF

i1

31.

Instead of PHS conducting a cultural

assessment at that time, on or about February 18, 2004 Beauclair attended a PHS employee
meeting and shared the Department's mission, vision and values. Afac Master Affidavit. Ex. 18
thereto (Deposition of Richard Dull 194:20-197: 7).

On February 20, 2004, Hernandez filed a notice of tort claim against the Department,
alleging tort damages arising out of Noak's conduct towards her on January 30, 2004. Id., Ex. 19
thereto (Hernandez Depo. 122:13-123:25, Ex. 7 thereto).

On March 1, 2004, Wolf requested an interview with Noak. Id., Exs. 15-16 thereto
(Noak Depa. 343:6-344:7: Wolf Depa. 132:19-133:5). Noak's attorney declined this request,

and Noak never contacted Wolf at any later date to offer his side of the story. Id., E,xs. 15-~l 6
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thereto (Noak Depa. 582:5-583:1.:f; Wolf Depa. 133:6-17, 157:.:/-158:12).

The Department requested a new Medical Director in Beauclair's letter to Dull. dated
March 9, 2004. Ajjidai·it of Thomas J Beauclair (''Beauclair Affidavit"), filed September 3,
2009,

ex. A thereto.

Thereafter, Wolf continued the OPS investigation to intervie\v fonner PHS

employees Victoria Weremicki and Lisa Mays, in follow-up to witness reports that Noak had
engaged in misconduct on occasions in addition to the January 30, 2004 incident. :'vlac Alaster
,1/fidavit, Ex. 16 thereto (Wolf Depa. 102:17-10.:f:9, 126:1-127:16). True and correct copies of

ce11ified transcripts of these audio recorded interviews are attached to the Affidavit of Emily A.
Mac Master, filed herewith. Id., Exs. 20 and 21 thereto. On March 25, 2004, Wolf completed
the OPS investigation report. Id. (Wolf Depa. 8:2-17); SOF il ./3.
JJI.
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The Department hereby incorporates by this reference the procedural background
provided in Section III of Haas' Memorandum.
JV.
STANDARD :FOR MOTION :FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The Department hereby incorporates by this reference Section IV of Haas' Memorandum,
which sets forth the standards for a motion for summary judgment.
V.

ARGUMENT

A.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted to the Department on Count I of the
Complaint for Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing and/or
Public Policy in Employment Contract
1.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count I in Its Entiretv Because There
Was No Employment Contract between Noak and the Department
In Count I of the Complaint, Noak alleges: (1) that he had an employment

contract with PHS; (2) that the Department had duties and obligations under his alleged
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employment contract with PHS and was bound by the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing; and (3) that the defendants violated his ability to meet his contractual obligations and to
receive the benefits of the contract, by terminating his employment. (Complaint,

iiil 43,

45). As

a matter of law, Noak cannot maintain Count I against the Department because there rs no
evidence that the Department was a party to his alleged employment contract with PHS.
According to the title of Count I of the Complaint, this count alleges a cause of
action for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and a separate cause of
action for wrongful termination in violation of public policy.

The covenant of good faith and

fair dealing is a covenant in contract, not in tort. Idaho First Nat. Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods.
Inc., 121 Idaho 266, 288, 824 P.2d 841, 863 ( 1992). The covenant is violated only when an
action by either party to the contract violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the
contract. Id. at 289. Thus, only parties to a contract can sue or be sued for breach of the implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing. See Tolley v. THI Company, 140 Idaho 253, 260-61, 92
P.3d 503, 510-11 (2004) (rejecting claim for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair
dealing because the plaintiff was not a party to the defendant's contract).
Likewise, a claim for wrongful termination of an employment agreement m
violation of public policy is a contract cause of action, not a tort. Hummer v. Evans, 129 Idaho
274, 280, 923 P.2d 981, 987 (1996). Thus, only the plaintiffs employer can be held liable on a
claim for wrongful discharge in violation of public policy. See Awana v. Port of Seattle, 89 P.3d
291, 294 (Wash. Ct. App. 2004) (holding that claim for wrongful discharge in violation of public
policy could not be established against the port with which the plaintiffs' employer had a work
contract); New Horizons Elec. Marketing, lnc. v. Clarion Corp. of America, 561 N.E.2d 283,
284-85 (111. Ct. App. 1990) (holding that an independent contractor could not maintain a claim
for retaliatory discharge based upon termination due to a refusal to engage in illegal conduct).
Here, the undisputed facts establish that Noak was PHS' employee. SOF

il~ 1-6.

At his deposition, Noak testified that he was never an employee of the Department and that he
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has never had a contract with the Department:

SOF

il

Q.

And you were PHS' employee; right?

A.

Yes. That's who signed the paycheck.

Q.

Have you ever been an employee of the State ofldaho?

A.

No.

Q.

Have you ever had a contract between you and the Department of
Correction?

A.

No.

6 (Noak Depa. 498:25-499: I OJ; see also Mac Master Affidavit, Ex. I 5 thereto (Noak

Depa. 584:7-586:8). As the undisputed facts cannot establish that the Department was a party to
Noak's alleged employment contract, summary judgment should be granted to the Department.
2.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Noak's Claim for Breach of the
Covenant of Good faith and fair Dealing Because Noak Was an At~Will
Employee of PHS
The Department hereby incorporates by this reference Section III.A of PHS'

Memorandum in Support of Defendant Prison Health Services, Inc. 's Motion for Summary
Judgment, filed September 3, 2009 ("PHS' Memorandum").

for the reasons discussed therein,

summary judgment should be granted to both PHS and the Department on Count I for Breach of
the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and fair Dealing because Noak cannot establish this claim
based upon the tennination of his at-will employment.

"The basic principle of at-will

employment is that an employee may be tenninated for a 'good reason, bad reason, or no reason
at all."' Engquist v. Oregon Dept. of Agriculture,_ U.S._, 128 S.Ct. 2146, 2155, 170
L.Ed.2d 975 (2008) (citing petitioner's brief).

The "covenant 'does not create a duty for the

employer to terminate the at-will employee only for good cause."' Thompson v. City of Idaho
Falls, 126 Idaho 587, 593, 887 P.2d 1094, 1100 (Ct. App. 1994) (citation omitted). Thus, even if
Noak could somehow show that the Department was a party to his alleged employment contract
with PHS (which he cannot do), summary judgment should be granted to the Department
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because he was an at-will employee.

.,,., .

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Noak's Claim for Breach of Public
Policy in Employment Contract Because the Termination of Noak's Emplovment
Did Not Violate Any Recognized Public Policy
Noak's claim against the Department for termination in violation of public policy

should be dismissed. As PHS properly asserts in Section III.A of PHS' Memorandum, which is
hereby incorporated by this reference, Noak has not alleged in the Complaint any recognized
public policy exception. For the public policy exception to at-will employment to apply, an
employee must show that his employment was tem1inated because he refused to commit an
unlawful act, performed an important public obligation or exercised certain rights or privileges.
Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, P.A., 138 Idaho 200, 208, 61 P.3d 557, 565 (2002). The
public policy exception applies in only limited circumstances~to protect participation in union
activities, reports of electrical building code violations or compliance with a court ordered
subpoena. Id. None of these exceptions are pled in the Complaint or apply here.
Additionally, the Department did not terminate Noak's employment. To prove a
wrongful termination claim, the plaintiff must plead and establish a connection between the
employer's wrongful motivation and its termination decision. Sorenson v. Comm Tek. Inc., l 18
Idaho 664, 669, 799 P.2d 70, 75 (1990) (upholding dismissal of complaint that made no
allegation of a connection between animus towards employee's religious beliefs and his
discharge); see also Edmondson v. Shearer Lumber Products, 139 Idaho 172, 176, 75 P.3d 733,
737 (2003) (holding that an employer may be liable for wrongful discharge only when its
motivation for discharge contravenes public policy).

Here, PHS made the decision to terminate

Noak's employment and the Department did not participate in the termination meeting. SOF

i1,r

3 7, 39. Thus, the Department is entitled to summary judgment on this public policy claim.

4.

Noak Cannot Maintain Both His Contract Claims in Count I and His Jnterference
with Contract Claim in Count IV
Finally, Count I should be dismissed because Noak cannot maintain against the

Department his contract claims in Count I of the Complaint and his interference with contract
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claim in Count IV of the Complaint based upon the same alleged contract. A party cannot
tortiously interfere with its own contract. Thomas v. Medical Center Physicians, P.A .. 138 Idaho
at 207, citing Ostrander v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho. Inc., 123 Idaho 650, 654, 851
P.2d 946, 950 (1993). Thus, as a matter of law, Count I or Count IV must be dismissed. As the
undisputed facts cannot establish that the Department was a party to Noak's alleged employment
contract with PHS. Count I should be dismissed against the Department.
8.

The Idaho Tort Claims Act Provides Immunity to the Department on Counts III
(Defamation Per Se) and IV (Interference) of the Complaint as Well as Count ll
(Emotional Distress) of the Complaint to the Extent It Arises Out of Alleged Libel,
Slander, Misrepresentation, Deceit or Interference With Contract Rights

The Tort Claims Act, title 6, chapter 9, Idaho Code, governs tort claims filed against
governmental entities and their employees, specifying exceptions to governmental liability for
certain types of claims. Idaho Code § 6-901, et seq.

On a motion for summary judgment

asserting immunity under the Tort Claims Act, the trial court first determines whether the
plaintiff has stated a cause of action for which a private person or entity would be liable for
money damages under state law. Walker v. Shoshone County, 112 Idaho 991, 995, 739 P.2d
290, 294 (1987).

The court then detennines whether, as a matter of law, an exception to

governmental liability under the Tort Claims Act shields the alleged misconduct. id
Idaho Code § 6-904(3) provides immunity to a governmental entity and its employees on
any claim which "[ a ]rises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, malicious
prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with
contract rights."

Idaho Code § 6-904(3). The preamble to this statute makes an important

distinction as to the types of immunity available to a governmental entity and to its employees:
6-904. Exceptions to Governmental Liability. A governmental entity and its
employees while acting within the course and scope of their employment and
without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which: ....

Idaho Code § 6-904 (emphasis added).

This preamble therefore creates two different

classifications, for: (1) a "governmental entity;" and (2) "employees while acting within the
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course and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent."
The plain language of the statute dictates that the phrase "while acting within the course
and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent" qualifies only the term
"employees." To begin with, only employees can act "within the course and scope of their
employment;" a governmental entity does not act within a course and scope of employment.
Additionally, the qualifying phrase "and without malice or criminal intent" easily modifies only
the preceding reference to employees, to read as follows: "employees while acting within the
course and scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable
for any claim which.... " ln contrast, this qualifying phrase cannot be grafted onto the term
"governmental entity" without creating a grammatically flawed clause, as follows: "A
governmental entity and without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim
which .... " Therefore, in light of the word "and," the qualifying phrase "and without malice or
criminal intent" can modify only the prior reference to employees and not the prior reference to a
governmental entity. See also State v. Troughton, 126 Idaho 406, 411, 884 P.2d 419, 424 (Ct.
App. 1994) ("Under this rule, known as the rule of the last antecedent clause, a referential or
qualifying phrase refers solely to the last antecedent, absent a showing of contrary intent.").
This conclusion is consistent with both the statutory history and the majority of Idaho
cases.

The statutory language concerning employees was added in 1978 when the Idaho

legislature amended Idaho Code § 6-904, including the prean1ble to read as follows:
6-904. Exceptions to Governmental Liability. A governmental entity and its
employees while acting within the course and scope of their employment and
without malice or criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which: ....
1978 Idaho Sess. Laws 63 2 (codified as amended at Idaho Code § 6-904) (underlined text in
original).

This amendment modified Idaho Code § 6-904 to not only guarantee that a

"governmental entity . . . shall not be liable for any claim .... " but also to guarantee that
"employees acting within the course and scope of their employment and without malice or
criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim .... "
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Idaho case law has expressly held that Idaho Code § 6-904(3) grants immunity to
governmental entities against claims arising out of misrepresentation or libel. See Intem1ountain
Const.. Inc. v. Citv of Ammon, 122 Idaho 931, 933, 841 P.2d 1082, l 084 (1992) (holding that
city was immune from liability for employee's misrepresentation); Harms Memorial Hosp. v.
Morton, 112 Idaho 129, 132, 730 P.2d 1049, 1052 (Ct. App. 1986) (holding that county had
immunity from claims of malicious prosecution, libel and harassment). The issue is whether the
governmental entity's conduct is within the statutory exception; if it is, immunity applies. See
White v. University of Idaho, 118 Idaho 400, 401, 797 P.2d 108, 109 (1990) ('The sole issue
presented by these facts is whether Professor Neher's contact with Mrs. White constituted a
banery. If it did, then the University ofldaho is immune from liability under l.C. § 6-904(3 ).").
In Haeg v. City of Pocatello, 98 Idaho 315, 563 P.2d 39 (1977), a plaintiff whose suit
against a city was barred by Idaho Code § 6-904 challenged the constitutionality of this statute.
The Idaho Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the immunity granted to governmental
entities, even though it leaves the plaintiff without a remedy for his claims. Id. at 316, 318. In
Lambert v. Twin Falls County, 131 Idaho 344,955 P.2d 1123 (Ct. App. 1998), the Idaho Court
of Appeals expressly addressed the different immunities granted by Idaho Code § 6-904 to
governmental entities and to their employees. The court held that pursuant to Idaho Code § 6904(3) a governmental entity is absolutely immune from suits arising out of a battery but found
that an individual employee who acts beyond the scope of employment or with malice or
criminal intent can be held liable. Id. at 346.
In Beco Const. Co .. Inc. v. City of Idaho Falls, 124 Idaho 859, 865 P.2d 950 (1993 ). the
Idaho Supreme Court upheld a grant of summary judgment to the city defendant under Idaho
Code§ 6--904(3), holding that there was no evidence the city attorney acted due to malice. Id. at
864. The Court decided Beco on a lack of malice in the uncontested record, but Beco is easily
reconciled with the cases discussed above.

In Beco, there is no indication that absolute

immunity \Vas asserted by the city; the city's failure to assert absolute immunity should not bar
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other governmental entities such as the Department from doing so.2 Additionally, for the reasons
discussed above, White, Haeg, Lambert, Intem10untain Const. and Hanns are the better reasoned
cases on both the plain language of the statute and the legislative history.
Therefore, Idaho Code § 6---904(3) guarantees immunity to the Department on any claims
arising out of ··assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of
process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights." Count 111
(Defamation Per Se) and Count IV (Tortious Interference with Contract and/or Prospective
Economic Advantage) of the Complaint allege that the Department slandered and/or libeled
Noak, interfered with his alleged employment contract with PHS and made misrepresentations to
the Board of Medicine that interfered with his prospective economic advantage. Complaint,

i:il

50-60. Counts III and IV fall squarely within the exemption from civil liability under Idaho
Code § 6---904(3).

Therefore, as a matter of law, the Department should be dismissed from

Counts III and 1V of the Complaint.
"[T]he immunity granted by LC. § 6--904(3) is not abrogated by merely changing the
legal theory upon which the claim for recovery for the misrepresentation is based."
Intennountain Const., 122 Idaho at 933.

Idaho Code § 6---904(3) thus also provides the

Department immunity against Count II of the Complaint (Intentional and/or Negligent Infliction
of Emotional Distress) to the extent that Noak's emotional distress claims arise out of alleged
libel, slander, misrepresentation or deceit or alleged interference with Noak's employment.

C.

Alternatively, Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count III of the
Complaint for Defamation Per Se Because the Complaint Is Deficient and the
Department Has Additional Immunities Under Statutory, Constitutional and
Common Law
The Court need not look further than the absolute immunity provided by Idaho Code

§ 6---904(3) to dismiss Count III of the Complaint against the Department for defamation per se.
However, the Department is also entitled to summary judgment for the reasons discussed below.
2

The Department and Haas asserted qualified immunity under ldaho Code § 6-904(3) in their motion to
dismiss. Below, this brief asserts that even if the standard for qualified immunity is applied to the
Department, summary judgment for the Department is warranted.
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1.

Noak Fails to Adequatelv Plead a Claim for Defamation Per Se in Count lII of the
Complaint
The Department refers to and incorporates by this reference Section V(A) of

Haas' Memorandum. For the reasons discussed therein, Noak fails to adequately plead a claim
for defamation per se in the Complaint because he fails to identify any specific false and
defamatory per se statement by the Department. Thus, Count III should be dismissed.
As discussed in Section V(A) of Haas' Memorandum and Section V(A) of PBS"
Memorandum, which are incorporated herein by this reference, Noak cannot salvage his
defamation claim based upon factual allegations asserted in deposition that were not identified in
his Complaint. As PHS correctly asserts, the defendants should not be required to sift through
600 pages of Noak's deposition testimony to guess at the meaning of Count III.

PHS'

Memorandum, p. 12. Due to Noak's deficient Complaint, the Department is entitled to summary
judgment on Count Ill for defamation per se as a matter of law.
2.

Additional Statutory, Constitutional and Common Law Immunities Bar Count llI
for Defamation Per Se Against the Department
Should the Court consider Count III for defamation per se based upon allegations

raised by Noak at his deposition that he was defamed by statements made in Haas' letter to Dull,
dated February 5, 2004, Beauclair's letter to Dull, dated March 9, 2004, or Haas' letter to the
Board of Medicine, dated March 15, 2004 (see Haas' Memorandum, p. 10), statutory,
constitutional and common law immunities bar these claims as a matter of law. For the reasons
discussed in Section V(B) of Haas' Memorandum, which is incorporated herein by this
reference, these immunities protect not only Haas but also his employer, the Department.

Haas' March 15, 2004 Letter to the Board of Medicine:

Statutory and

constitutional immunities protect the Department from civil liability based upon Haas' March 15,
2004 letter to the Board of Medicine about Noak, a licensed physician. As discussed in Section
V(B)(l) of Haas' Memorandum, Idaho Code § 54-1818 of the Medical Practice Act provides
immunity from civil liability arising out of Haas' March 15, 2004, letter to the Board of
Medicine. As discussed in Section V(B)(2) of Haas" Memorandum, the petition clause of the
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First Amendment to the United States Constitution provides immunity to any civil claim arising
out of Haas' letter to the Board of Medicine.

As discussed in Section V(B)(3) of Haas'

Memorandum, even if the Department must meet the requirements for qualified immunity under
Idaho Code § 6-904(3), there is no triable issue that Haas sent the letter due to actual malice.
Beauclair's March 9, 2004, Letter to Dull: Both the Tort Claims Act and the
common interest privilege protect the Department from civil liability based upon Beauclair' s
March 9, 2004 letter to Dull requesting a new Medical Director under the PHS Contract. Even if
the Department must meet the requirements for qualified immunity under Idaho Code § 6904(3 ), the uncontested facts satisfy this standard. For the reasons discussed in Section V(B)(4)
of Haas' Memorandum, immunity applies as a matter of law unless there is a triable issue that
Beauclair sent the March 9, 2004 letter with (I) criminal intent, without legal justification or
excuse, or (2) actual malice toward Noak. See Haas Memorandum, pp. 15-16. Noak has no
evidence that Beauclair acted with criminal intent.

Instead, Beauclair's legitimate motive is

evident in his letter, which states: "As Dr. Noak's duties include oversight of the clinical aspects
of the entire medical contract, and as !DOC has a compelling interest to ensure the safety of our
staff and offenders and monitor the performance of its contractors, it is in the best interest of
IDOC to exercise our authority under section 07.05.08 of the contract." Beaudair Affidavit, Er.
A thereto. Beauclair's motive was in fact consistent with legal obligations.

See Idaho Code §

20-209B (stating Director's primary duty to prevent, control and suppress riots, escapes, affrays
and insurrections, and attempts, at state prisons); Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 104, 97 S. Ct.
285, 291, 50 L. Ed. 2d 251 (1976) (holding that the Eighth Amendment to the United States
Constitution prohibits deliberate indifference to the serious medical needs of prisoners).
There is also no evidence that Beauclair sent this letter out of actual malice as
defined for purposes of the Tort Claims Act.

Noak has admitted that he has no evidence

Beauclair bore him any dislike or ill will or bad feelings. Mac Master Affidavit, Ex. 15 thereto
(Noak Depo. 565:13: 15). In fact, Noak only spoke with Beauclair once in 2003 and, in Noak's
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own words, they got along fine.

Id. (Noak Depa. 563:19-565:12). Noak's allegation that

Beauclair walked by him at an airport a few days later without stopping to shake Noak's hand
cannot establish hatred, spite, ill will or other evidence of actual malice. Id. Thus, even under the
qualified immunity standard, Idaho Code § 6-904(3) protects the Department from liability
based upon Beauclair's letter.
For the reasons discussed in Section V(B)(4) of Haas' Memorandum, the common
interest privilege also applies to Beauclair's letter, which was sent to request a new Medical
Director.

As the Department and PHS shared a common interest in the PHS Contract, the

common interest privilege applies.

There is no triable issue that the Department lost that

privilege due to express malice (malice in fact}--i.e., any statement in the letter made "without
belief in the truth of the matter published, or with reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the
matter." See Barlow v. International Harvester Co., 95 Idaho 881, 892, 522 P.2d 1102, 1113
(1974) (defining express malice). In his deposition, Noak asserted that this letter falsely stated:
·' ... Dr. Noak demonstrated a pattern of unprofessional conduct which violated the standards,
contributed to a hostile environment for staff and offenders, and disrupted the orderly operation
of the Department facilities." SOF

~

35 (Beauclair Affidavit, Ex. A thereto). However, Noak

ignores the first part of this sentence, which states: "Our investigation has revealed .... " Id
This sentence truthfully communicates what the investigation revealed, regardless of after-thefact challenges to the truth of witness' statements.

At the time this letter was sent, the

Department had received numerous reports of misconduct by Noak, an inmate had threatened to
sue the Department and the inmate and a PHS employee were upset enough to file criminal
charges against Noak.

These undisputed facts provided more than enough support for

Beauclair' s belief that the investigation revealed unprofessional conduct contributing to a hostile
environment and disruptive to orderly prison operations. Thus, the common interest privilege
bars Noak's defamation per se claim based upon Beauclair's letter.

I I I
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Haas' February 5, 2004, Letter to Dull: The Tort Claims Act and the common
interest privilege provide immunity to the Department for Haas' February 5, 2004 letter to Dull,
and any claim based upon this letter is further barred by the notice requirements of the Tort
Claims Act. As discussed in Section V(B)(5) of Haas' Memorandum, Idaho Code § 6-904(3)
and the common interest privilege provide immunity against liability based upon Haas' letter to
PHS. These immunities protect not only Haas but also the Department. As discussed in Section
V(B)(5) of Haas' Memorandum, the Tort Claims Act bars any claim against the Department
based upon this February 5, 2004 letter due to Noak's failure to file a timely notice of tort claim.

SOF

~

28 (Haas Depo., Ex. 11 thereto); see also Affidavit of Miren E. Artiach,

~

4, Ex. A

thereto, filed Janumy 9, 2007 (which is incorporated herein by this reference).
D.

Alternatively, Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count IV of the
Complaint for Interference with Contract and/or Prospective Economic Advantage
Because Noak Cannot Meet His Prima Facie Burden on the Undisputed Facts
For the reasons discussed above, summary judgment should be granted on Count IV of

the Complaint because the Department has absolute immunity under Idaho Code § 6-904(3).
Alternatively, summary judgment should be granted on Count IV because Noak cannot satisfy
his prima facie case on the undisputed facts. Count IV alleges two separate causes of action: (1)
a claim for wrongful interference with contract; and (2) a claim for wrongful interference with
prospective economic advantage. Each cause of action must be considered separately. See Idaho
First Nat. Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho at 283-84.
1.

The Department's Request to PHS for a New Statewide Medical Director Does
Not Create a Triable Issue of Tortious Interference With Contract
In Count IV of the Complaint, Noak asserts that the Department wrongfully

interfered with Noak's alleged contractual relationship with PHS by allegedly ·'pressuring PHS
to terminate his employment with them."

Complaint,

~

59. To establish a prima facie case of

wrongful interference with contract, Noak must show: (1) Noak was a party to an existing
employment contract with PHS; (2) the Department knew of this employment contract; (3) the
Department intentionally interfered with this employment contract, causing PHS to terminate
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Noak's employment in breach of its contract with Noak: and (4) injury to Noak resulting from
the breach. See Commercial Ventures. Inc. v. Lea Familv Trust, 145 Idaho 208, 217, 177 P.3d
955, 964 (2008) (stating elements); Bliss Valley Foods. Inc., 121 Idaho at 283 (same). Noak
cannot establish a prima facie case on the uncontested record.
In Bliss Valley Foods, the Idaho Supreme Court held that where the plaintiff's
services are provided as ·'merely an employment-at-will, terminable by either party without the
other having a claim against it for breach of contract," the plaintiff has no tort claim for
interference with contract based on the loss of those consulting services. Id. at 286. On the
undisputed facts, Noak was an at-will employee of PHS, terminable at any time with or without
cause. SOF

~

2. Therefore, under Bliss Valley Foods, the Department cannot be held liable for

interference with contract based upon PHS' termination of Noak's at-will employment.
Summary judgment also should be granted because the undisputed facts do not
show that the Department caused PI-IS and Noak to tem1inate their employment relationship. In
Bliss Valley Foods, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the intentional interference must actually

cause a breach of the plaintiff's contract. Id. at 284. Showing that the defendant's interference
was merely a proximate cause of the plaintiff's damage is insufficient to establish causation. Id.
Here, despite Noak's allegations of pressure by the Department, the evidence is
insufficient to show that this alleged pressure caused the termination of his employment
relationship with PHS. Instead, Beauclair's March 9, 2004 letter requested only that Noak be
removed from the PHS Contract. Beauclair Affidavit, Ex. A. There is no demand in Beauclair's
letter that PHS tem1inate its entire employment relationship with Noak. Id Following receipt of
Beauclair's letter, PI-IS made the decision to tem1inate Noak's employment without consulting
anyone at the Department, and the Department did not participate in the tennination meeting.
SOF ~[~[ 37-39. Most significantly, it is undisputed that Dull offered Noak the opportunity for

employment with PHS in other states but Noak refused this opportunity. SOF

i1 38.

Noak's

own unwillingness to consider any job with PHS except for PI-IS jobs at Department prisons
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caused his loss of employment with PHS.

Thus, the undisputed record is insufficient for a

reasonable jury to conclude that the Department caused ofNoak's loss of employment with PHS,
and the Department is entitled to summary judgment this interference with contract claim.
2.

Neither the Department's Request to PHS for a New Statewide Medical Director
Nor Its Letter to the Board of Medicine Create a Triable Issue of Tortious
Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage
Where an interference with contract claim fails as a matter of law because the

plaintiffs contract was at-will, the plaintiff must instead show tortious interference with
prospective economic advantage. See Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho at 286. To make a prima
facie case of tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, Noak must establish: (I)
Noak had an existing valid economic expectancy; (1) the Department knev,r of this valid
economic expectancy; (3) the Department intentionally interfered inducing tennination of
Noak's expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the
interference itself (i.e., that the Department interfered for an improper purpose or improper
means); and (5) resulting damage to Noak. See Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Lea Family Trust,
145 Idaho 208, 217, 177 P.3d 955, 964 (2008) (stating elements of claim). Wrongful means does
not exist unless the defendant's conduct violated a statute or other regulation, a recognized rule
of common law, or an established standard of a trade or profession, such as by: (I) violence; (2)
threats or other intimidation; (3) deceit or misrepresentation; (4) bribery; (5) unfounded
litigation; or (6) defan1ation or disparaging falsehood. Downey Chiropractic Clinic v. Nampa
Restaurant Corp., 127 Idaho 283,286,900 P.2d 191, 194 (1995).
In Count IV of the Complaint, Noak alleges that the Department wrongfully
interfered with his prospective employment opportunities by allegedly pressuring PHS to
tenninate his employment and by contacting the Board of Medicine.

As discussed above,

however, the undisputed facts cannot establish that the Department caused PHS to tem1inate its
at-will employment relationship with Noak. For this reason, Noak cannot meet his burden.
I I I
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Additionally, Noak cannot show on the undisputed facts that the Department's
conduct was "wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself." See id.
Beauclair sent his March 9, 2004 letter to PHS to assert the Department's contract rights and
protect staff and inmates by requesting a new Medical Director.

Beauclair's letter was not

VvTOngful. Haas' March 15, 2004, letter merely forwarded to the Board of Medicine a patient's
allegations of misconduct by a licensed physician (Noak).

Haas' letter was not \vTOngful.

Neither of these letters constituted violence, threats or other intimidation, bribery or unfounded
litigation and there is no other evidence of such wrongful conduct in the record. For the reasons
discussed above as to Count III for defamation per se, there is also no defamation or disparaging
falsehood, deceit or misrepresentation in these letters that establishes wrongful means.
For these reasons, summary judgment should be granted to the Department on Noak's
claim for interference with prospective economic advantage and Count IV should be dismissed.
E.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted on Count V of the Complaint for
Conversion Because Noak Has No Cognizable Damages and the Department Did
Not Take or Wrongfully Withhold Noak's Property

The Department refers to and incorporates by this reference Sections Vl(A) and VI(B) of
PHS' Memorandum and, additionally, Section V(C) of Haas' Memorandum. For the reasons
discussed therein, Count V of the Complaint should be dismissed against the Department as
Noak has no cognizable damages for conversion.
As discussed in Section V(C) of Haas' Memorandum, Count V fails against Haas as a
matter of law because there is no evidence that any Department employee took or withheld
Noak's DEA certificates and related items. SOF

,r,r

..f.4-54. There is no evidence that Noak

contacted anyone in the Department management to request these items. SOF

,r 52.

There is no

evidence that any Department employee used Noak's DEA certificates to order controlled
substances or that any Department employee dispensed controlled substances from stock. Id.
(Noak Depa. 610:16-612:3).

Noak's only written demand for his DEA certificates was his

letter to Dull, dated April 29, 2004, which was never sent to the Department. SOF

,r 49.
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Additionally, the Department's ownership of the prisons in which Noak's left behind his
DEA certificates, prescription pads and form 222s is immaterial. To establish conversion, the
defendant's withholding of the plaintiffs property must be intentional. "[N]egligence is no part
of an action for conversion." Taylor v. Forte Hotels Int'l, 1 Cal. Rptr. 2d 189, 192 (Cal. Ct. App.
1991 ). Also, if another party takes the plaintiffs property without the defendant's knowledge or
consent, the defendant is not liable for conversion. Kunz v. Lobo Lodge, Inc., 133 Idaho 608,
610-11, 990 P.2d 1219, 1221-22 (1999). The Department cannot be held liable for conversion
of the DEA certificates and related items that Noak left behind on its property. Thus, summary
judgment should be granted to the Department on Count V for conversion.
F.

Summary Judgment Should be Granted on Count II of the Complaint for
Intentional and/or Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress, as a Matter of Law

The Department refers to and incorporates by this reference Section V(D) of Haas'
Memorandum and Section IV(A) and IV(B) of PHS' Memorandum. For the reasons discussed
therein, summary judgment should granted not only to Haas and PHS but also to the Department
on Count II of the Complaint for intentional and/or negligent infliction of emotional distress.
As discussed in Section V(D)(l) of Haas' Memorandum and Section IV(A) of PHS'
Memorandum, to prove a claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress Noak must
establish intentional extreme and outrageous conduct by the Department.

See PHS'

Afemorandum, p. 8. At summary judgment, the court serves as the gatekeeper to weed out weak

causes of action where the alleged conduct was not atrocious or beyond all possible bounds of
decency. See McKinley v. Guaranty Nat. Ins. Co., 144 Idaho 247, 253, 159 P.3d 884, 891
(2007). In this case, after investigating, the Department requested a new Medical Director from
PHS and then informed the Board of Medicine of inmate patient Hernandez' allegations against
Noak. There is no conduct by the Department that rises to the level of atrocious conduct beyond
all possible bounds of decency. The Department is entitled to summary judgment on this claim.
As discussed in Section V(D)(2) of Haas' Memorandum, which is incorporated herein by
this reference, Count II also should be dismissed against the Department because Noak's
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emotional distress claims are duplicative of his other tort claims.

Count II is duplicative of

Count III to the extent that Noak alleges emotional distress arising out of alleged defamatory
statements.

Haas' Memorandum, p. 22.

Also, Noak cannot maintain Count II for alleged

emotional distress damages arising out of the termination of his alleged employment contract
with PHS. Id. at pp. 22-23.

And, because the OPS investigation was not a tort, it cannot

constitute the torts of intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress. Id. at p. 23, citing

Order, dated April 10, 2008. Additionally, Noak cannot prove Count II for negligent infliction
of emotional distress based upon the Department's alleged conversion of his DEA certificates
and related items, because conversion is an intentional tort. Id. at p. 23.
Finally, worker's compensation exclusivity doctrine bars Noak's emotional distress
claims in Count II, as discussed in Section V(D)(3) of Haas' Memorandum. See Fuhriman v.
State of Idaho Dept. of Transp., 143 Idaho 800, 804-05, I 53 P.3d 480, 484-85 (2007) (holding
that state agency is a statutory employer protected from tort suit by the exclusive remedy rule).

VI.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above, the State Defendants respectfully request an order from
the Court granting this motion for summary judgment and dismissing the Complaint as to the
Department, with prejudice.
DATED this 15th day of October, 2009.
STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

By:

/4-JF?./'J/~~
EMILY A.jJIAC MASTER
Deputy Attorney General
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.
Plaintiff,
-vsPRISON HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES 1-10.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV OC 0623517

PLAINTIFF'S STATEMENT OF
FACTS

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

On January 30, 2004, Dr. John Noak spontaneously reacted to a emergent
medical situation involving a patient, much as he would have in any other setting, and
in the context of his being the most senior medical person present.

The event at issue
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in this case literally lasted less than two minutes. The response to that event reflects a
McCarthy like indictment which lasted several months and was specifically designed to
cause harm and discredit a medical professional with an otherwise spotless reputation.
Indeed, the full factual record details an incredible and, at times, shocking response that
is fantastically disproportionate to the underlying event.
1.

Prison Health Services ("PHS") is a private contractor. PHS submitted a

bid and was awarded a contract to provide medical services to inmates housed within
various prisons and correctional facilities operated by the Idaho Department of
Corrections.

("IDOC").

The Plaintiff, Dr. John Noak, was hired by Prison Health

Services on a part time contract basis to provide medical services in April of 2002. In
August of 2002, Dr. Noak was offered and accepted the full time position as the
"Statewide Medical Director".

(See Harrington Depo. 30: 14-25, 31: 1-18, 42: 1-3

attached as Ex. 1 to the Affidavit of John A. Bush (("Bush Aff.)); see also Job
Description of Statewide Medical Director attached as Ex. 2 to the Bush Aff.
2.

Dr. Noak brought a broad base of experience and an impeccable record to

PHS. He had a family practice specialty, had worked as an emergency room physician,
has an extensive military career and he had a spotless disciplinary record. Dr. Noak's
performance evaluations while at PHS reflected that his overall rating was "superior."
Dr. Noak's last performance review before his termination was in January of 2004 and it
noted that Dr. Noak has "great awareness" of the client's needs, is able to coerce the
best from sometimes "less than optimal staff', is never reticent to pitch in, and further
notes that his interaction with subordinates and particularly PA's are "appropriate,
prudent and realistic." There is nothing in Dr. Noak's personnel file which reflects that
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he was "counseled" as to problems with staff or inmates. (See Noak CV attached as Ex.
3 to the Bush Aff.; see also Performance Evaluations attached as Ex. 4 to Bush Aff.
3.

Dr. Noak was required to maintain both a current and valid DEA and Idaho

Pharmacy license, the obvious purpose of which was to facilitate the prescribing and
dispensing of medication at the various institutions over which he had medical
responsibility.

In fact, without a valid DEA license, PHS could not carry its

responsibilities under the contract nor could IDOC meets is constitutionally mandated
obligations to provide medical care to inmates.

Dr. Noak therefore obtained "site"

specific DEA registrations for those institutions where he would prescribe medication or
where, Physician Assistant's (PA's) would prescribe medication under Dr. Noak's
supervision and agreement. (See affidavit of John F. Noak, M.D., (("Noak Aff.")) filed
concurrently herewith).
4.

Dr. Noak was also obligated to cooperate with PHS and its attorneys when

inmates would file claims against medical staff for whatever reason. One of the benefits
of his employment was that PHS provided legal counsel to address claims against PHS
medical staff by inmates.

PHS also provided medical malpractice insurance as a

benefit of his employment. (See Noak Aff.)
5.

The events surrounding the investigation and subsequent termination of

Dr. Noak stem from his medical treatment of inmate Norma Hernandez at the South
Boise Women's Correctional Center (SBWCC). Dr. Noak did not typically see patients
at SBWCC and it was rare for him to be at that facility. Day to day medical care was
provided to the female inmates by a Physician's Assistant (PA) and Correctional
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Medical Specialists (CMS).

(Dull Depa: 41: 2-25; 42: 1-9, attached as Ex. 5 to the

Bush Aff.).
6.

According to the medical chart of inmate Hernandez, she submitted a

medical request form on January 27, 2004. There is no indication in her medical chart
that she was seen that day.

It would appear that her medical request was processed

by SBWCC medical staff on January 28 th , 2004 based on the "received" stamp on the
document. The medical chart reflects that Ms. Hernandez was first seen sometime in
the late afternoon of January 28, 2004 by PA Karen Barrett. PA Barrett did not chart
her assessment in the progress notes, but she did enter orders in the Physician Orders
section.

Specifically, Ms. Barrett ordered IV therapy, prescribed an anti-biotic and a

blood pressure medication, and a blood test to be taken the following morning.

PA

Barrett also indicated that Ms. Hernandez should follow up in one week. There is no
indication in the chart as to what PA Barrett believed the problem to be nor is there any
indication that PA Barrett spoke with or attempted to contact Dr. Noak on January 28 th ,
2004 (or anytime thereafter).

(See Medical Records of Norma Hernandez

(("Hernandez"), Bates stamped IDOC 4949, 5008, filed under seal as Ex. 6 to Bush
Aff.).
7.

The medical chart reflects that on January 29, 2004, inmate Hernandez

was seen by CMS Janna Nicholson at 7:15 a.m. for the blood draw ordered the
previous day. Ms. Nicholson did an assessment at that time again and at 10:00 a.m.
According to the medical chart, Ms. Hernandez was complaining of severe flank pain
and blood in her urine. CMS Nicholson documented her assessment and noted her
vital signs and also did a urine analysis. At 11 :05 a.m., Ms. Nicholson paged PA Barrett
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who was not working that day. Ms. Barrett responded and after a discussion about the4
patient, Nicholson charted that PA Barrett had entered additional orders for Ms.
Hernandez. 1 Specifically, the telephone order from PA Barrett reflects that she ordered
Darvocet and Phenegran for pain, three times a day for three days, monitoring of her
inpuUoutput and vital signs every eight hours for three days, providing saline fluids via
IV and to follow up as necessary either with the PA or the MD.

Again, there is nothing

in the medical chart which reflects what PA Barrett considered the diagnosis to be.
However, based on the orders she entered, particularly the monitoring and medication
over a period of three days, it is apparent that she did not view the situation as dire.
(See Hernandez, IDOC 5028, 5008 at Ex. 6 to Bush Aff.).
8.

Although she did not chart anything regarding PA Barrett's assessment, or

the reasons for the additional/change in orders, CMS Nicholson did make a chart entry
in the Progress Notes which stated that she was told by Health Service Administrator
(HSA) Andy Machin that Dr. Noak would be down to evaluate the patient later in the
afternoon. This entry was made less than an hour of her conversation with PA Barrett
and was starred and underlined in red by CMS Nicholson.

When asked why she

starred and underlined the entry, Nicholson testified that it was "already apparent to me
that I had another situation (involving Dr. Noak) that was not a priority." The basis of
that statement, according to Nicholson, was something that Mr. Machin told her which
purportedly gave her concern. She could not recall the statement. While this note is
suspect both as to timing, content and purpose of entry, Dr. Noak denies being asked

1

Nicholson documented this contact with PA Barrett on a specific form called Medical Status Telephone Report
which is used to document telephone between medical staff for whatever purpose. (See Hernandez Medical
Records, IDOC 5099). The chart reflects no such document for any contacts or attempted contacts to or with Dr.
Noak.
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by anyone to see inmate Hernandez on January 29 th . (See Hernandez Chart IDOC
5028; see also Nicholson Depo. 189: 4-25 to 191: 23; attached as Exhibit 7 to Bush Aff.;

see also Noak Aff).
9.

It would have been unusual and contrary to protocol for Mr. Machin to

request or order Dr. Noak to see a patient, particularly at SBWCC. PA Barrett was the
prescribing provider at SBWCC and it was her responsibility to see patients and handle
medical issues. If the PA determined that it was necessary to see a physician, it was
the PA's responsibility to refer the matter to the doctor. Dr. Noak was the physician
responsible for SBWCC. (Dull Depo. 41: 2-25; 42: 1-9).
10.

Dr. Noak recalls a phone conversation with PA Barrett wherein they

discussed a patient and the possibility of a kidney stone. Based on his review of the
chart and his recollection of the conversation, Dr. Noak believes that the conversation
occurred sometime on January 29 because Barrett's orders from that day are similar to
what he recalled discussing with her. In that regard, Dr. Noak recalls talking with PA
Barrett about the proper treatment for a suspected kidney stone, which included pain
medication and IV fluids. Dr. Noak was not asked by PA Barrett to go to SBWCC and
see the patient. PA Barrett does not recall whether she talked with Dr. Noak prior to
January 30. There is nothing in the chart to reflect that the conversation occurred.
(Noak Depo. 253:1-21; attached as Exhibit 8 to Bush Aff; Barrett Depo.72: 14-25; 73: 14, attached as Exhibit 9 to Bush Aff.); see also Noak Affidavit).
11.

Ms. Nicholson monitored Ms. Hernandez on January 29, 2004. According

to the chart, inmate Hernandez had a syncopal (fainting) episode at 6: 10 in the evening.
Nicholson then called Dr. Noak at 6:20. According to Nicholson, she inquired about his
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"ETA" and then reviewed the patient's status with Dr. Noak. Dr. Noak advised that he
was in a meeting and would be unable to get to the facility until late that night. He
advised Ms. Nicholson to provide the ordered medication and call him back with an
update. Ms. Nicholson called Dr. Noak shortly after 10:00 p.m.

Unlike the prior entry,

Ms. Nicholson did not chart anything in terms of what she told Dr. Noak regarding the
patient's status. Rather, she simply charted that Dr. Noak ordered an IVP procedure
and advised that he was to be called if she was admitted to the hospital. Arrangements
were made and the patient was taken to St. Alphonsus. (Hernandez Chart IDOC 5023).
12.

The emergency room physician did a complete work up. Test results were

negative. Ms. Hernandez was diagnosed with a back strain and she was returned to
the prison. Curiously, despite the fact that CMS Nicholson had charted blood in the
urine, at times bright red, on January 29, inmate Hernandez's urine, from a catheter,
was clear and negative for signs of any blood per the lab tests conducted at the
hospital. (Hernandez St. Alphonsus Medical Records, IDOC 4976, 4995 attached as
Exhibit 6 to Bush Aff.).
13.

On January 30, 2004 Dr. Noak came to SBWCC to see the patient. CMS

Nicholson told the investigating officers that she monitored inmate Hernandez "at least
every hour" throughout the day, starting at 7:00 a.m., and that her color wasn't right and
that her blood pressure was orthostatic (large fluctuations) all day long.

Despite those

statements, there is not a single chart entry made by CMS Nicholson for January 30th .
PA Barrett testified that she also assessed inmate Hernandez on January 30. Again,
there is no chart entry of any such assessment. In fact, Dr. Noak's chart note regarding
his assessment is the first chart entry for January 30 th • He did a complete physical
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examination and while he came to similar conclusions to those of the ER doctor, he
testified that he was puzzled about her condition.

(Hernandez Medical Chart IDOC

5022; Noak Depa. 273: 22-25; see also Nicholson Interview Transcript, p. 26-28,
attached as Exhibit 11 to Mac Master Aff.).
14.

Relative to the examination done by Dr. Noak, it is pertinent to note the

various stories which have been told.

Karen Barrett testified she escorted Ms.

Hernandez from her room to the examination room to be seen by Dr. Noak. When they
entered the exam room, Dr. Noak was reviewing the medical chart.

Ms. Hernandez

stepped up onto the examination table and Dr. Noak began his examination.

Dr. Noak

put his hands on the patient as part of the assessment. Ms. Barrett was always in the
room with the patient and Dr. Noak until the physical examination was complete. Other
than general comments pertinent to the exam itself, Ms. Barrett does not recall Dr. Noak
making a single comment to either her or inmate Hernandez. Ms. Nicholson then came
in and Ms. Barrett returned to her office which is next door to the exam room.

(Barrett

Depa.; 34:20-24; 38 to 42).
15.

Inmate Hernandez states that she was taken to see Dr. Noak in a wheel

chair and then assisted to the examination table by CMS Nicholson.

Dr. Noak then

began asking for medical papers and Ms. Nicholson left the room and while alone in the
room with Dr. Noak, he became angry and started calling the nurses names.

Ms.

Hernandez then noticed PA Barrett and "hollered" that she did not want to be in the
same room with Dr. Noak and that she wanted to go back to her room. Ms. Hernandez
claims that Ms. Nicholson then came back in the room and Dr. Noak called her another
name. Ms. Hernandez states that she repeated her request to be taken back to her
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room after Ms. Nicholson came in.

In fact, before the examination started, Ms.

Hernandez claims that she told Dr. Noak, PA Barrett and/or CMS Nicholson that she did
not want to be seen by Dr. Noak at least three times.

Despite those comments, Ms.

Hernandez states that "they wanted him to check me or something" so she said okay.
Dr. Noak then proceeded with an examination with CMS Nicholson present.

Ms.

Hernandez stated that after the examination was over, she again said that she wanted
out of the room, that she did not want to be around this man.

Inmate Hernandez

testified that Dr. Noak heard what she said and that he indicated that it was okay to take
her back to her room. (Hernandez Depo. 38: 20-25 thru 50: 1-25; attached as Exhibit
10 to the Bush Aff.).
16.
examination.

CMS Nicholson testified she did not witness Dr. Noak's physical
Nicholson testified that when she came to the examination room, she

was standing by the door and that Dr. Noak was at a desk reviewing the chart and
inmate Hernandez was sitting on the examination table and PA Barrett was still there.
According to Nicholson, Hernandez was "unsteady" and she asked if she felt dizzy and
Ms. Hernandez responded affirmatively. Ms. Nicholson then moved to the exam table
and told Ms. Hernandez to lie down.

Dr. Noak then stated "just lay down".

Ms.

Nicholson proceeded to converse with inmate Hernandez and tried to help her get to a
position of comfort.

Ms. Nicholson testified that Hernandez never stated that she

wanted to go back to her room nor did she ask.

After some five (5) minutes passed,

Dr. Noak indicated that Ms. Hernandez should go back to her room. According to CMS
Nicholson, this statement was "out of the blue" and other than "just lay down", these
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were the only words spoken by Dr. Noak while she was in the room. (Nicholson depo.
63: 13-25 to 64:13; 66:15 -25 to 72:23; at Ex. 7 to the Bush Aff.).
17.

Regarding the events which transpired after Dr. Noak's examination, it is

similarly pertinent to review the differences in the testimony of the witnesses, including
the correctional officers who could see what transpired in the hallway.
A.

Dr. Noak:

Dr. Noak testified that after Ms. Hernandez left the

exam room he was sitting at a desk finishing his notes and pondering her case
because he was unsure what was causing the pain. He heard someone say "are
you going to faint" and he immediately reacted by going out to the patient. While
he saw Ms. Nicholson holding onto the patient, his natural reaction was to take
control of the situation which he did by putting himself into a position to support
Ms. Hernandez if she indeed fainted.

Dr. Noak testified that he knew very little

about Ms. Nicholson or her capabilities but, regardless of what those capabilities
were, he would still have taken over because that was his job.
Dr. Noak testified that in assuming control over the patient he was able to
make several key assessments. First, he testified that as took Ms. Hernandez he
noted that she was standing fine, she wasn't cold or clammy, and in his medical
judgment, she was not about to faint so he began to walk her down the hall.
When challenged about why it was necessary to escort the patient down the hall,
if he had determined that she was not going to faint, Dr. Noak testified that he
walked with the patient down the hallway, supporting her arm, because the
possibility of fainting still existed and if that happened he would be able to assist.
Consequently, he continued to assess the patient as they ambulated or walked
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down the hall and he ultimately concluded that she was not going to faint. He
opened the door to Ms. Hernandez's room and allowed her to walk n and he
returned to Ms. Barrett's office. 2

(Noak Depo. 276: 17-25 to 288 at Ex. 8 to

Bush Aff.).
B.

PA Barrett: PA Barrett testified that she came out of her office and

saw CMS Nicholson and inmate Hernandez in the hallway. Nicholson was facing
PA Barrett while positioning Ms. Hernandez against the wall. Based on what she
was seeing, PA Barrett's "spontaneous reaction" was to move toward Nicholson
and Hernandez in order to assist. PA Barrett testified that if she felt that a patient
was going to fall down or needed assistance it was part of her training to react
and assist.

PA Barrett testified while she moving toward inmate Hernandez and

Nicholson to assist, she did not get there before Dr. Noak came out and that she
never did touch or otherwise put her hands on inmate Hernandez.
PA Barrett recalls Dr. Noak coming out of the examination room and
inserting himself between Ms. Nicholson and inmate Hernandez.

PA Barrett

described the events as happening very, very fast and characterized Dr. Noak's
actions as "one swift fluid movement, Janna Nicholson was out place and Dr.
Noak was in Nicholson's place."
PA Barrett then watched Dr. Noak escort inmate Hernandez down the hall.
She testified that her attention was divided between Dr. Noak and Ms. Nicholson.
She described Ms. Nicholson as being visibly upset, standing in the hall with her
back to Dr. Noak at which point she put her hands in the air and said "I quit."
When asked where Dr. Noak was in his escort at that point, PA Barrett stated
2

Dr. Noak's assessment was correct. The patient did not faint. (Hernandez Depa. 171 :21-24)
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that he was midway down the hall to Ms. Hernandez's room. PA Barrett, like Ms.
Nicholson, returned to her office after the event.
PA Barrett conceded in her deposition that she did not see Dr. Noak push
CMS Nicholson and she confirmed that he when he came out of the office, in a
very swift, smooth move, he inserted himself between Ms. Nicholson and the
patient, the consequence of which apparently caused Ms. Nicholson to be taken
off balance. She did not hear Dr. Noak say anything to inmate Hernandez nor
did she hear Hernandez say anything to Dr. Noak. From start to finish, including
the time 1t took for both she and Ms. Nicholson to return their respective offices,
less than 2 minutes transpired. (Barrett Depo, 45: 16 -25; 46 to 54; 62: 6-25 at
Ex. 9 to Bush Aff.).
C.

CMS NICHOLSON: CMS Nicholson testified that after checking

with inmate Hernandez to make sure she could walk, she began to assist inmate
Hernandez back to her room. According to Nicholson, the patient was noticeably
pale and shaking and after she helped Hernandez off the table and they had
begun to exit the exam room, Hernandez's condition "worsened rapidly" and she
was showing signs that she was going to pass out, or faint.

Ms. Nicholson

testified that she was trying to get inmate Hernandez positioned against the wall
in the hallway outside the examination room. Ms. Nicholson then noticed that PA
Barrett had come into the hallway and immediately started to come toward them
to assist.

Ms. Nicholson testified that she then heard a bang and that Dr. Noak

came out of the exam room and "aggressively" inserted himself between her and
the patient and then forced Hernandez to walk "briskly" down the hall with him.
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Ms. Nicholson claims that she watched Dr. Noak escort the patient down the hall,
almost to the doorway of her cell, and that she then turned around, said "I quit",
and went into the medical office. (Nicholson Depo: 73 to 100: 1-13 at Ex. 7 to
Bush Aff.).
D.

Inmate Hernandez :

Ms. Hernandez testified that Nicholson

assisted her out of the room, holding her left arm, and that they are walking to
her wheelchair when Dr. Noak say that she didn't need a wheelchair and that she
could walk back to her room. As they were coming out of the exam room, she
turned left and she was up against the wall and she felt like she was going to
faint. Ms. Nicholson had her by the right arm, and PA Barrett showed up and
was also trying to hold her up. Hernandez testified that she was touching the
wall with her side and Nicholson was on her right side holding her up with both
hands, one underneath her arm in the wrist to elbow area and the other behind
her elbow.

Karen Barrett was holding her hand.

Hernandez testified that the next thing she saw was a scared look on PA
Barretts face so she turned to look and saw Dr. Noak standing between she and
Nicholson.

Hernandez confirmed that she was still standing up, and then

testified that the next thing she knows, she's looking down and Dr. Noak had hold
of Nicholson's arm, and then he grabbed her arm, or her wrist, trying to make
Nicholson let go and then he forced Nicholson to let go and at that point he had
Hernandez's arm. Hernandez said that Dr. Noak pushed Nicholson out of the
way and when she looked over Ms. Nicholson was leaning up against the wall on
the other side of the hall.
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Hernandez testified that Dr. Noak then forcefully took her down the hall
and made threats to her. Hernandez testified that she "didn't dare say a word to
him".

(Hernandez Depo: 55:17-25 to 56:1-21; 58: 23-25 to 59: 1-7; 62: 2-25 to

70: 1-20; see also Inmate Concern Form attached as Ex. 11 to Bush Aff).

E.

Correctional Officers:

On the date of the incident, three IDOC

correctional officers were in the control center when the noted events occurred
and they had a clear view of the hallway where it happened. 3 Protocol at IDOC
is that when something out of the ordinary or unusual occurs, officers are
required to fill out report forms, call Form 1OS's and staff information reports.
One of the officers in the control room, Officer Barlow, testified she saw Dr. Noak
escorting inmate Hernandez down the hall and that, other than it being unusual
for her to see medical staff escorting inmates, there was nothing about the escort
itself which left any impression on her which is why she did not file write a report.
(See Barlow Depo. 35: 15-25; 36: 1-8, attached as Ex. 12 to Bush Aff.).

CO

Nees was also in the control room. He did not write a report.
CO Officer Todd Jackson did fill out a form 105 regarding the incident as
well as a staff information report.

According to Officer Jackson, a form 105 is

designed to simply report the basics, or the facts, of an event.

The staff

information report is for the details CO Jackson stated that he was supposed to
put as much information as he could recall in that report. (Jackson Depo. 57: 1419; 91: 9-15, attached as Ex. 13 to Bush Aff.).

3

Dr. Noak recalls that the facility had video cameras which monitored the hallways 24 hours per day. Dr. Noak sent
notice to IDOC to preserve the video from January 30 and similarly requested that the video be produced in
discovery. IDOC's position is that video cameras had not yet been installed as of the day this incident occurred.
(Noak Depo., 274; 15-25)
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CO Jackson's wrote in Form 105 at approximately 1700 hours, Officer R.
Nees, N. Barlow, and T. Jackson saw Dr. Noak escorting offender Hernandez
#71898 back to her room after being evaluated and RN Jana Nicholson standing
the hall way observing the escort. That sentence of CO's Form 105 represents
the "facts" of what he observed. When asked, based on he wrote about what he
observed, whether there was anything out of the ordinary such that he would
have felt it necessary to file a Form 105, Jackson testified "no."

(Jackson Depo;

17: 13-24; see also Form 105 attached as Ex. 14 to Bush Aff.).
In CO Jackson's staff information report he reported that officer Nees
made a comment that Ms. Nicholson was obviously upset with Dr. Noak and that
he then looked down the tier and saw PA Barrett and Nicholson outside the
medical room watching Dr. Noak escort inmate Hernandez to her room.

Ms.

Nicholson had her hands on her hips and was shaking her head in disbelief. She
turned around and said "I quit." The only comment made by Officer Jackson
regarding the nature of the escort was that Ms. Hernandez seemed to moving
faster than the last two days since being ill.

(See Staff Information Report

attached as Ex. 15 to Bush Aff.)
Jackson only reference to any discussion or contact with Ms. Nicholson is
contained in the staff information report and he writes that Ms. Nicholson
reported later that she was upset with Dr. Noak. There is no mention about Ms.
Nicholson being pushed, or having a conflict of interest and unable to see Ms.
Hernandez, or anything which reflects that Ms. Hernandez reported being hurt by
Dr. Noak or forced to walk down the hallway against her will.
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CO Jackson notes in the staff information report that inmate Hernandez
turned in an inmate concern form at 9:30 p.m. There is nothing to reflect that she
filed that out after Ms. Nicholson brought her to see CO Jackson. Pertinently,
Officer Jackson testified that he instructed Ms. Nicholson to fill out a report of the
incident before she left the facility that evening.

Ms. Nicholson did not do that.

(Jackson Depo. 49: 8-23).
Although his staff report stated that his attention was drawn to the hallway
by Officer Nees' comments regarding Ms. Nicholson being upset, Officer Jackson
testified differently in his deposition. Jackson testified that both he and Officer
Nees had their attention drawn to the hallway because they heard a noise which
he described as a bang. Officer Jackson then testified that he saw Dr. Noak
come out of the exam room with inmate Hernandez and escort her down the hall
and then Ms. Nicholson came out of the exam room sometime later.

Thus,

according to Officer Jackson, whatever occurred between Ms. Nicholson, inmate
Hernandez and Dr. Noak, relative to Ms. Nicholson's contention that she was
pushed, must have happened in the exam room because Officer Jackson
actually saw Dr. Noak exit the exam room with Ms. Hernandez. (Jackson Depo.
94: 17-25; 95: 1-4).
Although there is nothing in the Form 105 or the staff information report
authored by Officer Jackson which states that Dr. Noak was being forceful with
Ms. Hernandez in his escort, and contrary to his earlier testimony about their
beirig nothing out of the ordinary regarding the escort, Jackson changed his
testimony when answering questions from his own counsel, suggesting that Dr.
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Noak's body language reflected that he was frustrated with inmate Hernandez
and that he was aggressive in the way he grabbed her arm and escorted her
down the hall.

However, within weeks of the incident, he told the investigating

officer for Ada County that it did not appear to him that inmate Hernandez was
being moved against her will. (Seep. 14 of Lukasik report, attached as Ex. 16 of
the Bush Aff.)
18.

As noted above, after Dr. Noak left the facility, inmate Hernandez filed a

inmate concern form in which she described the e$COrt down the hall and advised that
she did not want to be seen by Dr. Noak again. The facts surrounding the creation of
this concern form bear discussion because of the remarkable inconsistency.

Inmate

Hernandez initially testified in her deposition that she filled out the inmate concern form
on her own, having not discussed the matter with anyone.

Later in her deposition, she

testified that not long after Dr. Noak took her back to her room, Nicholson and another
nurse came to her room and they discussed what had happened and what she needed
to do about it.

Finally, she testified when she decided to file a concern form, her

roommate wheeled her to the control tower where she got a copy and then filled it out.
(Hernandez Depa 77, 78: 1-2;. 81: 21-25; 169:5-21; 171: 25 to 172: 1-3).
19.

CMS Nicholson testified that after the incident, she next talked to inmate

Hernandez when she came up to get some medication and that is when Hernandez told
her about the purported events that occurred during the escort, including that Dr. Noak
had hurt her. 4

Nicholson denies going to Ms. Hernandez's room.

Nicholson claims

she told inmate Hernandez that she was not the right person to be talking to and that

4

Hernandez denies going to pill call that evening. (Hernandez Depo: 78:25, 79: 1) The Medication Record reflects
that she was N/S (no show) for the evening pill call. (See Hernandez Medical Chart, January MAR IDOC 507t)·Q
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she could not examine her because it would be a conflict of interest. Nicholson testified
that she went to see Officer Jackson and told Officer Jackson what inmate Hernandez
had told her and also that she could not assist inmate Hernandez because conflict of
she was "in no way a neutral party." She advised CO Jackson that Hernandez needed
to be looked at. Nicholson testified that she encouraged inmate Hernandez to follow
her procedures and go to her officers and she talked to Jackson about that. (Nicholson
Depo.113: 23-24; 114to 121: 1-13; Nicholson transcribed statement, pgs. 72, 73).
20.

As noted, CO Jackson did not report any of this information in his reports.

As to Hernandez's concern form, CO Jackson testified that Ms. Hernandez gave it to
him when he walked by her room later in the evening. (Jackson Depa. 45: 3-25; 46: 17).

21.

Officer Jackson did report the incident on the evening of January 30, 2004

by calling Lt. Christie Presley who supervised the SBWCC facility. Based on whatever
Officer Jackson told Presley, she ordered that Dr. Noak be banned from the facility. On
the following Sunday, February 1st, Lt. Presley authored an e-mail to David Haas,
IDOC's contract monitor for the PHS contract. That e-mail was sent to Mr. Haas at 5:30
p.m. and was written after Lt. Pressley personally met with Ms. Nicholson.

Presley

states in her e-mail to Mr. Haas that Nicholson "verifies" most of the information the
offender has given in her inmate concern form which is questionable, at best, since the
concern form solely addressed the escort and CMS Nicholson admittedly did not hear
anything that was allegedly said during that escort. It is also pertinent to note that when
Pressley e-mailed Mr. Haas, at 5:30 p.m., she did not have Nicholson's statement and
indicated that Nicholson had completed a report for her supervisor and she had
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requested a copy.

However, it appears that Nicholson's statement was faxed to

SBWCC at 4:00 p.m. on Sunday afternoon. (See Nicholson Statement attached as Ex.
17 to Bush Aff.,; see also February 1, 2004 Memo attached as Exhibit 18 to Bush Aff.;
see also Presley Depo. 28: 24, 25; 29: 1- 10, attached as Exhibit 19 to Bush Aff.).
22.

There is nothing in the record which indicates that Ms. Nicholson was

requested to complete a report for her PHS supervisor. As noted, the only record is that
she was asked by Officer Jackson to complete a report before she left the facility that
evening.

It is unclear whether Nicholson wrote her statement before or after meeting

with Lt. Presley. Lt. Presley also met with PA Barrett sometime after the incident. The
record reflects a signed statement from PA Barrett dated February 2, 2004. PA Barrett
did not type the statement but believes that it was done in Lt. Presley's office. (Barrettt
Depo. 28: 3-25, 29: 1-3; see also Barrett statement attached as Ex. 20 to Bush Aff.)
23.

When CMS Nicholson was interviewed by the IDOC and Ada County

investigators, she went out of her way to paint a very negative picture of Dr. Noak and
his interaction with patients and staff, some of which she purportedly witnessed, others
which she had not.

Nicholson accused Dr. Noak of unprofessional conduct, medical

malpractice and related various events or incidents which she understood to have
occurred. 5

When asked why IDOC had never heard of any of this stuff before,

Nicholson claimed that it was her understanding that another PHS employee had been
writing Dr. Noak up right and left when Mr. Dull's predecessor was there and she

5

Nicholson admitted to investigators that she did not have a lot of daily experience with Dr. Noak, seeing him
diagnose and "things." Yet, she departed from the chart in describing what had occurred with inmate Hernandez and
implying that she had witnessed things which she had not. She accused Dr. Noak of abusing patients and medical
practice through improper allergy testing, use of dirty instruments, and improper testing for seizures. (See
transcribed interview of CMS Nicholson). Dr. Noak has denied these allegations and also takes issue with Ms.
Nicholson's claims regarding the proper treatment for allergies, as she described, as well as the use of smelling salts
(Noak Depo, 141; 4-16)(221; 1-25 to 251, 1-5)
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assumed that when Mr. Dull took over, everyone was making complaints but it was
going nowhere, implying that Mr. Dull simply buried it. Nicholson then stated :
"Lieutenant Presley was the first one who ever sort of
informed me that there was another route - that's why I went
to her, because I knew she could go another route."
(See Transcript of Nicholson Interview attached to McMaster Aft. as Exhibit 11.).
24.

In

response to

Lt.

Presley's

memorandum,

and

after

having

conversation with her, Mr. Haas wrote a memorandum to his superior.

a

This

memorandum was written on February 2, 2004 which is the Monday following the
events of Friday, January 30, 2004.

In the memorandum, Mr. Haas noted that he

received the Form 105 from Officer Jackson and that he received verbal communication
and supporting documentation from Lt. Presley which appears to indicate that the
incident represented an on-going pattern of behavior by Dr. Noak which has had a
continuing negative impact upon patient care and staff morale. (See Exhibit 21 to Bush
Aft.).
25.

Officer Presley testified in her deposition that she had seen Dr. Noak in

the SBWCC facility "maybe two or three times".

(Presley Depo: 59:19-25).

The

documented information at that time consisted, at best, of CO Jackson's Form 105 and
staff information report, Hernandez's inmate concern form which was limited to the
escort, Nicholson's written statement, and Barrett's written statement. There is nothing
in the documented information which Presley provided to Mr. Haas that remotely
suggests that the events of January 30 reflected "an ongoing pattern of behavior which
has had a continuing negative impact upon patient care and staff morale. Thus, it is
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clear that the sole source of that statement was CMS Nicholson who met with Lt.
Presley face and face and discussed other "routes" to voice complaints about Dr. Noak.
26.

After discussing the matter with Lt. Presley, Mr. Haas had a discussion

with Steve Wolf, the IDOC investigator from the Office of Professional Standards.
According to Haas, Mr. Wolf advised him that he needed to submit a Form 227 B Staff
Issues Request for Investigation, Mr. Hass filled out that form well. (See Exhibit 22 to
Bush Aff.).
27.

On February 3, 2004, Mr. Wolf sent a sent a memorandum to Pam

Sonnen and Paul Martin.

Mr. Wolf states that after review of Ms. Haas' February 2,

2004 memorandum, he was recommending that the matter be referred to the Ada
County Sheriff's Office for a criminal investigation.

He recommended that the Idaho

State Board of Medicine be contacted, citing an IDAPA regulation that addresses sexual
misconduct with a patient. Finally, Mr. Wolf recommended that IDOC conduct its own
investigation to prove the presence or absence of any misconduct on the part of any
staff, offender or contractor.

Pertinently, Mr. Wolf specifically noted that the

investigation should "permanently document" the incident in the event that there are any
future claims against the Department. (Exhibit 23 to Bush Aff.).
28.

Coincidentally, inmate Hernandez submitted another inmate concern form

indicating that she wanted to file a police report on Dr. Noak. This form was dated
February 3 and was addressed specifically to Lt. Presley.

Hernandez was asked to

identify all the persons whom she talked to about the incident between the time she filed
her first inmate concern on January 30 and her second concern form on February 3.
Her response was that she spoke with Lt. Presley and her roommates. Ms. Hernandez
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also testified that she was aware that there was an investigation going on before she
filed her request to file a police report against Dr. Noak and that she had been advised
by Lt. Presley not to talk with medical staff about what had occurred. (See concern form
attached as Exhibit 24 to Bush Aff.; see also Hernandez Depo. 86:25; 87 to 88: 1-11 ).
29.

On February 4, 2004, IDOC drafted a letter to the Idaho Board of Medicine

which was signed by Defendant Haas. That letter states that pursuant to IDAPA Rule
22.01 .01, Section 101 (04),(d), IDOC is notifying the Board of Medicine about an
incident that may warrant its investigation.

The noted IDAPA rule deals with sexual

exploitation of patients. Pertinently, the letter does not indicate that the events which
are being reported occurred in a medical context in that Dr. Noak was responding to a
patient who was having a medical event. The letter also states that it was IDOC's intent
to start an investigation and to bar Dr. Noak from the IDOC facilities pending the
outcome of that investigation to ensure the safety of staff and offenders. (See Exhibit
25 to Bush Aff).
30.

Although signed, the February 4 letter was not sent because, according to

Mr. Haas, a decision was made to hold the letter until after the official IDOC
investigation was complete. (See, Haas Depo; 92, attached as Exhibit 26 to Bush Aff.).
31.

On February 6th, Mr. Haas met with Richard Dull who was the Regional

Vice President for PHS in charge of the Idaho contract with IDOC.

The purpose of the

meeting was to discuss two letters which Mr. Haas had faxed to Mr. Dull the previous
day. The first letter addressed the events of January 30th and advised Mr. Dull and PHS
that IDOC would be conducting an official investigation and that IDOC was requesting
that PHS encourage Dr. Noak to cooperate fully. IDOC knew that Ms. Hernandez had
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met with an Ada County detective the preceding day to file criminal charges against Dr.
Noak, yet, according to Mr. Dull, Mr. Haas advised him that there was only an IDOC
internal investigation pending.

(See Exhibit 27 to Bush Aff.; see also Dull Depo: 63: 5-

22).
32.

The second letter, also dated February 5, 2004, addressed a separate

allegation of battery against an inmate involving a dental assistant, Lisa Bell.

That

incident purportedly occurred on January 17, 2004 at the St. Anthony Work Camp.
Similar notification was given to PHS and Mr. Dull about IDOC's intent to investigate.
According to Mr. Dull, in a 2/6/04 e-mail to his boss, he advised Mr. Haas that Ms. Bell
had been an excellent employee with no history of complaints registered against her
and that he had addressed the inmate's complaints through IDOC's grievance policy.
According to Mr. Dull, Mr. Haas indicated that the response by PHS was good and
appropriate.

There is nothing in the record to suggest that IDOC took steps to ban Ms.

Bell from the facility or contacted the Idaho Board of Dentistry about the inmate's claim
of battery. (See Exhibits 28 & 29 to Bush Aff.).
33.

On February 11, 2004, Ada County Detective Lukasic contacted Mr. Wolf,

the IDOC investigator, and asked him for copies of the materials which had been
provided to him.

He also advised that he would be conducting another interview of

Hernandez as well as meeting with Nicholson. Wolf stated that he would like to "sit in"
as he was investigating the matter internally for IDOC.
34.

The same day, Mr. Haas created a second Form 227 B, request for

investigation. According to Mr. Haas, the second Form 227 B was created because Mr.
Wolf came to him and said more information was needed and the first one was not filled
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out properly. Specifically, Mr. Haas testified that Mr. Wolf advised him how to properly
fill out the second Form 227 B and specifically what Mr. Wolf wanted to see in the
investigation request. Mr. Haas filled out the form at 1:00 p.m. on February 11 and it
was then sent through the chain of command for approval. (Haas Depo. 126 to 128: 118; see also Exhibit 30 to Bush Aff.).
35.

The February 11, 2004 request for investigation contains not one but three

allegations against Dr. Noak. Specifically, it alleges that Dr. Noak committed a battery
in violation of Idaho Code 18-903 when he pushed a PHS staff member and grabbed an
offender.

It alleges that Dr. Noak violated the contract between PHS and IDOC by

failing to comply with state statutes, regulations and/or guidelines. It also alleges that
Dr. Noak violated the contract between PHS and IDOC by failing to comply with the
NCCHC Standard relative to Access to Care.
36.

There is nothing in the record to suggest that I DOC had done anything in

terms of its internal investigation between February 2, 2004 and February 11, 2004.
There is not a single memorandum, e-mail or other form of "permanent documentation"
which pertains to the internal investigation. While Mr. Haas and IDOC drafted the letter
to the Board of Medicine and the two letters to Mr. Dull dated February 5, in which IDOC
represents that it plans to initiate an internal investigation, IDOC has produced nothing
to reflect who was involved in the decision making process, the information relied upon,
or, more importantly, the basis of the basis for the expanded allegations of the second
Form 2278.

The record is clear, however, that as of 1:00 p.m. on February 11, no

internal investigation had been approved and Mr. Wolf had not interviewed or talked
with any of the persons who witnessed or participated in the events.
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37.

Detective Lukasic and Mr. Wolf met with inmate Hernandez and PA

Barrett on February 11 at the SBWCC facility. Ms. Hernandez was interviewed first and
that interview started at approximately 1:30 p.m. and lasted approximately 1 hour and
45 minutes. PA Barrett's interview lasted 45 minutes, or less. On February 12, Lukasic
and Wolf interviewed CMS Nicholson. This interview lasted approximately 2 hours and
15 minutes and

concluded at approximately 11 :30 a.m.

Collectively, the interviews

lasted, at best, 4 ½ hours. (See Transcribed Interviews of Hernandez, Barrett,
Nicholson attached as Exhibit 11 to McMaster Aff.).
38.

At 3:10 p.m. on February 12, 2004, with no prior notice, Dr. Noak was

advised that he was being "locked out" and he was escorted off IDOC premises
pursuant to an order issued by IDOC Director Tom Beauclair. (Dull Depo. 107: 7-12).
39.

Mr. Dull had a conversation with his boss, Rod Holliman, at 2:30 p.m. on

February 12 to advise him that Dr. Noak was going to be locked out.

Mr. Dull testified

that he received a telephone call from Mr. Haas and Director Beauclair about "a hour or
two" prior to his conversation with Mr. Holliman and that he was advised that assault
charges were going to be brought against Dr. Noak and that an order would be issued
locking him out of the facility.

Dull subsequently clarified that although his notes

referred to "assault" charges, Mr. Hass and Mr. Beauclair may have said "battery". (Dull
Depo. 93:9-25 to 95: 1-24 ).
40.

Thus, the record reflects that within two hours, or less, after Ms.

Nicholson's interview was completed, IDOC made a determination that not only was Dr.
Noak going to be charged criminally but that he would be locked out of the IDOC
facilities.
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41.

There is not a single piece of "permanent documentation" from IDOC

which reflects who was involved in making the decision to lock out Dr. Noak, the
information relied upon to make that decision, or the basis of the representation that Dr.
Noak was going to be charged criminally.

What is documented, however, is that

Director Beauclair did not even approve the internal investigation until the following day,
February 13. {See 2/11/04 Form 227B).
42.

After Dr. Noak was escorted from the prison, he went to the Central Office

where Mr. Dull's office was located. Dr. Noak met with Mr. Dull and was advised that he
was being suspended without pay and he was instructed to immediately make himself
available to the Ada County detective for an interview. Mr. Dull did not suggest that Dr.
Noak contact an attorney nor did he offer the services of the legal staff which PHS had
available to handle complaints against PHS medical staff by inmates, nor did he
suggest that Dr. Noak contact the malpractice carrier. Unbeknownst to Dr. Noak, Mr.
Dull and PHS called their locally retained law firm and specifically told them they were
not authorized to represent Dr. Noak in this matter. {See 2/13 e-mail from Richard Dull
to Rod Holliman attached as Exhibit 31 to Bush Aff.; see also Noak Aff; see also Dull
Depo. 157 to 158).
43.

Dr. Noak met with Detective Lukasic on February 13, 2004.

Dr. Noak

explained to Detective Lukasic the situation from his perspective, and most importantly,
that he responded to the hallway in response to hearing someone say "are you going to
faint". Thereafter, again as described by Dr. Noak, everything he did was in relation to
assessing and providing assistance to the patient.

Pertinently, Steven Wolf did not
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participate in this interview although he was provided a copy of the recording.

(See

Transcribed Interview of Dr. Noak attached as Exhibit 6 to McMaster Affidavit) ..
44.

As previously noted, Detective Lukasik called Officer Jackson on February

18, 2004 who stated that it did not appear to him that inmate Hernandez was being
moved against her will. On February 22, Detective Lukasik obtained a medical release
from inmate Hernandez and obtained a copy of her chart which he then included with
the report he submitted to the Ada County prosecutor on February 23.
45.

Between February 12 and March 10, the date of Dr. Noak's termination,

Mr. Wolf conducted no interviews. He requested an interview with Dr. Noak on March
1st but was advised by Dr. Noak's attorney that, while he was willing to participate, it

would have to be postponed pending the Ada County criminal investigation. (Wolf Depo.
132:20-25; 133:1-4; attached as Exhibit 32 to Bush Aft.).
46.

On March 8th , 2009, at 4:34 in the afternoon, Mr. Haas sent Mr. Dull an e-

mail suggesting that he contact the Ada County Sheriff's office regarding the status of
the Ada County investigation. Mr. Dull contacted Detective Lukasic at 8:00 a.m. the
following morning, March 9th , and was advised that no charges would be filed as the
prosecutor's office had declined the case.

He e-mailed this information back to Mr.

Haas at 8:36 a.m. with a question as to when IDOC would complete its investigation.
(See Exhibit 33 to Bush Aft.).
47.

IDOC's response to this e-mail was swift. Within 2 ½ hours, IDOC faxed

Mr. Dull a letter from Director Beauclair directing PHS to immediately replace Dr. Noak
as Medical Director. The letter states, pertinently:
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1.
That IDOC has been conducting an internal investigation relating to
allegations against Dr. Noak and that pending the outcome of the
investigation, Dr. Noak was denied access to all IDOC facilities.
2.
The IDOC investigation has revealed that Dr. Noak demonstrated
a pattern of unprofessional conduct which violated (unspecified) NCCHC
standards, contributed to a hostile environment for staff and offenders,
and disrupted the orderly operation of IDOC facilities.
(See Exhibit 34 to Bush Aff.).
48.

As noted, other than requesting Dr. Noak's interview, there is no record

that IDOC did anything to further investigate after the interview of Ms. Nicholson
concluded on February 12.

While Mr. Wolf spent some time reviewing Dr. Noak's

recorded interview, the record reveals the entire "investigation" by IDOC, which was
intended to "prove the presence or absence" of misconduct, consisted of spending 4 ½
hours interviewing three witnesses, two of whom were obviously biased against Dr.
Noak and wanted to see him fired.

Wolf conceded in his deposition, however, that

everyone agreed that the context of the events occurred relative to inmate Hernandez
having a medical event. (WolfDepo: 91: 11-14; 135: 15-21).
49.

Again, there is a complete lack of "permanent documentation" relative to

the decision making process that led to IDOC's decision to replace Dr. Noak. There are
no e-mails, memorandums, notes or other documents which reflect any meeting,
discussions, or other process. There are no documents to reflect who was involved in
the decision, how and when it was made, and, most importantly, what information was
relied upon.
50.

Dr. Noak met with Mr. Dull on March 10, 2004 at which time he was

advised by Mr. Dull that PHS had been directed to terminate his employment by IDOC.
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Dr. Noak asked for a copy of the letter from IDOC. Mr. Dull had been instructed not to
provide the letter to Dr. Noak. (See Exhibit 35 to Bush Aff.).
51.

On March 15, 2004 IDOC and Defendant Haas sent a letter to the Idaho

Board of Medicine. As reflected earlier, an initial letter to the Board of Medicine had
been drafted on February 4, 2004 but that letter was not sent because, according to Mr.
Hass, he was told by his superiors to wait until the IDOC investigation was completed.
Despite the fact that the IDOC investigation was still not complete, and despite the fact
that the Ada County Prosecutor had cleared Dr. Noak of any criminal charges, and
despite the fact that Dr. Noak had been terminated as a result of IDOC's demand that
he be replaced as Medical Director, IDOC still sent the following letter, under signature
of Mr. Haas, which stated, pertinently:
"Pursuant to IDAPA 22.01 .01, Section 101 (04), the Idaho
Department of Corrections (IDOC) is notifying the Idaho
Board of Medicine of an occurrence that may warrant your
investigation."
An incident occurred at SBWCC on January 30, 2004
involving Dr. Noak. Dr. Noak allegedly pushed a staff
member and grabbed an offender/patient.
Based on information provided by the staff member and the
patient, IDOC initiated an official investigation to determine
whether Dr. Noak committed a battery as defined by Idaho
statute and Dr. Noak was banned from entering any IDOC
facility.
Information obtained during the investigation prompted IDOC
to direct IDOC to obtain immediate replacement for Dr.
Noak. This action was taken in the interest of ensuring the
safety of staff and offenders."
(See Exhibit 36 to Bush Aff).
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52.

IDOC's letter clearly implies that his investigation resulted in a conclusion

that Dr. Noak was guilty of a crime, battery, and that IDOC called for him to be replaced
because he was a threat to his patients.

IDOC chose not to advise the Board of

Medicine that Ada County conducted its own investigation and that Dr. Noak was
cleared of criminal charges.
53.

Mr. Haas, even though he signed the letter, states that he was directed to

send the letter by Steve Wolf and Paul Martin. He claims that his intent in drafting the
letter was to put in the language that was given to him by Mr. Wolf. Mr. Wolf testified
that the letter was drafted by Mr. Haas and he could not recall whether he had any input
into the letter and he denied that his approval was necessary or part of the process to
send the letter out. There is no "permanent documentation" reflecting any meetings,
discussions, e-mails, or other process relative to why IDOC sent a letter to the Board of
Medicine even after Dr. Noak had been cleared of criminal charges, removed as
director and terminated by PHS. The lack of documentation is completely inconsistent
with the rationale of Mr. Wolf when he recommended an investigation to "document"
events and actions for future reference. (Haas Depa. 171: 5-25; 172, 173: 1-5, Wolf
Depa., 107: 12-25; 108 1-17).
54.

When Dr. Noak was terminated on March 10, 2004 he was no longer the

designated physician on site for the various IDOC facilities nor was he the supervising
physician for the various PA's.

His DEA certificates which PHS and IDOC relied upon

to legally prescribe and dispense medication to inmates were essentially invalidated by
their respective action. However, PHS continued to order and dispense medication to
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inmates under Dr. Noak's DEA certificate and the PA's continued to write prescriptions
for inmates under Dr. Noak's medical license.
55.

Dr. Noak contacted Jan Atkinson at the Idaho Board of Pharmacy on

March 31, 2004.

Ms. Atkinson was a senior compliance officer. Ms. Atkinson recalls

that Noak advised her that he was no longer working at the prison and he was
concerned about fact that his DEA registrations and forms were still there, as were
drugs which had been ordered under his name and DEA registration.

Ms. Atkinson

noted that his concerns were valid because there is no pharmacy at the IDOC facilities
and the drugs are only allowed on site under a physician's valid DEA certificate.
(Atkinson Depa., 18; 1-25, attached as Exhibit 37 to Bush Aft. ).
56.

Ms. Atkinson called Mr. Dull on March 31, 2004. She advised Mr. Dull

about the concern that medications were on site under a practitioner's name who no
longer worked at the prison as well the fact that there were order forms and registrations
that had not been returned to Dr. Noak.

Further, Ms. Atkinson testified that she

explained to Mr. Dull that Dr. Noak, as the practitioner, continued to be responsible for
any medications issued, ordered or dispensed under his DEA registration numbers, and
that any drugs which had been previously ordered under his name needed to be taken
out of Dr. Noaks name either through transfer or destruction.

She advised that

inventories of the medications under Dr. Noaks licensure needed to be done. (Atkinson
Depa. P. 22 to 24).
57.

Thereafter, on April 18, 2004, Jan Atkinson wrote Mr. Dull a letter because

PHS had not taken steps to satisfy Ms. Atkinson that the issue surrounding the
medications ordered under Dr. Noak's DEA certificates was being resolved.

In that
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letter, Ms. Atkinson notes that she had received information from Rodney Roe, a PHS
employee, indicating that some medications would be transferred to Corey Riggs,
another PA with PHS. Ms. Atkinson advised that the proposed transfer would not be
valid and indicated that PHS had still not addressed the DEA registrations which Dr.
Noak held at other facilities. Ms. Atkinson directed PHS to take prompt action to comply
with the state and federal regulations implicated by the situation. As of April 18, 2004,
Ms. Atkinson testified that there was no record of any practitioner at the IDOC facilities
who had appropriate site DEA certification. (See Exhibit 38 to Bush Aff.).
58.

Eventually,

PHS determined that it would

destroy the controlled

medications which had been ordered under Dr. Noak's DEA registration. Dr. Noak was
not required to be present if the drugs were destroyed and Ms. Atkinson could and
agreed to serve as an independent verification source. Ms. Atkinson went to the prison
in May and went through the process of destroying/collecting the controlled medications
which PHS represented were issued under Dr. Noak's DEA registration.
59.

According to pharmacy and medication records produced in discovery,

PHS continued to fill "stock" medication under Dr. Noak's DEA license number(s) after
his DEA certificates were cancelled until the end of June 2004. This included various
anti-psychotic medication and other drugs which if not monitored or used correctly could
be extremely dangerous for a patient. (Exhibit 39 to Bush Aff., see also Noak Aff.).
60.

PHS's actions exposed Dr. Noak to personal liability, placed his DEA and

medical license at risk, and caused significant emotional distress. See Noak Aff.
61.

Dr. Noak owns and operates a medical clinic in Homedale, Idaho which he

was operating, mostly at night, while he worked for PHS.

Because of the events which
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transpired leading up to and following his termination, he has been diagnosed with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Symptoms he has suffered include night terrors,
intractable fatigue, aggravation of his chronic fatigue syndrome, increased physical pain
and memory issues. This medical issues have made it very difficult for Dr. Noak to
operate his clinic. Dr. Noak had to expend personal money to hire a private attorney
after he was suspended by PHS.

He also spent countless hours working the issues

surrounding his DEA certificates.

(See Noak Depa; 363: 21-25, 363 to 369: 1-7; see

also Affidavit of Dr. Noak.
DATED this~ day of October 2009.

·-

COMSTOCK & BUSH

B~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

:];J)_ day of October, 2007, I served a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon:

Kirtlan G. Naylor
Colleen D. Zahn
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C.
950 W. Bannock St., Ste. 610
Boise, ID 83702
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
David G. High
Chief, Civil Litigation Division
Emily A. Mac Master
Deputy Attorneys General
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise, ID 83720-0010

~
D
D

D

g_
D
D

Facsimile (208) 383-9516
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery

Facsimile (208) 334-2830
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
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OCT 3 0 200S

John A. Bush
COMSTOCK & BUSH
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500
P.O. Box 2774
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774
Telephone: (208) 344-7700
Facsimile:
(208) 344-7721
ISB No.
3925

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.
Plaintiff,
-vsPRISON HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES1-10.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV QC 0623517

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
STRIKE

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through his attorneys of record, Comstock and
Bush, and moves this Court to strike Exhibits 14 of the Affidavit of Emily Mac Master
filed on September 3, 2009, Exhibits 20 and 21 of the Affidavit of Emily Mac Master
filed on October 15, 2009, Exhibit A of the Affidavit of William Fruehling, filed August
19, 2009, and select portions of Exhibit B to the Affidavit of William Fruehling.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE -P- 1
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Oral argument is requested.
DATED this~ day of October, 2009.

COMSTOCK & BUSH

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE -P- 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ¾day of October 2009, I served a true and correct copy
of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon:
Kirtlan G. Naylor
Colleen D. Zahn
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C.
950 W. Bannock St., Ste. 610
Boise, ID 83702
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
David G. High
Chief, Civil Litigation Division
Emily A. Mac Master
Deputy Attorneys General
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise, ID 83720-0010

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE -P- 3

D

fl
D
D
D

.aD
D

Facsimile (208) 383-9516
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery

Facsimile (208) 334-2830
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
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John A. Bush
COMSTOCK & BUSH
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500
P.O. Box 2774
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774
Telephone: (208) 344-7700
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721
ISB No.: 3925
Davis F. VanderVelde
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
Facsimile: (208) 466-4405
ISB No.: 7314

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.

)

Plaintiff,

)
)

)

-vs-

)
)

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES, INC., a
subsidiary of AMERICAN SERVICES
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES 1-10.

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV OC 0623517

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BUSH

)

Defendants.
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STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Ada
)
I, John A. Bush, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

That I am one of the attorneys for Plaintiff John Noak, M.D., in the above-

referenced lawsuit. I make this affidavit upon my own personal knowledge and belief.
2.

That I am an attorney, duly licensed by the State of Idaho to practice law

in the State of Idaho.
3.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 1 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Lee Harrington taken on February 10, 2009.
4.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Job

Description of Statewide Medical Director.
5.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of John F.

Noak, M.D.'s curriculum vitae.
6.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 4 are a true and correct copies of John F.

Noak, M.D.'s Performance Evaluations.
7.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 5 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Rick Dull taken on February 27, 2009.
8.

That Exhibit 6 as referenced in the oppositions to the motions for summary

judgment and the Statement of Facts are medical records of Norma Hernandez
which are filed separately under seal.
9.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 7 are true and correct copies of excerpts
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from the deposition transcript of Janna Nicholson, Vol. I, taken on February 2, 2009.
10.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 8 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of John F. Noak, M.D., Vol. Ill taken on September 25,
2008.
11.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 9 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Karen Barrett taken on January 28, 2009.
12.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 10 true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Norman Hernandez taken on May 7, 2009.
13.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Inmate

Concern Form dated January 29, 2004
14

That attached hereto as Exhibit 12 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Noelle Barlow taken on January 27, 2009.
15.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 13 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Todd Jackson taken on January 27, 2009.
16.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of Form 105

dated January 30, 2004.
17.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the Staff

Information Report dated January 30, 2004.
18.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of page 14 of

the supplemental investigative report of Detective Lukasik dated February 23, 2004.
19.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of the Janna

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN A. BUSH - P- 3
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Nicholson's Statement dated January 31, 2004.
20.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of the

February 2, 2004 from Christy Presley to David Haas.
21.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 19 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Christy Presley taken on August 18, 2009.
22.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the Karen

Barrett's Statement dated February 2, 2004.
23.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the

memorandum written by Mr. Haas dated February 2, 2004.
24.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of the Form

227 B Staff Issues Request for Investigation dated February 2, 2004.
25.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of the

memorandum written by Mr. Wolf dated February 3, 2004.
26.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of Inmate

Concern Form dated February 3, 2004.
27.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of letter

dated February 4, 2004 to the Idaho Board of Medicine signed by Mr. Haas.
28.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 26 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Richard David Haas, Vol. I taken on June 17, 2009.
29.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of February

5, 2004 letter from the IDOC to Mr. Dull regarding Dr. Noak.
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30.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of February

5, 2004 letter from the IDOC to Mr. Dull regarding Lisa Bell.
31.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of February

6, 2004 email from Mr. Dull to Rod Holliman.
32.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of the

second Form 227 B dated February 11, 2004.
33.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 31 is a true and correct copy of the

February 13, 2004 email from Richard Dull to Rod Holliman.
34.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 32 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Steven Wolf taken on September 12, 2009.
35.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of March 9,

2004 email from Mr. Dull to Mr. Haas.
36.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 34 is a true and correct copy of March 9,

2004 letter from IDOC to Mr. Dull
37.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 35 are a true and correct copies of notes

from the March 10, 2004 between Mr. Dull and Dr. Noak.
38.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy of March 15,

2004 letter from David Haas to Idaho State Board of Medicine.
39.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 37 are true and correct copies of excerpts

from the deposition transcript of Jan Atkinson taken on February 24, 2009, 2009.
40.

That attached hereto as Exhibit 38 is a true and correct copy of April 18,
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2004 letter from Jan Atkinson to Mr. Dull.
That attached hereto as Exhibit 39 are true and correct copies of PHS

41.

pharmacy/medication records produced in discovery by PHS reflecting medications
filled between March 15, 2004 and June 30, 2004.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

~ day of October,

2009, I served a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon:

Kirtlan G. Naylor
Colleen D. Zahn
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C.
950 W. Bannock St., Ste. 610
Boise, ID 83702
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
David G. High
Chief, Civil Litigation Division
Emily A. Mac Master
Deputy Attorneys General
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise, ID 83720-0010
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Facsimile (208) 383-9516
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery

Facsimile (208) 334-2830
Hand Delivery
U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
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Noak

Lee Harrinton
February 10, 2009

v. Prison Helalth, et al.
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FOURTH JUDICIAL
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFT
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
Civil Action - Law
No. CV OC 0623517
-

-

----

X

JOHN F. NOAK, M.D.,
Plaintiff,
-

vs -

PRISON HEALTH SERVI S, INC., a
subsidiary of AME CAN SE
GROUP, INC.; IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTION; RICHARD D. HAAS; and
DOES 1-10.
Defendants.
---x

Deposition of
Poplar Church Road
Camp Hill, PA

bruary 10,
12:56 p.m.

2009

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED and agreed t
sealing of the within transcript is wa
IT IS FURTHER STIPULATED and agreed that all
objections except as to the form of the question
are reserved to the time of trial.
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Was anybody else present?
Dr. Hill.
How long did the interview last?
A 1 don't remember.
Q What do you recall about it, if
anything?
A Just a standard interview. Looked
at his credentials. I don't remember exactly
what I asked him. That's it.
MR. BUSH: Kirt, do you have
PHS-122?
MR. NAY LOR: Yes.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q Mr. Harrington, you've been handed
the document that's been marked or in the lower
right-hand corner is stamped PHS-122, has
previously been marked in this case as deposition
Exhibit No. 12 at the deposition of Dr. Noak.
And that's a letter written by you dated August
8, 2002, to Dr. Noak. Is that correct?
A Yes.
Q In terms of the date of this letter,
can you recall how long after your initial
interview with Dr. Noak this letter was written

25

and sent to him?
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nonnally the person that provided those services
to those sites was also utilized as the Statewide
Medical Director.
Q I am still not clear, l guess, in
tenns of what distinction, if any, there is. Let
me ask this.
What is your understanding as the -as to what the site physician for a specific
facility would do?
A Provide the care for the inmates
within that position -- within that facility.
Q So with that, Dr. Noak would be in
charge for providing care as the site physician
for IMSI. ls that correct?
A Yes.
Q Then he would also provide or be in
charge of providing the care as the site
physician for SICI. Correct?
A Yes.
Q Did he have, to your knowledge, the
site physician responsibility, if you will, for
any other sites within the !DOC system?
A No, I don't think so.
Q So when we talk about having the

i3~ .......!..eSIJ?l_lSi]:>i_li!L~~ai_1_1~~ne!?_DX, t() provide the
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No.
Q Did you interview any other
physicians for the Medical Director position?
A Yes.
Q Wh~
A Dr. Garrett.
Q Was Dr. Garrett already working for
PHS at that time?
A No. Well, I think he may have given
us some part-time work.
Q Do you recall whether Dr.. Garrett
was under an independent contractor agreement?
A
No.
Q The letter indicates that you are
offering him a full-time job with PHS to serve as
the Statewide Medical Director and site physician
for IMS! and SICL ls that correct?
A Yes.
Q What is the difference, if any,
between the Statewide Medical Director and then
being a site physician for the two specific
.
?
sues.
A The position required someone to
wear a dual hat, if you will. We were authorized
one FTE physician for those two sites .. And
A
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medical care at these two sites, how does that
differ, if it does, from his title of Statewide
Medical Director for Idaho?
A In other words, if there were -because there were more than just these two
sites, if there was an issue at another site, Dr.
Noak could be consulted in his role as Statewide
Medical Director.
Q So is it fair, then, to say that he
may have responsibilities at other sites; but the
hat he's wear in that regard is as Medical
Director as opposed to the site physician?
A Can you repeat that?
Q Sure. Let's just do it by way of
example. If we go back to the independent
contractor agreement -A He might have other responsibilities
besides these two institutions. Does that answer
your question? I'm not sure.
Q Yes. But, for example, earlier we
talked about -- Edith Roe was the health site -health services administrator of SIC!. Right?
A Right -- no, at ISCI.
Q ISCI. Sorry.
So, for exam le, was there a site
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Okay.
He officially took the job in
October 2002.
A Okay.
Q During that period, ten months or
so -- wel I. one of the things, I don't see
anywhere in the PH files, the personnel file of
Dr. Noak that I have been provided, any formal
job evaluation performed by you.
Do you rec al I ever doing one of Dr.
Noak?
A No.
Q And is there a reason why?
It's done annually.
A
So
from that are you suggesting that
Q
by the time his evaluation would have come about,
you would have been gone?
A
Yes.
Let
me back up. Do independent
Q
contractors get evaluated?
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn.
You mean a fonnal evaluation sheet?
MR. BUSH: Sure.
THE WITNESS: No, nonnally not.
A

Q
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with the job he was doing as an independent
contractor that it wasn't a barrier to his being
offered the Medical Director position. ls that
correct?
MR. NAYLOR: Objection to form. You
keep referencing PHS, and this is not a
30B6 deposition.
You can ask him about his role in
his capacity, but he's not binding PHS.
And I don't know if you intend for that
or not.
MR. BUSH: So you're suggesting -well, it doesn't matter. We'll move on
to that later.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q When you offered Dr. Noak the
Medical Director position, did you have any
reservations about that?
A
No.
Q And based on what you knew up to
that point in time had his job perfomrnnce as an
independent contractor been satisfactory?
A Yes.
Q During the ten months or so that you
had administrative
over Dr. Noak as a
45
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BY MR. BL:SH:
Q Why not?
A Normally with independent
contractors there's a peer review process; but
not a formal evaluation that's for employees.
Q And when you say "peer review,"
explain to me what you mean.
A A physician that's aware of the
duties of the independent contractor or somebody
that would work with the independent -- that
works at the site would do a clinical review or
evaluation.
Q Do you know whether one of the -- a
peer review was ever done for Dr. Noak at any
point?
A No.
Q Bad question again.
No, you don't know; or no, one was
not done?
A I don't know.
Q It would seem to be apparent to me
that at least for the period of time that Dr.
Noak was an independent contractor with PHS, that
the job that he did was sufficient enough to PHS
that it -- well, PHS was, at least, happy enough
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Medical Director, were there any problems or
complaints that you had about his job
performance?
A Yes.
Q What were those?
A In general, his a1TOgance and his
disposition towards inmates and their motives.
Q Anything else'?
A There was a complaint from the HSA
at SICI about him.
MR. NAYLOR: HSA. what did you say?
THE WITNESS: I thought it was the
HSA. but yeah -- and l forget what her
name \\'as. I can't remember right now.
Lisa maybe.
MR. NAYLOR: You can't cover your
mouth. Lisa Mays (phonetic).
THE WITNESS: Lisa Mays.
BY MR. BUSH:
Q Anything else?
A That's it.
Q Okay. Let's go in reverse order.
The complaint from Ms. Mays, when was that made,
do you know?
A I don't remember the date.
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STATE WIDE l\1EDICAL DIRECTOR
I.

POSITION TITLE:

Statewide MedicaJ Director

II.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

October l, 200 I

III.

SUPERVJSED BY:

A,

B.

rv.
v.

VJ.

SUPERV[SES:

Regional Medical Director
Regional Mwager (for adm.inistralive issues)

A.

ProfcssionaJ Medical Staff

B

Clinicnl supervision to nursing persoOJ1el

QUALIFICATIONS:
A

MilinLains liccose to practice medicine

B.

Mninla.ins currcot CPR or ACLS certification.

C

Graduated fron:l !ill accredited school of rocdicine.

D.

Maiatl!in.s DBA license.

E.

Mai.atains Idaho Slate Pban:oaGy license.

F

Board eligible or certified in specially.

GllNERAL DUI'illS

Serves as Director of Clinical Operations for the St.ate. The Director is responsible for overall
health care delivery for the entire state (including Dent.iii and Mental Health) to ensure quality
care, disease prevea.tioo and cost coatai.nmcot. In this regard, tl.Je Statewide Medical Director or
h.islhcr dcsignee will perform the following functions:
A.

Provides health care to inmates and coruultati.on to health staff.

B.

Monitors lbe provision of health care services.

C

Eva lllnle.s the condition of adeqwicy of treatment facilities and the need for and conditioo
of necessary medical c.quipmect

D.

Evalu11tes coaclitiou of nou-medical nnh.lI~ Iha( relale lo lhe gcneraJ medical and hca.11.h
needs of the inmate populatioo.

E.

Makes rollllds on patients in the Medical Unit oo a routine basis

r-

Supervises cliwcal services rendered by aJI health care providers including Physicians,
Physiciao Assistants, Nurse Prnctilionet5, Registered Nurses, etc.

G.

Provides c.onsuJlative services lo all rned.ica) si.aff both fonnaUy nnd informally.

H

Coordinates tncdicaJ services provided by outside coosu1lJnts, community hospitals, llS
well as on-site sp~ialty services.

Si..1,.,1~0M"'1l"'l Dlrulo,

r,~ I o<l

.t,.ll. No.
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Dalt : ; _

1 7 -() f
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JJAWc-,1~,

PHS 195

vu.

L

Establishes a clinic to evaiaale patients for whom specialty con6ult.alions or diagnostic
studies have been requested.

J_

When needed, lhe Statewide Medical Director may be required Lo assist in eliminating ;wy
backlog of inmates awaiting elther Hisloiy 8.J]d Physical Examinations and/or Sick Call .

K.

Cooducls an inlemaJ epidcmiologic investigation of aoy outbreoks ofconwgious diseases
as well ;is develops and implcmeol plans to prevent further transmission of sucb diseases
within the facility .

L.

Reviews and signs off on all labs while easwiog !hat appropriate foUow-up bas b~n made.

M.

Mainl.llios physician or mid-level provider cover.ige during worki.Iig and non-working
hours.

N.

Approves r.rotocols ulilized by RN, PA and NP staff, if required

0.

Provides 24 hour-a-do.yon-call access

.ADMINISTRATIVE R.E.SPONSIDII..JTms
A.

~ists in the development illld implementation of Policy and Procedures Manual .

B.

Monitors slaff compliance wilh est.ablisbed policies aod procedures

C.

lnlimelely participates in budgelary decisions for healthcare services.

D.

Atlcnds regularly scheduled monthly staff meetings.

E.

Asrumes a leadership role in lhc Quality hnprovemcnt. [nfcction Control and Pharmacy
Thenipeut:ics Committees.

F.

Conducts monthly st.o.ff meetings with PHS staff. These meetings should be use.d for
didactic purposes such as for the dissemioalion of clinical infonuatioo as well as for
administrative purpose;s with a goal of improving lhe overall pcrfom:iance at lhe .facilities.
Minutes of all mee.tiog$ must be m'1inlai1Jc.d, all attendees mus1 sign in and a.:o agenda
published before each meeting tbal ~ludes the loplcs of discu!.Sion.

G

Scr,,e.s as a lio.ison betwceo lDOC administration and PHS's Corporate C-.orrcctional Sl:lil
regarding issues thal .ue pertinent lo daily operafions

H.

Coaducts Mortality Reviews on all inmate deaths.

L

Assures ongoing compliance with standards for accredil.afion ofNCCHC assures !hat all
health care staff adhere lo all security requirements Bnd health concerns

YUl. lIT.Il.,IZATION REV1EW RESPONSIDILITIES:

A

Reviews all requests for aJJ outside con&ultations, as well as on-site specialty clinic
consullalion requests. In this capacity, the Statewide Medical Director Is empowered to
:ipprove or disapp1ove such requests . Recommended oJlemative treatmenl plans must be
doeumeoted in the medical record for nny dis.ipproved re(!uesl.s

r.,., .r l

su,.,.ldoftl<dlml Dlt«.1.,

PHS 196

000990

B.

The Statewide Medical Directo1 must approve al.I elective (non-emergent) hospitalizations
as well as emergent hospitalizations. In the latter case, it may oot be possible to grant preapproval io some instances, e.g., an unstable patient who is detetiorating, however, the
Statewide Medical Director must be notified about the case. All elective hospitalizations
must also be approved by the Regiooal Medical Directo1.

C.

The Statewide Medical Director will make daily telephone contact with our contract
admitting physician to obtain updated reports on the patient's status ilild will expedite,
when possible, the discharge of patients whose medical care can be continued at the prison
facility.

D

The Statewide Medical Director will periodically review the use of ancillary services such
as Pbannacy (with regard to presctibing practices by physicians and clinical associates) and
laboratory usage (with regard to appropriate or inapproptiate ordering ofblood tests, etc.).
This also includes outside services such as Ultrasounds, Echocardiograms,
Electroencephalograms and/or Nerve Conduction Studies.

E.

The Statewide Medical Director will discuss with the Regional Medical Din=ctor any
medical case which may require prolonged hospitalization, elective hospitalization, or
cases which may result in ex.oi:bitant costs to PHS. The Statewide Medical Director will
utilize the Regional Medical Director as a resource for all problems that require higher
intervention
·

I agree lo abide by the foregoing relating to the duties of Statewide Medical Director

Date I

7

S1,towldc Malla! Dlr<dor
P•~•J on
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John F. Noak, MD
PO Box 907
Homedale, Idaho 8.3628-0907

WORK HISTORY:
06/0 l/0 I-Present

OWYHEE MEDICAL CLINIC
Family & Occupational Medicine, Urgent Care
106 W. Idaho Ave., PO Box 907
Homedale, Idaho 83628-0907

I0/04/99-04/04/00
(locums)

DOMJNIC'.AN HEALTH SERVICES - Family Medicine
l l 18 NW 16,i. Street
Fruitland, Idaho 836 I 9
Administrator: Karma Laan
(208) 452-685 l
Crud of Staff Dr. Moms Smith, MD
(541) 889-7100

03/01/97 - 09/17/99

PROCTOR Fffi.ST CARE - Family & Occupational Medicine
621 West Jackson
Morton, Illinois 61550
Administrator: Todd Beker
()09) 691-1043
Cli.icf of Staff: Dr Lee Hammond, "MD
(309) 685-4411

07/1.3/93 - 02/28/97

PEKIN HOSPITAL - Emergency & Occ.uparional Medicine
l 320 Court Street
·
Pekin., Illinois 6 I 554
Admioistrator: Ann Goyco

(309) 353-0802
E.D. Cruef of Staff: Dr. Nels Calvert, MD
(309) 353 - 0430

05/26/94 - 09/26/94

VALLEY HOSPlT AL - Emergency Medicine
515 East Dahlia
Palmer, Alaska 99645
E.D. Chief of Sl.aff: Dr. Roger Swingle, '?v1I)
(907) 745-4813

EXHIBIT
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EDUCATION:

1990 - 1993

UNTVERSTTY OP TLLlNOIS
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE. AT PEORIA
Residency in Family Practlce
Methodist Metlicat Center of Illinois
120 North East Gleo Oak Avenue, Suite 100
Peoria, Illinois 61603
Director: De~Tom Goleman, MD
(309) 672-5723

1985 - 1989

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
SCHQOL OP MED[ClNE

80 I North Rutledge
Springfield, ntinois 62705
A . Honors in Psychiatry
B. Honors in Family Practice
C. Honors in Obstetrics & Gynec<>logy
1977 - 1986

Undergraduate Studies (with breaks for mi Ii Lary service)

SOlfDiERN IUJNQJS UNTVERSITY
Carbondale, Illinois 6290 I
BA Chemistry, Summa Cum Laude
A. Merck Award for outstanding widergraduate chemistry
student - 1984
B. Math honors for college algebra and trigonometry - I978
1969 - 1973

SPRJNQEIELP HTGH SOIOQL
l OI South Lewis
Springfield, Hlinois 62704

'- .......
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LICENSURE AND CERTfFICATIONS:

Alaska Medical License #3287
First Licensed 06/30/94
Idaho Medical License #74 78
First Licensed 05/25/98

Illinois Mewcal License /1036-085335
First LiC¢11Sed I0/01/92
Oregoo Meclical Licenser/MD l 9176
First Licensed 01/20/95

DEA 11-BN 3408437
Board Certified in Family Practice 07/12/94
ACLS Instructor
Fust Certified 05/26/89

ATLS Provider
First Certified 06/05/89

MILITARY SERVICE:
1995 - 1996

19ou. fS - Gowen Field, Boise, Idaho
Duty Posit.ion - Flight Surgeon

1994-1995

17ft' USAF Clioic - Kulis Air National Guard Base, Alaska
Duty Position - Flight Surgeon

1993 - 1994

183«1 USAF Clinic - Springfield, Ulinois
Duty Position - Emergency Physician

1979 - 1993

l8J'd Tactical Fighter Group - Springfield., Illinois
Duty Position - Seoior F-4 & F-16 Fighter Pilot aod Flight Leader

1977 -1979

1211, Special Forces Group (Reserve) - St. Louis, Missowi
Duty Position - Medical Aid Man

1974 -1977

82"" Airborne Division - Fort Dragg, North CaroUna
Duty Position - Medical Aid Man

PHS 242
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Awards and Decorallons:
Golden Hands Award - Undergraduate Pilot Training
Distinguished Graduate - SquadroD Officer School
Ho11or Graduate - Officer Candidate School
Anny Commendalion Medal
Expert Ma.dcsmanship Badge, Rifle & Pislol
Ex.pen Field Medical Badge
Jungle Warfare Expert
Air Force Longevity Medal, with Lb.ree oak leaf clusters
Parachutist Badge
Flight Surgeoo Wings
Senior Pilot Wings
Medical Branch Device

PUBLISHED ARTICLES AND PAPERS:
"Re~nt Advances in the Treatment of High Altitude Pulmonary Edema"
Senior Resident Research Paper

Uaiver:sit.Y of HHoois College of Medicine at Peoria
May 18, 1993
American Academy of Family Practice Monograph f/162
"Contraception"
November 1992 (co-author)
"Helicopter Transport of the Patient With Acute Bums"
Journal of Bum Care and Rehabilitation
1991 May - June: 12(3): 229-33 (co-author)
"Frostbite''
[nstructional Paper

82... Airborne Division
Fort Bragg, North Carolina
December 1975
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At1.nchmeot A

PRISON HEALTH SERVICES

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REPORT
EXBMPT MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
(For Employees who Supervise Others)

~~bJ Uoh..Ju

Name:
Sile: 810

Date ofHire:

M,~.

Posltio~~~/¾'1
Evaluation Peflod:

/ /
ID I DJ...

Mc.flcJ2 /),J.:.r

;;np

To
/
tJ-/Jt /0.,l

/ '/ /03

T1li, form i.:s dc:sllillc<l 1o m = ~Dd docunicot lhc pcrfo= or PHS Mim~geru.l employees. Where objeedv=

nro cs111b1i.sbed, lbe cmploy~ Jbould bo 0~1111!~ OD these pn:-de!crmioed go~ls or objectives. In cases w~
olljeca'vc.s ..n: DOI o.5tabliroed, llre supervisor should ldcntlf)' the 11111jor dotlc.s aud/or rcspomibilltits or !be job U1!I
cYtllun1e lhc employee accorduigly to tbc.sc tD~, the supcm,cr should ldc:.otify ou this form those =Jor proJccts.
job dutie1 ;ind/or spec fol 11Ssigumc111.J lwll 111c ur,porb.Dt to tho operatl011 lht ov~ pa1'0111111De<: of Ille cmployc.c.
PLANNINO:

DevclopiDG opmtioc politics/prccodW"C.11, settiog objectives !!!Id COIIJSCS of •clioo lo mee1 futu(c
nuds of Glicu1{1), comp.uiy, craployccs, QJ'.ld O"IYII0~

EYALOATION. 0 011utandlng

l1J S11pi:rl&r

0 Ci<>od

a Afary;inal

0 U,uafisfoctory

ORGANJZTNG: A.s5embllo1: ;wd Dinngiui; occessnry ruourcc.s lo mccl objcctivu.

EVAl UAIT0N. 0 011tsfa11ding

STAFFING:

O Svpuior

f/J Oo<>d

D Marginal

0 Un1al1Jfactory

K.ecplng positions filled, Jn,OODC wo,k nssigruc~ols, mlo.imli:in& ogcocy/overtimc cosl!.

EVALVA. TION: 0 Ouwand!ng

(il' Suportor

D Good

0 Margw,1

0 U11Jal~fac1ory

PHS 115

Prrfon:nrmcc Eva/uoflon - £.xo.,,pt Ma11dgrr,,et1/ Po,r,ifion.r
Pogo]

DIRECTING;

ll!ilfalini; 3ctioc lo DChievc qbjc.cuvcs 1md 6'0W of tho sit~ or dc:p.irtmC"DI; dclcc~tiog
rcspo llSl bJlity; ;ru lb ority 11.0d ~CCOU!I t:tbilJ ty

EVALUATION: 0 O11/.standing

Iii Supr!rio,

D Good

a Marglnal

a

/Jnsatl.Jfoctory

FoUow-up; s..:ttillg up and IIlainLlll.ni.o& systam lbnt w!U ldc11dfy dcviatioDS from the
sl.wdard; t.iJonc corttttiYQ ncli011 lo salvo p10blcms

EVALUATION: 0 OuJJla11di11g

IillLA TIONSH!'PS:

l1l S11puior

0 Oaad

a Marginal

a

U,uatiifa&Jory

Co!'.llllltll1ic.tio11 ;uid lalcnction with d!,cct lnUJ.1£,IIIIJClll, au1ployce11, cUco~ corpol"illo
stnff ond public

EVAlUATION· D Ouwandlnt:

IY.Supt:rlor

0 Gaqr/

0 Marginal

a

UnJa/frfactory

PHS 116

000999

.1

' ,,,

Perfomraw:c .E,va/ua1/on - Exempt Managem1a11 PosllloflJ
Pag~J

OVERALL EVALUATION;

C,icck Ole ruill:n:umt which~ mccw:ilely dcscnocs lhc cmploye.:'1
pc:cforma.acc duri.og lhc raliag pmod. However, nol '1ll coramcnts In each
slDltment c:il<'gory ntcd ~pply

M.,.Superlor

CJ Good

CJ Mt1.rgina/

CJ Uruarufecrory

Jb
PIWNUIQNS
UJ:§ATlSfACTQR.Y: H"" nol su=lully performed u.ks or I.ha Job 01 ochlcvcd ~mblishcd pcrfonoom;c objectives. Nocun:
ofsl.:ill 1111d/or mot[v.irlon Ii such that lmprovcmc111 Ii unl,l<cly. Employee dwlynr>1 qu:wlicd lo con1i111.1e In chi, posllio11-

MAP,Ci[NAL: 1-1:u not co171ptc1ely or~wtcnUy mcl pcnoltlWlca ob.}e,clivcs Md man abJcc:tiY"-', but hun'I compkl,:ly
r=:h•d swicbrd:s of q11:1111fry D11dlor qu;ility for pctfC1f'tll:UICO objci:tlvcs N=ds' lo Improve roll. 10 (uJlyqu.alffy for poslllon.
J:iQQQ: Has s,n,-c=fuUy oc:hio-ved JM:rfonmnca obja:dvu. Ill a {cw IIWAl>ccS, m:,y hove acceded s11mo obJ•d:ivCJ ood mls:sed
some, but on d,c ba!Dllcc, lhccmployce b:l< compolc.ntly pafomiul 1hc duli,:s oflb<ijob Dcrrorutr.11cs llu: mom!lon 10
improve

SUPERJOR: H:u orc=lcd ovc~II pu1"annonc.o obja:dyg: 0=11 pcrfo=c,; cl=ly bcncr 0"111 m<>.<t employ,:.<:$ 01 lhls
lcvtl flli:),ly skilled lo rcl:r1IOR<hip lo ll,o ta:lwl=I rcquircmo.nLI oflkjo'o.. H.. ikr'U IO b<: aonmtc,rly sucoe.sd\,I In modlng
dif!lcul1y diotlcng,s

OUTSTANDING: Hos far =:ceded 11ft pcrfomcna: ol,Jc4lvc.s Very blshly sldUtd In rclllrion IO Ll1c tcch,;lc:il ra:iultcmcnt5 or
~icjob. fl:u- sld11 \o be conslrtcnlly succcS.sM in p1oblonnolving ocd moc1lng diffieullc:h:illaiccs,
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